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SUMMER SCHEDULE 
1983 
ST. CLOUD ST ATE UNIVERSITY 
FOR REG ISTRATION INFORMATION ABOUT THESE co~~-=s , ... F.~SE CONSUL T 
THE COMPUTER LISTI NG OF COURSES I N TH I S SCHEDULE . 
SOME EVENING COURSES ARE OFFERED DURING THE SUMMER. SE E THE 
COMPUTER LIST ING IN THIS SCHEDULE FOR REGISTRAT I ON INFORMATION. 
TOURS 
PHOTOGRAPHY TOUR OF NORTHERN MINNESOTA . A t our emphasizing the use 
of 3 5mm sl ide photography i n collecting information for instruction-
al use , using scenic and cultural N. Minnesota as a resource . 
IM 410-510; 2 CREDITS; M. NEL SON 
A SCAND INAVIAN ADVENTURE: CU LTURE, PEO PL E, RESOURCES. An 
experience in i nte rnational education, with an opportunity to design 
and develop resource materials, utilizing a 16- day travel experience 
to selected libraries and o ther places in Norway , Swe d en, and 
Denmark. 
IM 4 10-5 1 0; 3 OR 6 CRED ITS; SCHU LZ ETENBERG, FI ELDS 
EDUCATIONAL TOURS THROUGH THE CONTINUING STUDIES CENT ER 
GREECE--JUNE 13-JUNE 27 
SCANDINAVIA--JUNE 21 - JU LY 7 
GERMANY--JUNE 30 - JUL Y 17 
WORKSHOPS AND INSTITUTES 
ENGLAND/ PARIS -- JUNE 29- JULY 1 5 
ENGLAND/AVJATI ON--JULY 7-JULY 22 
ENGLAND/TH EATRE-- JULY 7-JU L Y 22 
ENGLAND/SCOTLAND- - JUL Y 14-JUL Y 29 
FJELD B I OLOGY OF THE BOUNDARY WA TERS CANOE AREA AND QUE TICO. Back-
packing and canoeing in the BWCA and Quetico . Extra fees. 
BI OL 476-576; 4 CR EDITS; PECK 
TV ED IT ING AND PRODUCT ION WORK SHOP . An introduction to television 
l ocation a nd in- studio reporting . Fo r beginn er an d intermediate 
students . 
COMM 276; 2 OR 4 CREDITS; BR YCE 
PR INT JOU RNALISM PRODUCT ION WORKSH OP . Intense instructio n and 
comprehensive experience in publication production. 
COMM 452; 2 OR 4 CREDITS; NORLEM 
TELEV rs ION JOURNAL r SM PRODUC TION WORKSHOP. Intensive inst.ruction 
and comprehensi ve ex perience in television news and production to 
produce co l or TV news p rograms . 
COMM 478; 2 OR 4 CREDITS; BRYCE 
PUB L IC RE LAT I ONS PRODUCT I ON WORKSHOP. Role of the faculty adviser; 
trends; phi losophies , problems; t heoretical and practical consider-
ations; content of journalism- mass communications curriculum . 
COMM 485-585; 4 CREDITS; DESANTO 
OR I VER EDUCAT I ON FOR THE PHYSI CALLY HAND I CAPPED. Designed to make 
p r o fessionals awar e of physical and mental handicaps and the 
methodol ogies with which to instruct them in d r iver education . 
OTS 495-588; 2 CREDITS; RISK 
EMERGENCY DRIVING TECHN I QUES FOR INSERV I CE DRIVER EDUCATION 
INSTRUC TORS . Designed to cover the o rgani zation and administration 
of program development. Classroom and lab . instruction provided. 
DTS 495 - 588; 1 CRED IT; HUDDE L STON 
W9RKSHOP IN FREE MARKET ECONOMICS. Workshop to acquaint indiv iduals 
with free market economics and to discuss and demonstrate the 
relati onship between economic f reedom and political freedom . 
ECON 695; 3 CREDITS; LUKSETICH 
AEROSPACE ACT I VI T IES FOR THE ELEMENTARY SC HOOL. A workshop for 
elementary school teachers emphasizing hands- on activity app r oaches 
to teaching aerospace concepts. 
ED 495-595; 3 CREDITS; KELSEY 
DEFINING THE BASICS IN EDUCATION , A second look at the Back- to-
the- Basics Movement. 
ED 495-595; 1 CREDIT; KELSEY 
MISSISSIPPI RlVER CREAT I VE WRITING WORKSHOP IN POETRY AND FICTION. 
Discussion of techniques and ideas in writing poetry and fiction . 
Visits from p ubli shed p rofessional poets an d fiction writers from 
the upper midwest area included. 
ENG L 438 - 538; 3 CREDITS; ME I SSNER 
EAR TH SCIENCE INSTITUTE. Selected topics i n earth science for 
experienced teachers. 
ESCJ 477 -577; 4 CREDITS; SOROKA 
BERKEL EY PROJECT WORKSHOP--6TH GRADE. In-depth study of heart and 
circulatory sys t em. 
HLTH 495-588; 2 CRED I TS; SE RDULA 
SEMINAR: SEATTLE WORKSHOP. Selected health topics. 
HLTH 430-53 0 ; 2 CR ED ITS; OSENDORF 
STUDENTS WI SHING TO REGISTER FOR IM WORKSHOPS MUST EITHE R 
PRE-REG I STER OR REGl STER AT GENERAL REG I STRAT ION, JUNE 13, 198 3. 
ADMINISTRATIVE USES OF A MICROCOMPUTER I N SCHOOLS, MEDIA CENTERS 
AND LIBRARIES. A workshop for educators on the application of a 
microcomputer f o r data management purposes. 
IM 4 9 5-595; 1 CRED IT; SIMONS 
CARE AND REPAIR OF MEDIA CENTER MATERI AL S. A workshop designed to 
provide practical experience in the care , maintenance, and r epair 
of book and non- book materials in media centers. 
IM 495 - 595: 2 CREDITS; JENSEN, WESTBY 
CENSORSHIP AND INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT . A workshop des i gned to 
p rovide information, discussion , and examples regardi ng the 
censo ring o f material. 
IM 495-595; 1 CREDIT; WESTB Y 
~ESIGNING LEARNING CENTERS, STATIONS, KITS. A workshop for provid-
1.ng t i ps on techniques in planning, constructing, and utilizing 
individual learning uni ts for student use. 
IM 495-595; 1 CREDIT; KEABLE 
2 
EDUCAT IONAL FILM AC TIVITIES AND IDEAS . Demonstration of ere t ' 
uses of. shor~ films , p reviewing and 1;1n~erstanding a number 0 ~ i ve 
compe l l1.ng visuals, and hands- on activity of non-techn ical interests. 
IM 495-595; I CRED IT; KOYAMA 
MICROCOMPUTER AND REFERENCE SERV I CE. A workshop fo r library/med i a 
personnel to utilize microcomputers in assisting i nformati on 
retrieval. 
IM 495-595; 1 CREDIT; SI MONS 
IN STRUCTIONAL GRAPH I CS FOR THE MICROCOMPUTER. A workshop for 
educators on t he creation of instructiona l graphics via a computer. 
IM 495-595; 1 CREDIT; SIMONS 
PUPPETRY AS STORYTE L LING. A workshop includ ing puppetry, puppet 
instruction , and develop i ng puppet shows as storyt el ling . 
IM 495-595; 1 CREDIT; KEAB LE 
TV V I EW I NG GU I DANCE. A workshop for teachers, medi a spec ialists 
a nd par ents which i ncludes positive guidance techniques for 
chi l dren ' s television viewing . 
IM 495-595; 1 CRED IT ; WESTBY 
MI CROCOMPUTERS IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. Wo rkshop intended to 
familiari ze par ticipants wi th the use of microcomputers in 
industrial educat i on labs. 
IND 495-595; 2 CREDITS; AU 
DOUBLE REED CONSTRUCTION. The constructi on of reeds for oboe, 
bassoon and English horn . 
MUSH 494-594; 4 CRED ITS; ERNEST 
EVAL UATI ON OF MUS I CAL PERFORMANCE WORKSHOP. Participation in work-
shop session s cove ring the theory and application of high school 
performance evaluat i on . Covers both forma l a nd informal methods. 
MU SM 495- 595 ; 2 CREDITS; J. JOHNSON 
JAZZ COMBO L ITERATU RE AND PERFORMANCE. Activity class desi g ned to 
acquaint participants with the techniques and skills of smal l jaz z 
groups. 
MUSM 495- 595; 2 CRED IT S; FROHRIP 
LOW BRASS PERFORMANCE PRACT I CE AND LITERATURE . Intensive examina-
tion of liter ature, style and performance pract ice f o r solo and 
ensemble low brass (trombone , Euphonium, Tuba). Prereq.: 
perfo rmance ability on one instrument in the low bra ss family . 
MUSM 495-595; 2 CREDITS ; FROHRJP 
SCORE PREPARAT I ON WORKSHOP. Consideration of t he various facto rs 
involved in p reparing a musical score f or performance at the 
public sc hool secondary level. 
MUSM 495-595; 4 CRED I TS; J. JOHNSON 
WORKSHOP I N TRACK AND FIELD . A learn-by-doing approach to t he 
teaching o f track and field activities. 
PE 495- 588; 2 CREDITS; WAXLAX 
COMMUNICATI ON AND THE SEXES . Communications b etween men and women 
and within each sex are explored i n order to assess changing sex 
ro l es , ster eotypes , conflic t s, and c ooperation in their relation-
ships. Concentrates on communication pa t terns in v arious ethnic 
groups . 
SPC 495-588; 4 CRED ITS; E . VORA 
MI NORIT Y-MAJORITY COMMUNICATION. Objective is to expose students 
to the p r ocess , probl ems , and approaches in communications between 
p ersons from minority and majority groups. 
SPC 495 - 588; 4 CREDITS; E. VORA 
PHYSICAL AND MEDICAL COMPLICATIONS OF EDUCATING THE HANDICAPPED. 
Workshop on the physical and medical comp l ications encountered in 
many special education p r ograms . 
SPED 495 - 595; 3 CREDITS; GADBERRY 
ADMINISTRATION AND INTER PRETATION OF WOODCOCK-JOHNSON. Rationale 
and structure of Woodcock-Johnson. Psychoeduca tiona l assessment, 
direction f or administering i nterpr etati on. 
SPED 695 ; 3 CREDITS ; LEWIS 
ADVANCE INTERPRETATION OF THE WO ODCOCK- JOHNSON . Advanced clinical 
interpretation intended f or practitioners who have significant prior 
experience with the Woodcock-Johnson. 
SPED 695; l CRED I T; AYERS 
ELE CTR I CAL ENERGY SYS TEMS. Workshop format will center on standard 
D.C. and A.C. motors and generators . 
TEC H 495 -5 88; 4 CREDIT S; GOKE 
FLUI D SYSTEMS. Study of hydraulic systems t o include valves , flow, 
pressure controls , and basic applications. 
TE CH 495-588; 4 CREDITS; RYAN 
MICROPROCESSING TRAINING SYS TEM LAB . Study, analysis, and applica-
tion of the Lab-Volt aa348 microcomputer lab system. 
TECH 495-588 ; 4 CREDITS ; KOL BERT 
PREPARATORY EL ECTRONIC/ELECTRICITY TRAIN I NG. Workshop based upon 
the Pr eparatory Electr onic/Electricity Training (PEET) System . 
TECH 495 - 588; 4 CREDITS ; GOKE 
PHOTOGRAPHIC EDUCATORS WORKSHOP . Current aspects of exposure , 
p r ocessing and printing of B/ W and co l or photography. 
TECH 588; 8 CREDITS ; STINSON, ZACZ KOWSKI 
SUMMER THEATRE ON CAMPUS 
SUMMER THEATRE. A mini-reperatory company o f student managers, 
technicians , and performers wi ll, in a con centrated period of 
time, prepare and rehearse t wo p roductions simultaneously and 
perform them for the public in an alternate sequence on Stage II 
in the Performing Arts Center during the final two weeks of SSI. 
Contact Harvey Jurik in the Theatre Dept . for additional 
i nformation--2 55-2 223. 
TH 4 96 -596 
EVENTS SCHEDULED I N COOPERATION WITH THE CENTER FOR CONTINUING 
STUDIES 
MINNESO TA SPECIAL OL YMPICS--JUNE 1, 2, 3 
Contact person : Di ane Guse 255 - 3325 
26TH ANNUAL MINNESOTA IN ST ITUTE ON AG I NG--JUNE 13, 14, 1 5 
P ROFESSIONAL DEVELO PMENT SEMINAR ON AGING-- JU NE 15 , 16 
THE LINDBERG H LECTURE - -JUNE 2 1 
Contact person f or al l thr ee: Dorothy Simpson 2 55- 308 1 
2ND ANNUAL BASKETBA LL INV I TAT I ONAL CAMP - -JUNE 12 - JUNE 17 
SUMMER BASKETBALL DAY CAMP & LEAGU E- -DATES TO BE ANNOUNCED 
CONFERENCE ON VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN--JUNE 27, 28, 29 
WORKSHOP ON SU I C I DE I NTERVENT ION--JUNE 3 0 
Co n t ac t perso n fo r all four : Dennis Miller 255-308 1 
CAMP URAN! BORG 
Con t act person : David Targan 255- 2013 
ELDERHOSTE L--PROGRAM FOR PEOPLE 60 AN D OVER 
I. Augus t 7- 13 
II. Augus t 14-20 
Contact person : Doro t h y S impson 255- 3081 
UNIVERSITY CALENDAR 
MAY 5 , THU RSDAY -- ADVANCE REGISTRATION FOR F I RST AND SECOND TERM 
ENDS . 
JUNE 3, FRIDAY - - DEADLINE FOR FEE PAYM EN T FOR ADVANCE REG I STRATION 
FOR BO TH FIRST AND SECOND TERM . 
FIRST SUMMER TERM 
JUNE 13, MONDAY -- GENERAL REGISTRATION . EVENING CLASSES BEGIN . 
JUNE 14, TUESDAY -- DA Y CLASSES BEGIN . 
JUNE 17, FRIDAY -- REG I STRA T ION AND ADDITIONS TO SC HEDULE !:ND (LA TE 
FEE ADDED TO REG I STRATION FEE). 
JUNE 27 , MONDAY - - GRADUATION APPLICATION DEAD LI NE FOR SUMMER 
QUARTER . 
JULY 4 , MONDAY -- INDEPENDENCE DAY (HOLIDAY). 
JU LY 11, MONDAY -- DEADLINE FOR DROPPING FIRST TERM CLASSES. 
JU LY 15, FRIDAY -- OFF ICIAL CLOSING OF FIRST SUMME R TERM . 
SECOND SUMMER TERM 
JULY 11-15 , MO NDAY-FRIDAY - - REGISTRATION . 
JULY 18, MONDAY - - DAY AND EVENING CLASSE S BEGIN . 
JU LY 22, FRIDAY -- REG I STRAT I ON AND ADDITIONS TO SCHEDULE END (LATE 
FE E ADDED TO REGIST RATION FEE) . 
JULY 22, FRIDAY -- DEADLINE FOR GRADUATION APPLICA TI ON FOR SUMMER 
QUARTER . 
AUGUST 15 , MONDAY -- DEADL I NE FOR DROPPING SECOND TERM COURSES . 
AUGUST 18 , THURSDAY -- LAST DAY CLASSES MEET . 
AUGUST 19 , FRIDAY SUMMER QUAR TE R COMMENCEMENT (NO CLASSES 
SC HEDU LED). 
AUGUST 19, FRIDAY -- OFFIC I AL CLOSING OF SECOND SUMMER TERM. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
SUMMER QUAR TER IS DIVIDED INTO TWO TERMS . ALL REGU LAR COURSES 
SCHEDU LED FOR THE FIRST TERM WILL MEET FROM JUNE 14 TO JULY 15; ALL 
REGULAR COURSES SCH EDULED FOR THE SECON D TERM WILL MEET F ROM JU LY 18 
TO AUGUST 18 . COURSES SCHE DUL ED TO MEET MONDAY EVENINGS WILL BEG I N 
JUNE 13 FOR THE FIRST TERM CLASSES AND JULY 1 8 FOR SECOND TERM 
CLASSES. DA TES FOR SHORT TERM COURSES ARE SP ECIFIED . 
A GRADE SHEET WIL L BE SENT TO EACH STUD ENT AT TH E END OF TH E 
QUARTER . GRADE SHEETS AND TRANSCRIPTS WITH SUMMER 1983 GRADES~ 
NOT BE AVAILAB LE BEFORE THE END OF THE QUARTER . 
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT LOCATIONS 
AGCT . . . • • BB 310 
AMST •....•.•.•. • • • •• ..•. SH 2058 
ANTH. . . .. SH 3 34D 
ART . .•• KVAC 101 
ASTR ..... .. . . . .. ....... MS 324 
B I OL....... . . .. . . . . .• MS 2 6 2 
BEOA • .... • ..• • •. •• •••.• BB 204 
CHEM .....• • •• • , • • •••. • • • MS 358 
CJS . . . . • . • . . , • .•. , .... LH G3 
CSCI. . . •. MS 168 
DA N . • ••.. • • • , • • • • • • , . . , . BH 212 
DTS ••... , , •••• , • • , .•.••. WH BSMT 
EAS T. .... • .••••.... • . •.• SH 205B 
EC FS .• • • • •• ••• • ••. .••. EB Al31 
ECON • . • •••• • • •• •• ••• • • .• LH 28 
ED ...... . .... . ,. • . EB Al32 
EDAD •.•.. • .... • • • .. •.. .• EB 8118 
EFL •....••.• • • ,. •••• ... • R 106 
ENGL. . • .•.•... R 106 
ENGR ... . . . .... . .. .. .MS 324 
ENV • . . • ••• •• • • • • ••• • .... BH 1 23 
ESC I. ... . ... • . . . ...... .. MS 4 1 
FREN ... .. .... . , . • • . . . • BH 212 
GEOG ...• • •• ,• • • • , • •• •••• SH 3 1 4 
GER .•. • . • . ,. , • •• • .•. • • BH 212 
GERO .. . .. . . . .• . SH 2058 
HI ST . . •.• •• . • . •• • LH B 
HLTH . . . .. .. . ..... HAH 227 
HONS. . .. . .•• . .•••• • • DE PT 
OFFERING COURSE 
HUR L. . ... , ....... . .... .. EB Al31 
IDS . • .•. ••• ....••••••..• SH 2058 
IND ... . . ••••• • • HH 205 
IM ... . • • • • •• • ·CH 214 
LDC & UR B AF F . •.. • •••••• SH 205B 
MATH. . . .. . • , •••• • MS 168 
MBA.. . ...•••.. • BB 104 
MASS COMM . • • •...•••• SH 135 
MGMF . •• • . ...•• • •• • . • • • • • BB 104 
MKGB. . • • . . .. • •••• BB 304 
MUSIC .•• • . • . ••. • • • • ••• •• PA 240 
OR I E •••••• • • • • • • ...• ATWOOD 142 
PE .. ••• ••• •• •• • • ...•. • •• HAH 227 
PHJL . • • • • • • BH 123 
PHYS, • • , , . • , • • • • , ., • . ••• MS 3 24 
POL • • .• • • •• • • •• • ••••.... BH 315 
PSY .. ., . . . . . ..... EB A216 
QM I S . . . . .. . .. . . .. ....... BB 210 
RONG •.••• •• • • • •• • • • • • • . • SH 110 
REC • •• • .•• • •. • • . •. • •.•.. HAH 227 
REL •••.••• • •• , • •• ••.•• , . BH 123 
RHE T . . . .•• BH 123 
RUSS ... . ....... ........ . BH 212 
SOC ... . . . . . . .... • • •• SH 3340 
SPAN • . ••• •••• • •••• • • ••• • BH 2 1 2 
SPC • • , • . , • •• • , •• • • • • •.•• PA 202 
SPED ...... . .. . . . ........ EB A211 
SSCI •• • . •••• ••• • • •• •••• • SH 2058 
SSPA • .•. , .••• , •••••• • •.• EB A216 
SST ..• • • • . • •• • ••• ••• ••• • SH 205B 
SW • . • . • . , • • , • • •• • • , ...•• SH 334D 
TECH • .•. • • , • •• ••• .•..•.. HH 106 
TH •••••• • • • • • • • • • . , • .•• • PA 202 
WS ••••• .• • • • •• •• • . •. ..• • LH 16 
3 
ADMISSIONS 
NEW UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS MUST SUBM I T AN AP PLICATI ON FOR ADM I SS IO N. 
WRITE THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS, 1 18 ADMINIS TRATIVE 
SERV I CES BUILDING, ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY , ST. CLOUD, MN 56301; 
PHONE 61 2 -255-21 11 , OR CONTAC T YOUR HIGH SCHOOL COUNSELOR FOR 
ADM I SS I ON INFORMATION AND MA TER I ALS . 
NEW GRADUA TE STUD ENTS MUST WR IT E TO THE GRADUATE STUDIES OF F I CE FOR 
ADM I SSION INFORMA T ION AND MATERIA LS. WR I TE THE GRADUATE SCHOOL, 
1 1 6 ADM I NI STRATIVE SERVICES BUILDING, ST . CLOUD S TATE UNIVERSITY , 
ST. CLOUD , MN 56301; PHONE 612-255 - 2113 . 
NEW ST UDEN TS NOT PURSU I NG A DEGREE AT ST. CLOUD S TATE UNI VERSIT Y 
ARE AU TOMATICA LLY CLASSIFI ED AS A SPECIAL STUDENT . TH E REGISTRATION 
FORM WILL SERV E AS THE ADMISSION FORM FOR SPECIAL STUDEN TS . 
ADVISING 
ALL UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ENROLLED IN DAY T IME CLASSES SPR IN G QUART ER 
WHO HAVE NOT BEEN OFFICI AL LY ADMI TTED TO A MAJOR PROGRA M OF STUDY 
MUST CONFER WI TH THEIR FACULTY ADVISERS BEFORE REGISTER I NG AT 
ADVANCE REG I S TRATION. STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE THE WORKING SCHEDU LE 
FORM COMPLET ED BEFORE SEEING THE I R ADVISER. FACU LTY ADVISERS WIL L 
GIVE STUDENTS A SIGNED PERMIT TO RE GIST ER WH I CH MUST BE PRESENTED 
AT ADVANCE REGISTRATION . DO NOT WATT UN T I L THE LAST DAY TO OBTA I N 
THE REGIS TRAT I ON PE RMIT. SEE YOUR ADVISER BY MAY 4 . 
STUDENTS WHO ARE ON "ACADE MIC PROBA T ION " SPR I NG QUARTER MAY NOT 
ADVANCE REG I STER FOR SUMMER QUARTER UNLESS THEY MEET TH E GUIDELINES 
LISTED IN THE PROBAT I ON NOTICE . S TUDENTS ON "NORMAL PROGRESS" 
PROBAT I ON MAY ADVANCE REGISTER . 
AL TERNA TE COURSES 
SEE NUMBER 4 OF ADVANCE REGIST RATI ON PROCEDURES . 
AUDITING 
IF YOU ARE AUDITING A COURSE (TAKI NG IT FOR NO CREDIT) YOU MUST 
MARK 11 AUDI T11 ON YOUR REG I STRAT I ON FORM AT THE T IME YOU REGIS TER. 
BUILDING ABBREVIATIONS 
AMC= At wood Memorial Cen ter 
BB = Business Bu i lding 
BH = Brown Hall 
CLS = Campus Lab or a tory Schoo l 
CH = Cen t ennial Ha ll 
EB = Education Building 
EH= Eastman Hal l 
1111 = Head le y Hall 
HaH = llalenbeck Hall 
lla!l - AR = Halcnbeck Ha ll, Archery Range 
Hall-OS = Ha l en bec k Hal 1, Dance Studio 
HaH • EB = Ha l e nbec k , Eas t Bal cony 
Hatt - Cl;= llalenbeck, Gymnastics Gym 
Ha H- MG = llalenbeck, Main Gym 
Hatt - NB = Halenbeck, No rth Balcony 
Hatt - OS = Outside 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HaH - 0 = Ha l cnbeck , Pool 
Ha H- S = Ha l cnbeck , New Addit i on (South ) 
Hatt . SAC = fla len beck , Activity Center 
!laH • SR B = llalenbeck, Racq uetba ll Courts 
Hall - SWG = Halen beck , Wrestling Gym 
Hatt . TC = Halenbeck , Tennis Courts 
Hatt - TR = Halenb e ck , Tra in ing Room 
HaH • l·JB = Halenbeck , West Balcony 
KVAC = Ki ehle Visua l Arts Genter 
LH = Lawrence Hall 
MS = Ma thematics and Scien ce Center 
PA = Pe r formi ng Arts Cente r 
PA• STG I = Performing Ar t s, Stage 1 
PA- STG II = Performing Arr.s, St. age I I 
R = Riverview 
Sil = Stewart llall 
PERM I SSION OF THE DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON IS NEEDED FOR ALL CLASSES 
LISTED AS " PE RMI SSION ONLY.'' THESE INCLUDE ARRANGE D COURSES AND 
INDEPENDENT STUDY COURSES . RECEIVE WR IT TEN PERMISS I ON ON THE 
PROPER FORMS TO SUB MI T WI TH YOUR COURS E REQUEST FORM AT REG I ST RA -
T I ON . FOR MS ARE AVAILABLE FROM TH E DEPARTME NT CHAIRPERSO N. 
CALENDAR AND SCHEDULE CHANGES 
ALL PROV I SIONS WI THIN THIS CLASS SCHEDULE ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
WI THO UT NOT! CE. THE UNIVERSITY SCHEDULE AND CA LENDAR ARE SUBJECT 
TO MODIF I CATION OR CANCELLATION DUE TO OCCURRE NCES SUCH AS LACK 
OF FUNDING , F I RE , FLOOD , LABOR DI SPUTES, INTERRUPTION OF UTI L I TY 
SERVICES, ACTS OF GOD, C I VIL DI SORDER AND WAR . IN THE EVENT OF 
SUCH OCCURRENCES, THE UNI VERS IT Y WI LL ATTEMPT TO ACCOMMODATE ITS 
STUDENTS . IT DOES NO T , HOWEVER , GUARAN TEE THAT COURSES OF 
INSTRUCT I ON, EXTRA CURR I CUL AR ACT I VITI ES OR OTHER UNIVE RS IT Y PROGRAMS 
OR EVENTS WILL BE COMPLETED OR RESCHEDULED . REFU NDS WIL L BE MADE 
TO ELIGIB LE STUDENTS IN ACCORDANC E WITH STATE UNIVERS I TY BOARD 
POLICY . 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS 
IF YOU CHANGE YOUR ADDRESS AT ANY TIME DURING THE QUA RTER, YOU MUST 
CONTAC T THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECO RDS BEFORE THE LAST WEE K 
OF TH E QUARTER . 
CLASS LOAD 
TWO SUMMER TERMS ARE EQU I VALENT TO ONE QUARTER. THE MAXI MUM LOAD 
FOR A GRADUAT E STUDENT (ANY STUDENT REG I STERED FOR A GRAD UATE 
COURSE) IS 16 CREDITS, NOT TO EXCEED 9 CR EDITS I N ANY ONE TERM , 
THE MAX I MUM UNDERGRADUATE LOAD I S 10 CRED I TS FOR ANY ONE SU MME R 
TERM. ALL UNDERGRADUA TE STUDENTS ACCEPTED IN A MAJOR PROGRAM OR 
INTEND I NG TO MAJOR IN A PROGRAM WI SH I NG TO REG I STER FOR MORE THAN 
10 CRED I TS PER TERM MUST SECURE PERM I SS I ON I N ADVANC E OF REGIS TRA-
TION FROM THEIR COLLEGE DEAN . ALL UNDERG RADUATE STU DENTS UNDECIDED 
ABOUT A MAJOR MUST SECU RE PERM I SSION FOR MORE THAN 10 CREDITS PE R 
TERM F ROM TH E ASSISTA NT VI CE-PRES I DENT FOR ACADEM I C AFFA IR S . 
CLASS MEETING TIMES 
0730-0900 7:30 A . M. TO g:oo A .H . 
0915-1045 9: 1 5 A . M. TO 10 : 45 A.M . 
1100 - 1230 11:00 A .M. TO 1 2 : 30 P, M. 
1245- 1415 12:45 P . M. TO 2 :1 5 P . M. 
1430-16 0 0 2 : 30 P.M . TO 4 : 00 P . M. 
" LAB ARRANG E D" MEANS THAT ADDITIONAL MEET IN G TI MES WI LL BE 
SCHEDULED ON AN I ND I V I DUA L BAS I S . 
EVEN I NG CLASSES: 1 800-2130 = 6:00 P . H . TO 9:30 P.M. (WITH SOME 
VARIATIONS) . 
M=MONDAY ; T=TUESDAY; W=WEDN ES DAY; R= TH URSDAY; F=FRIOAY ; $=SATUR DAY 
CLASS NUMBERING SYSTEM 
011-099 = NO ,CRED IT 
10 0, 200 FRESHMEN AND SOPH OMORES 
300, 400 = JUNI ORS AND SEN I ORS 
50 0, 600 = GRADUATE 
CLASSROOM NUMBERS 
CLASSROOM NUMB ERS FOLLOW THE BUILDING ABBR EV IATIO NS . 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS 
(ADVANCE REGISTRATION ONLY) 
A STUDENT MUST BE ADM ITTED TO PRE-BU S LNESS OR BE ADMITTED TO A MAJOR 
TO ENR OL L IN ACCOUNTING 2 9 1, 292, 293; MA RKET I NG 235; QM I S 1 4 0, 141, 
AND 250. THE MAJOR NEED NOT BE OFFERED BY THE COLLEGE OF BUS I NESS . 
TO ENROLL I N 3 0 0 AND 4 00 LE VE L COURSES OFFERED BY THE COLLEGE OF 
BUSlNESS A STUDEN T MUS T BE ADMITTED TO A MAJOR (ANY MAJOR) AND HAVE 
COMP LETED 9 6 CRED I TS PRIO R TO SPR I NG QUARTER, 1983, AND HAVE A 
2 . 5 HPR . STUDENTS ADMI TTED TO A MAJOR OR MI NOR REQU I R I NG 300-400 
LEVEL BUS INESS COU RSE S MAY APPLY FOR AN EXEMPT ION I N ROOM 123 , 
BUS I NESS BU I LO I NG IF THEY DO NOT HAVE A 2 . 5 HPR . 
CO-REQUISITE 
I F A COU RSE LI S TS A CO - REQ UISI TE THE STUDE NT MUST ALSO REGIST ER 
FOR THAT CLASS . 
FINANCIAL AID 
FI NANC I AL ASS I S TAN CE IS MA DE AVAILABLE TO AL L STUDENTS WHO MEET THE 
ELIG I BILITY REQUIREMENTS UNDER THE FEDERAL ANO STA TE STU DENT A ID 
PROG RAM S . GRANT ASSIS TAN CE l S MADE AVA I LAB LE UN DER THE BAS I C 
EDUCA TI ONAL OPPOR TU NI TY (PELL) GRANT AN D MINNESOTA PART-TI ME GRANT 
PROGRAM S . LOAN ASSISTANCE 15 AVA ILABLE UNDER THE NA T IONAL DI RECT 
STUDENT LOAN, GUARANT EED STU DENT LOAN , AND EMERGE NCY LOAN PROGR AM S . 
IN ADD IT I ON , EMPLOYMENT OPPOR TU NITIES ARE MADE AVA i LAB LE TO STU DEN TS 
UNDER THE FEDERAL AND STA TE WORK-STU DY PROGRAMS. APPLICATION 
MATERIALS AN D DETAILED INFOR MAT I ON ABOU T THESE PROGRAMS MAY BE 
OB TAIN ED BY DIR EC TL Y CONTACTING THE FINAN CIAL A ID S OFFICE, ROOM 1 0 6~ 
ADMINISTRA T I VE SE RVI CES BUILD IN G; PHO NE 6 12-255-2047 . 
FEDERAL REGUL ATI ONS ST IPULAT E TH AT STUDENTS RECE IVI NG FEDERA L 
FINAN C IA L ASS I S TANCE DUR I NG THE SUMMER TERM MUST BE I N ATlENDANCE AT 
ST. CLOUD S TAT E UN I VERSITY AT LEAS T HA LF - TIME THE QUARTE R JMMEDlATELY 
PRECED I NG ( SPRI NG) OR I MMEDIAT E LY FOLL OWING THE SUMMER SESS I ONS 
(F ALL ) IN ORDER TO BE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE THIS ASS I STANCE . TH ESE 
REGU LATI ONS ALSO S TIPULAT E THA T A STUDENT MU ST BE ENROLLED AT LE AS T 
HA LF -TI ME DUR I NG THE SUMMER AND P UR SUING AN EDUCAT I ONAL OBJECT I VE 
IN ORDER TO BE ELIGIBLE TO RECE I VE FEDERAL FIN ANC IAL A I D. 
FREE TIME BLOCKS (ADVANCE REGISTRATION ONLY) 
TH E CLASS SCHEDUL E LIS TS A SERIE S OF F REE TI ME P ER IODS AVA I LABLE 
FOR BLOCKING OU T SEGMEN TS OF TH E DAY . THE TIME BLOCK LIST I NGS ARE 
FOUND AFT E R THE D IRE CTI ON SECTI ON OF THIS CLASS SCHEDU LE . IN 
REQUESTING TH E FREE TIME BLOCKS YOU S HOULD REAL I ZE THAT: 
A. DESIGNATING FREE T!ME ME ANS THAT YOU W!LL NOT BE ASS IGN ED 
ANY CO UR SES DUR IN G THA T TIM E . ---
B . REQUESTS FOR FREE TI ME DECREASE THE CHANCES OF HAV I NG YOU R 
SCHEDULE COMPLETED . 
A FREE TI ME BLOCK S HOULD BE REQUESTED ONL Y WHEN ABSO LUTELY NECESSARY . 
LIST THE REQUESTED T I ME BLO CK UNDER THE F I RST CHOICE SECTION OF THE 
CO URSE REQUEST CARD . YO U SHOULD BLOCK OUT THE ENT I RE TERM I F YOU 
ARE UNABLE TO AT TEND CLASSES DUR IN G THE TERM . USE 9990 If YOU 
CANNOT ATTEND THE FIRST TERM AND 9995 I f YOU CANNOT ATTE ND THE 
SECO ND TERM . 
GRADING OPTION 
SU/REQ :;: SAT! $FAC TORY /UNSA TI $FAC TORY GRAD I NG IS REQUIRED . 
EITHE R :;: ST UDENT HAS THE OPTION OF ELEC TI NG A 5/U GRADE OR TH E 
CONVENT I ONAL LE TTE R GRADE . TH I S OPT I ON MUST BE MADE BY THE END 
OF TH E SECO ND CLASS MEETING. 
ALL OTHER CLASSES WI LL BE GRADED ON THE A, B, C, D, E SYS TEM. 
GRADUATION 
S TUDENT S WISH I NG TO GRADUAT E SUMM ER QUAR TER SHOU LD SUB MI T AN 
APPLICATION FOR GRADUA T I ON TO TH E OFF I CE OF ADMISS I ONS AND RECORDS 
(U ND ERG RA DUATE) OR TO THE OF FI CE OF GRADUATE STUD IE S (GRADUA TE) 
PRIOR TO JUNE 2 7. NO APPLICATIONS FOR THE SU MMER GRADUAT I ON WI LL 
BE ACCEP TED AFT ER JULY 22 . SUMMER QUARTER COMMENCEMENT WILL BE 
HELD ON AUG US T 19. 
HEALTH INSURANCE 
THE STA TE UN I VERS 1 TY SYS TE M HA S A S TUDEN T HEAL TH I NSU RANCE P LA N 
UNDE RWRI TTEN BY RUSHMORE MUTUAL I NSURANCE CO MPANY . I F YOU ARE NOT 
COVERED BY YOUR PARE NTS ' P LAN OR DO NO T HAVE AN IND I V I DUA L P LAN , 
YO U SHOU LD CONS I DER THE STUDENT HEA L TH I NSURANCE PLAN OFFERED TO 
FULL-T IME UN I VERS I TY S TUDENTS . 
THE COST OF TH I S PLAN PER QUARTER ANO/OR SUMMER TERMS 
STUDENT ON L Y $37 . 00 
STUDENT AND FAMI LY 5355 . 0 0 (OP TI ONAL MATERN I TY PLAN) 
J F YOU WAN T INSURANCE COVERAGE CHEC K THE APPROPRIATE BOX ON THE 
REG IST RAT ION FOR M WHEN SUBM I TTI NG YOU R CLASS SCHEDULE. ADDIT I ONAL 
INFORMATI ON ABOUT SPEC I F I C COVERAGE I S AVA I LAB LE IN THE HEA L TH 
SE RV I CE . 
LEARNING RESOURCES SERVICES 
(CENTENNIAL HALL) 
LEA RNIN G RESOURCES SER VJCES CEN TE R I NC LUDES ALL THE USUAL L l BRARY 
ANO AUDIOVISUA L MATERIALS ( PRI NT OR NON-PR I NT) AND ASSOCIATED 
EQUIPM ENT. THE HOU RS THAT LEARNING RESOURCES SE RVI CES WILL BE OPEN 
FOR STUDENT AND FACULTY US E ARE AS FOLLOWS : 
REGISTRAT I ON DAY (JUNE 13) 
MONDAY - THU RSDAY 
FR IDAY 
SA TURDAY 
SUN DA Y 
WHENEVER A HOLIDAY OCCURS 
WILL BE POSTE D. 
7 : 1 5 A . M. -
7 : 1 5 A . M. -
7 : 15 A . M. -
CLOSED 
5:0 0 P.M. -
DUR I NG A TERM , 
4:00 P . M. 
10:00 P . M. 
4:00 PM . 
10:00 P . M. 
S PEC JAL HOURS 
4 
PENALTIES 
TU I TION AND FEES FOR REGISTRATIONS P ROCESSED AFT ER ADVANCE REG I S -
TR ATION MUS T BE PAID PRIOR TO THE THIRD DAY OF CL ASSES OR T HERE 
Will BE ~LATE FEE OF $5.00. CHANGES OF CLASS SC HED ULE AT THE 
REQUE ST OF THE S TUDENT AFTER THE THIRD DAY OF CLASSES WILL BE 
$2. 00 P ER CHANGE . 
PRE-REQUISITE 
AN ASTERISK ( :: ) BEHIND THE COU RSE NUMBER IN DI CA TES THERE IS A PRE -
REQU I S ITE FOR THE COURSE WHICH IS LISTED IN THE GENERAL BULLETIN OR 
TH E GRADUATE BULLETIN. YOU MUST HAVE THE IN S T RUCTOR ' S PERMISS I ON 
TO RE GISTER FOR A CLASS I F YOU ARE NOT CURR ENTLY REG I STERED FOR OR 
HAVE COMPLE TED THE PRE-R EQU I S I TE . 
REBATESFORINTERNSANDSTUDENTTEACHERS 
INTERNS AN D S TUDENT TEACHERS MAY APPLY FOR A REBATE OF A PORTION OF 
TH E STUDENT UNION AND ACTIV IT Y FEES THE Y HAVE PArD IF THEIR DUTY 
STA T I ON 1 5 LOCATED MORE THAN F IFTY (50 ) MI LES FRO M ST . CLOUD (AS 
DEFINE D BY THE STA TE OF MI NNESOTA MI LEAGE CHART). THE REBA TE FORMS 
ARE AVA ILAB LE IN THE BALLR OO M AT ADVANCE REG ISTR ATI ON OR IN THE 
ADM I NIS TRAT I VE SE RVICES BUI LD I NG, ROOM 11 7 . THE REBATE REQUEST 
FORM MUST BE RETURN ED TO A5117 NO LATER THAN THE FINAL DAY OF THE 
STUDENT TEACH I NG OR I NT ERNSHIP ASSIGNMENT. 
REFUNDS 
1. DAY TI ME S TUD EN TS 
A . STA TE UNIV ERS I TY BOAR D REGULAT I ONS STIP ULATE STUDENTS AR E 
RESPONS I BLE FOR PAY I NG TU I Tl ON AND FEE S FOR THOS E COURSES 
AND CREDITS FOR WHICH THEY ARE EN RO LLED WHEN CLASSES BEGIN 
7:30 A.M., JUNE 14, F I RST TERM ANO 7 : 30 A.M., JU LY 1 8, 
SECOND TERM . TO RECEIVE A REFUND FOR THE DROPPED PORTI ON 
OF TH EI R CLASS SCH EDUL E, S TUDEN TS MUS T DROP CLASSES NO 
LA TER THAN JU NE 13 (F I RS T TERM ) AND JUL Y 15 (SECOND TERM). 
AFTE R TH ESE DA TES , UNLESS THE STUDENTS' CLASS SCH EDU LE I S 
REDUCED BY THE UN I VERSITY , NO RE FUN D WILL BE ISSUED FOR 
DROPPED COU RS ES . 
B . STU DEN TS WITHDRAW I NG CO MPLE TE LY FROM THE UN I VERSI TY MUST 
PROCESS A WITHDRAWAL FORM I N TH E OF FIC E OF ADMISS I ONS AND 
RECOR DS, 1 17 ADMINISTRATIVE SE RVICES BUI LDING . THE 
FOLLOW I NG REFUND SCHEDULE APPL! ES TO TOTAL WITH DRAWAL FROM 
CLASSES. UP TO AND INCL UDING THE 5TH I NSTR UCTIONAL DAY, 
60 \ REFUND; 6 TH T HR OUGH 1 0 TH INSTRUCTIONAL DAY, 2 0 \ REFUND; 
AND THEREAFT ER NO REFUND WI LL BE GIV EN . 
2 . EVENING STU DENTS . STA TE UNIVE RS IT Y BOARD REGUL ATIONS STATE 
THA T I F THERE I S NOTIFICATION OF WITHD RAWAL PR I OR TO THE FIRST 
CLASS MEETING A FUL L REFUN D WILL BE G I VEN. PRIOR TO THE SECOND 
CLASS MEET I NG , 60\ WIL L BE REFUNDED; PRIOR TO THE TH IRD CLASS 
MEETING, 2 0 \ ; AND THEREAFTER, NO REFUND WI LL BE GI VE N . NO 
PAR T IAL REFU NDS Wil l BE MADE FOR COURSES DROPPED BY A STUDEN T 
UNLESS HE WIT HDRAWS OFF I CIAL LY FROM THE WHOLE OF HIS COURSE 
WORK. I f A STUDENT MUS T WIT HD RAW, HE SHOULD IMM EDI ATELY CONTACT 
THE OFF ! CE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS , ST . CLO UD STAT E 
UNIVERSITY, ST . CLOUD , MINNESOTA 56301; PHON E 612-255 - 2 11 1 . 
3 . SHORT COU RSES . NO REFUND S WIL L BE MAD E FOR SHORT COU RSES 
(D URATIO N OF LESS THAN TWO AND ONE -HAL F WEEKS) AFTER TH E 
BE G INNJ NG OF THAT COURSE . 
REGISTRATION POLICY FOR 
PREVIOUSLY ATTEMPTED COURSES 
THE FOLLOW! NG DEPARTMEN TS WI LL NOT ALLOW A S TUDE NT TO ADVA NCE 
REGISTER FOR A P REVIOU SLY ATT EMP TE D COU RSE: ACC T, MGMF, MKGB , QM I S , 
TEC H, MA TH , CSC I AND S PC . I N ADDI T ION, THE FO LL OWING COURSES WIL L 
NO T BE SCHEDU LED IF THEY HAVE BEEN P REV IOUS LY ATTEMPTED : BEOA 309; 
B I OL 101, 104; CHEM 215, 216, 25 1, 252; ESC I 1 06; ENGL 16 2 ; 
POL 313, 380, 413 . A WI TH DRAWAL I S CONS I DE RED AS AN ATTE MP T. YOU 
MAY ATTE MPT TO ADO TH E COURSE AF TE R ADVANCE REG I STRATION. 
REGISTRATION PRIORITY 
PHYS I CAL LY HAND I CAPP ED S TU DENTS MAY BE GRANT ED A REG I STRATI ON 
PR I ORITY FOR ADVANCE REGIS TRATION. THE Y S HOULD REPORT TO TH E 
INFORMA T ION TABLE AT ADVANCE REG I S TRATION IF THEY HAV E NO T REC E IVE D 
PR I ORITY IN THE PAST . 
TIME CONFLICTS 
YOU MU S T NO T SCHEDULE A TI ME CONFLICT AT ADVANCE REG I STRATION (TWO 
COU RSE S OR A FRE E TIME AND A COURSE MEETING AT THE SAME TIME) 
WITHOUT WRITTEN PERM I SS I ON FROM ONE OF THE INSTRUCTOR S I NVO LVED . 
SUBM I T A NOTE FROM ONE I NSTRUCTOR WIT H YOUR COURSE REQUEST FORM AT 
ADVANCE REG I STRATION . 
TUITION AND FEES 
TUIT ION COSTS FOR SUMM E R 1983 HAVE NOT YET BEEN FIR MLY ESTAB LI SHED AS THIS 
BUL LET IN IS PUBLISHED. IT IS AN T ICI PATED, HOWEVER , THAT THE TUI TION RATES FOR TH E 
SUMME R OF 1983 WILL BE AS FOL LOWS: 
$22 .00 PER CRED IT, UND ER GRADUATE 
$27 .00 PER CR EDIT, G RADUAT E 
IT IS ANTICIPATED T HAT TH E RE WI L L BE NO DIFFERENT IAT ION MA DE IN TUIT ION COSTS 
FOR RES IDE NT AND FOR NON-R ES IDENT STUDENTS FOR T HE SUMME R OF 1983. 
ST UD ENT UN ION / ACT IVITY FEE @$3.70 PEA CREDIT (DOES NOT APP LY TO 
WORKSHOP EXTE NSION OR TOUR CRE DITS ). 
(FEES MAY BE SuaJECT TO CHANG E! 
TUITION AND FEE PAYMENT INFORMATION 
l . ADVANCE REGIS TRA TI ON . S TUDE NTS WHO ADVANCE REGISTER BY MAY 5, 
1983 MUS T PA Y TH E I R TU I TI ON AND FEES IN FU LL BY JUNE 3, 1983 . 
PAYMENTS MAY E ITHER BE PAID IN PERSON AT THE UN IVERS IT Y CAS HIER 
ROOM 123, ADMINISTRATIVE S ERVICE S BU I LD ING, OR MAILED TO TH E , 
CAS H I ER . 
2 . GE NERA L REGIS TR AT I ON. 
F I RS T SUMMER TERM - STUDENTS WHO RE GI STER FOR SUMME R SESSION 
CLASS E S I NITI AL LY ON JU NE 13 , 1 9 8 3, MUS T P ICK UP THE I R FE E 
STATEMENT AT THE UNIVERS ITY CASH I ER, ROOM 123 , ADM I NI STRATIVE 
SERV I CES BUI LDING, AND PAY I T I N FUL L ON EITH ER JUNE 16 
(1 0 : 0 0 A. M. - 2:00 P. M. ) OR JU NE 17 (7 : 30 A.M. - 2:00 P.M.) 
SECOND SUMMER TE RM - STUDE NT S WHO REG I STER I NITI AL LY OR WHO ADD 
CLASSES FOR SECOND SUMMER TE RM MUST PAY I N FULL WHEN REGISTERI NG 
OR ADD I NG THE CLASS . TH EY MUST PROCESS THE PRO P ER FORMS I N THE 
REGIS TRATI ON OFFICE, ROOM 1 1 7 , ADMINIST RATIVE SERV I CES BU I LDING, 
BE FORE REPOR TI NG TO THE UN I VE RSITY CASHIE R IN ROOM 123 
(7 : 30 A . M. - 2 : 00 P.M . ) . 
FA! LURE TO PAY TU IT ION BY THE FEE PAYMENT DEAD LI NES WIL L RESU LT IN 
CANC ELLAT I ON OF CLASSES AND/OR A FEE PENA LT Y , 
UNIVERSITY HOUSING 
SINGLE AND DOUB LE ROO MS FOR ME N, WOM EN AND MARR I ED COUPLES ARE 
AVAILABLE IN THE RES I DENCE HALLS. APPROX I MATE RAT CS WI LL BE $12 5 . 00 
PER PE RSON/PE R SESSION- DOUB LE ROOM, $ 1 60. 0 0 PER PERSON/ PER SESS I ON-
S INGLE ROOM . WEE KLY RATES ARE $25. 0 0 FOR A DOUBLE ROOM AND $30.00 
FO R A S IN GLE ROOM . DA IL Y RATES ARE $ 7 . 0 0 FOR A DOUB LE ROOM AND 
$9.00 FOR A S I NGLE ROOM . THESE RATES ARE SUBJEC T TO CHANG E BY ACTION 
OF THE STATE UN I VERS IT Y BOAR D. THE RESIDENCE HALLS WILL OPEN FOR 
OCCUPANCY BEG I NN I NG AT 1:00 P . M. SUNDAY, JUNE 1 2 , AND WI LL REMA I N 
OPEN FOR BO TH SUMMER TERMS . I F YOU ARE INTERESTED IN RESERVING A 
ROOM IN A RES I DENCE HA LL YOU MAY WRIT E DIRECTLY TO THE DI RECTOR OF 
HOUSIN G, CAROL HALL, ST. CLOUD STATE UN I VERSITY, ST . CLOUD, 
MINNESO TA 5630 1 FOR THE NECESSARY APPLICATION MA TERIALS, DURING 
THE SU MMER TERMS, RESE RVATIONS ARE FOR RESIDENCE HAL L ROOMS ONLY . 
STUDE NTS SHOU LD FURN I SH PE RSONA L I TE MS IN CLUD I NG LI NENS AND 
BLAN KETS FOR A TWIN SIZE BED . FOOD SERVICE IS AVAILAB LE AT ATWOOD 
CEN TER ON A CASH A LA CAR TE BAS I S . THE HAL LS ALSO PROVIDE SMAL L 
KITCHEN UNITS WHICH AR E AVA I LABLE FOR SNACK PREPARATION. ROOM 
REFRI GERA TORS MAY BE RENTED . 
VARIABLE CREDIT 
A CO URSE LISTED WITH VR CREDIT MEANS THE COURSE MAY BE TAKEN FOR 
VARIABLE CRED I T . TH E NUMBER OF CRED IT S MUS T BE APP ROVED BY THE 
I NSTRUC TOR AND DEPAR TMENT CHAIRPE RSON. FORMS ARE AVAILABLE FROM 
THE DEPARTMENT CHA I RPERSON AND MUST BE SUBM I TTED AT REGIST RAT I ON . 
WORKSHOPS, INSTITUTES AND TOURS 
STUDENTS REGJS.TERING FOR WORKS HOPS, INS T I TUTES AND TOURS CARRYING 
THE DESIGNAT ION "PERMISSION ONLY ' ' SHOULD REFER TO THE SPEC I AL 
REG I STRAT I ON I NSTRUCTIONS LIS TED UND ER " WOR KSHOPS. 11 REG I STRATION 
FOR WO RKSHOPS, I NS T ITUTES AND TOURS WHICH DO NOT CARRY THE 
DESIGNA T ION " BY PERM I SSION ON LY" IS THE SAME AS AN Y OTHER COURSE. 
FOLLOW THE REGISTRA TI ON I NS TRUC T IONS AS LISTED OR REGISTER THE 
F I RST DAY OF CLASS, CONSULT THE LATEST GRADUATE BUL LETIN FOR 
WORKSHOP CREDIT LI MI TAT I ONS ON GRADUA TE PRO GRAMS . 
REGISTRATION INFORMATION 
PROPER REGIST RAT I ON rs YOUR RESPONS I BI LITY . ADV I SERS ARE ASS I GNED 
TO ASSIST IN THE SELECTION OF COURSES , BUT THE ULTIMATE RESPO NS I-
BILI TY RESTS WITH YOU. READ THI S CLASS SCHEDULE AND REFER TO THE 
GENERAL BUL LETIN TO INSU RE THAT YO U ARE USING CORREC T COU RSE 
NUMBERS AND HAVE MET PREREQUISITES, GENERAL EDUCATION, MAJOR AND 
MI NO R REQUIRE MEN TS . PLEASE READ ALL DI RECT IONS CAREFULLY ; IT WI LL 
SAVE YOU TIME . TH E UN I VERSITY RESERVES THE R I GH T TO WI THDRAW OR 
MOD I FY ANY CO UR SE INC LUD I NG THE CHANGE OF INSTRUCTORS OR TI ME ANO 
PLACE OF CLASS MEET INGS . 
ADDING CLASSES 
SOME DEPARTMENTS WI LL NO T ALLOW A STUDENT TO ADD COURSES AFTER THE 
SECOND DAY OF THE QUA RT ER . 
F IRST ANO S ECOND TERM 
9:00 A.M. - 11:30 A.M . , MONDAY , JUNE 13, HA LENBECK HAL L 
FROM 1: 00 P . M. TO 4:00 P . M. ON JUNE 13 DROP AND ADD REQUESTS MUST 
BE AP PROVED BY TH E ACADE MI C DEPART MEN T ON A DROP/ADD FORM AVA I LAB LE 
I N TH E ADMIN I ST RATIV E SE RVI CES BU I LDIN G, ROOM 117 . AF TER ALL ADDS 
AND/O R DROPS HAVE BEEN APP ROVED BY THE ACAD EMI C DEPARTMENT, THE 
DROP/ADD FO RM MUST BE RETURNED BY THE STUDENT TO THE ADM I NI STRATIVE 
SERVICES BU IL DIN G, ROO M 117 , FO R FINA L PROCESS I NG . NO ADDITIONS 
TO F I RST TE RM COURSES MAY BE PROCESSED AFTER FRIDA Y, JUNE 1 7. 
SECOND TERM 
7 : 30 A . M. - 4 : 00 P.M., JULY 11- 22, ACADEMI C DEPARTMENT 
DROP AND ADD REQUESTS MUS T BE APPRO VED BY THE ACADEMIC DE PARTMENT 
ON A DROP/ADD FORM AVA I LAB LE IN THE ADMINIS TRAT I VE SERV I CES 
BUI LDING, ROOM 1 1 7 . AFTER AL L ADDS AND/OR DROPS HAVE BEEN APPROVED 
BY THE ACADEM f C DEPARTMENT, THE DROP/ADD FORM MUS T BE RE TURNED BY 
TH E S TU DENT TO TH E ADM INI S TRA T IVE SERV I CES BUILDING, ROOM 11 7, FOR 
F INAL PROCESS I NG . NO ADDI TI ONS MA Y BE P ROCESSED AF TER F RIDA Y, 
JU LY 22 . 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION (MAY 5) 
ALL STUDENTS WHO ARE ELI GI BLE TO ATTEND S T . CLOUD S TATE UN I VERSITY 
ARE ENCOURAGED TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF ADVANCE REG I STRATI ON . FEES FOR 
ALL CLASSES SCH EDU LE D MUS T BE PAID BY JUNE 3 FOR SUMMER QUAR TER OR 
YO UR CLASS SCHEDULE WIL L BE CA NCE LED . 
I. S TUDENTS EN ROLL ED I N DAY CLASSES DUR I NG SPR I NG 1983 WI LL HAVE 
2 . 
3 . 
REGIS TRAT I ON MATER I ALS PREPARED FOR THEM. STUDENTS MUST PRESEN T 
SO ME FORM OF IDENT I FICATI ON (UNIVERSITY ID, DRIVE R' S LI CENSE, 
ETC . ) TO RECE I VE REG I STRATI ON MA TERIA LS . MATER I ALS WILL BE 
COMP LE TE D I N THE ATWOOD CE NTE R BAL LROO M ON MAY 5 FROM 8 : 30 A.M . 
TO 2 : 30 P . M. ADVANCE REGISTRATION ENDS MAY 5 FOR SUMME R QUARTER 
AT 2:30 P . M. STUDENTS WHO ARE ON ACADEMIC PROBAT I ON SPRING 
QUARTER MAY NOT REGISTER AT ADVANCE REG I STRAT I ON FOR SU MMER 
QUA RTER . 
STUDENTS ENROLL ED IN EVENING OR OFF-CA MPUS CLASSES SPR I NG 1 983 
MAY SUBMIT A REQUEST FOR COURSES ON THE FORM IN THE BACK Of THI S 
BOOKLET BEFORE MAY 5 . 
ST UDENTS NOT ENROL LED I N CLASSES SPR IN G 1983 MAY SUBMI T A REQU EST 




NEW ENTERING DE GREE S TUD ENTS WI LL RE CEIVE REG IS TRAT I ON 
INS TRUCTI ONS WHEN AC CEP TED FO R ADMISS I ON TO THE UN IVE RS I TY. 
THEY MAY NO T ADVAN CE REG I STER . 
NE W STU DENTS NOT PURSUING A DEG REE AT ST. CLOU D STATE UNI VERS IT Y 
ARE AUTO MAT I CALLY CLASS I F I ED AS A SPE C I AL STU DE NT WHEN TMEY 
RE GIS TER. THEY MAY ADVANCE RE GIS TER . 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION PROCEDURES 




A TI ME CONF LI CT IN TH E SAME TE RM. PERMI S S I ON FROM ONE INSTR UC TOR 
MUST BE PR ESE NT ED AT REGIS TRAT I ON TO SCH EDU LE A TIME CON FLICT. 
WRITE YOU R NAME AND SOC I AL SECURITY NUMBER I N THE AP PRO PRI AT E 
SPAC E PROVID ED ON THE WOR KI NG SCHEDU LE FORM. I F YOU DO NOT HAVE 
A SOC I AL SECUR I TY NU MBER , YOU MUS T REPO RT TO THE OFF I CE OF 
ADM I SSIONS AND RECORDS . YOUR REG I ST RATI ON WI LL NO T BE PROC ESS ED 
UNLESS YOU HAVE A SOC I AL SECUR I TY NU MBER OR A NI NE DI GIT NUMBER 
AP P ROVED BY TH AT OFF ICE. 
LIS T THE FOUR DI GIT COURSE REFERENC E NUMB ER, DEPAR TMENT NAME , 
COURSE NU MBER , SECTION, CRED I T, CLASS T IME AND CLASS DA YS ON THE 
WORK I NG SC HE DUL E FOR M. 
FOR EACH FIR ST CH OI S E, LI S T AN AP PRO PR I AT E AL TERNA TE COU RSE IN 
THE ALTERNATE SECT I ON OF THE WORK I NG SC HE DU LE FORM. DO NOT USE 
DIF FE RENT SECT IONS OF F IRS T CHO I CE COU RS ES AS ALTE RNA TE CO UR SES 
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5 . THE CLASS SCHE DULE HAS A SER I ES OF F REE TI ME PE R· IODS AVAI LABLE 
6. 
FOR BLOC KI NG OUT SEGMEN TS Of THE DAY OR A TERM . HOWE VER, IN 
DOIN G SO , YOU SHOULD REALI ZE THAT : 
A. DESI GNAT I NG FREE TI ME MEANS THA T YO U WI LL NOT BE AS S I GNED 
ANY COURSES DUR I NG THA T TI ME. 
B . REQUESTS FOR F REE TI ME DECREASE THE CHANCES OF HAV ING YOUR 
SCHEDULE COMP LETED. 
A FREE TI ME BLOC K SHOUL D BE REQUEST ED ONLY WHEN ABSO LU°T ELY 
NECESSA RY BEC AUSE OF CO MMUTI NG P ROBLEMS , A WOR K SCH EDULE OR 
OTH ER UNIVERSITY OBLIGAT I ONS. YOU SHOU LD BLOCK OUT THE ENTI RE 
TE RM IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO ATTE ND CLASSES DUR I NG THAT TERM . 
USE 9 9 90 I F YOU CANNOT ATTEN D TH E FIRST TERM AND 9995 I F YOU 
CANNOT ATT END THE SECOND TERM . 
CO MPLETE THE COURS E REQUES T FORM (OR COURSE REQU EST CAR D I F 
RE GIS TERING ON MAY 5 I N ATWOOD CENTER) . CAR E FUL LY CO PY THE 
CO URS E RE FERENCE NUMBERS F ROM YOUR WORK I NG S CHl;.DULE . MAKE 
CERTA IN YOU PLAC E YO UR F I RS T CHOI CES OF CLASSES ON THE LEF T AND 
YOUR ALTER NAT E COU RSES ON TH E RIGHT SI DE Of THE FORM . AN 
ALTERNATE COURSE MUST BE ON THE SAME LINE A':> THE l"IRS1 CHOICE 
COURSE AND MUST NOT BE A DIFFERENT SECTION OF A FIRST CHOICE 
COURSE. PLEASE REC HECK THE COURSE REFERENCE NUMBERS IN THE 
CLASS SC HED ULE TO MAKE CERTAIN YOU HAVE LISTED THE COURSES AND 
FREE TIME BLOCKS CORRECTLY FOR THE PROPER TERM . DO NOT SCHED ULE 
TIME CONFLICTS WITHIN THE SAME TE RM. 
7. IF YOU Wl"SH TO AUDIT A COURSE (RECEIVE NO CREDIT), CHECK THE 
APPROPRIATE BOX AF TER THE COURSE REFERENCE NUMBER. 
8 . YOUR APPROVED CLASS SCH EDULE AND FEE STATEMENT WILL BE MAILED TO 
THE LOCAL ADDRESS BY MAY 20. ALL FEES FOR ADVANCE REGISTRATION 
MUST BE PAID BY JUNE 3 FOR SUMMER QUARTER. 
STUDENTS RECEIVING A PARTIAL SCHEDU LE (FEWER THAN THE NUMBER 
OF CREDITS REQUEST ED ) MUST PAY FEES BY THE DEADLINES FOR CREDITS 
RECEIVED. (SEE ADDING CLASSES FOR INSTRUCTIONS REGAR DIN G 
COMPLETION OF SCHEDULE.) 
IF YOU WISH TO CHANGE YOUR SCHEDULE ( DROP AND/OR ADD)J YOU MUS T 
PAY YOUR FEES TO RESERVE YOUR SCHEDULED CLASSES. 
9. IF YOUR FEES ARE NOT PAID BY THE DEADLINE, YOUR CLASS SCHEDULE 
WILL BE CANCELED AND YOU MUST REPORT FOR GENERAL REGISTRATION TO 
CREA TE A NEW CLASS SCHEDULE FOR THE SUMMER QUARTER ( SEE GENERAL 
REGISTRATION.) 
DROPPING (WITHDRAWING) FROM COURSES 
FIRST TERM 
YOU MAY DROP A COURSE RECEIVED AT ADVANCE REGISTRATION ANY TIME 
BEFORE YOU PAY FEES WIT HOU T PAYING FOR THE COURSE. YOU MAY ALSO 
DROP A COURSE AND RECEIVE A FUL L REFUND ON OR BEFORE JUNE 13. NO 
REFUNDS WILL BE MAD E FOR COURSES DROPPED AFTER JUNE 1 3 UNLE SS ALL 
COURSES ARE DROPPED (S EE REFUND POLICY SECTI ON) . YO U MA Y WITHDRAW 
FROM A FIRST TERM COURSE (WITHOUT REFUND) BEFORE JUNE 27 WITHOUT 
THE SIGNATURE OF THE INSTRUCTOR. THE I NS TR UC TOR'S SIGNATURE IS 
REQUIRED FOR FI RS T TERM COURSES DROPPED (WITHDRAWN) FROM JUNE 27 
THROUGH JULY 11. YOU SHOULD NOT WA IT UN TIL THE LAST DAY (JULY 11) 
TO DISCUSS WITH THE INSTRUCTOR THIS MATTER AND OBTAIN A S IGNATURE 
ON A DROP/ADD FORM. THE INSTRU CTOR' S SIGNATURE I S NOT RE QUI RED TO 
WITHDRAW COMPLETELY FROM THE UNI VERS ITY OR TO DROP AN EVENING OR 
EXTEN SION COURSE; HOWEVER, THE J ULY 1 1 DEADLINE STI LL APPLIES. THE 
INSTRUCTOR'S SIG NAT URE IS REQUIRED AFTER JUNE 27 TO DROP A CLASS 
WHICH MEETS LESS THAN FULL TERM. THE DROP/ADD FORM MUS T BE S I GNED 
BY THE INSTRUCTOR AND PROCESSED BY THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND 
RECORDS BEFORE soi OF THE CLASS MEETING DAYS HAVE ELAPSED; HOWEVE R} 
YOU MUST RECEIVE THE DEPARTMENT'S PERMI SSION (STAMP) FROM JUN E 1 4 
THROUGH JUNE 1 7 (S EE ADDING AND/OR DROPPING CLASSES). STUDENTS WHO 
FAIL TO OFFICIAL LY DROP FROM A COURSE WIL L RECE IVE A GRADE OF 11 E11 • 
SECOND TERM 
YOU MAY DROP A COURSE REC EIVED AT ADVANCE REGIS TRATI ON ANY TIME 
BEFORE YOU PAY FEES WIT HOUT PAYING FOR THE COURSE, YOU MAY ALSO 
DROP A COURSE ANO RECEIVE A FULL REFUND ON OR BEFORE JULY 15 . NO 
REFUNDS WIL L BE MADE FOR COURSES DROPPED AFTER JULY 15 UNLESS ALL 
COURSES ARE DROPPED (SEE REF UND POLICY SECTION). YOU MAY WITHDRAW 
FR OM A SECOND TERM COURSE (WITHOUT REFUND) BEFORE JU LY 2 9 WITHOU T 
THE SIGNATURE OF THE I NSTRUCTORJ THE I NS TR UC TOR I S SIGNATURE IS 
REQUIRED FOR SECOND TERM COURSES DROPPED (WITHDRAWN) FROM JUL Y 29 
THROUGH AUGU ST 1 5 . YOU SHOULD NOT WAIT UNTIL THE LAST DAY 
(AUGUST 15) TO DISCUSS WITH TH E INSTRU CTO R THIS MATTER AND OB TAIN 
A SIGNATURE ON A DROP/ADD FORM. THE -INSTRUCTOR'S SIGNATURE IS NO T 
REQUIRED TO WITHDRAW COMP LETELY FR OM THE UNIVERS IT Y OR TO DROP AN 
EVENING OR EXTENSION COURSE; HOWEVER, THE AUGUS T 15 DEADLINE STILL 
APPLIES. THE INSTRUCT OR 'S S IG NA TURE IS REQUIRED AF TER J ULY 29 TO 
DROP A CLASS WHI CH MEETS LESS THAN FUL L TERM. THE DROP/ADD FORM 
MUST BE SIGNED BY THE INSTRUCTOR AND PROCESSED BY THE OFF! CE OF 
ADMISSIONS ANO RECOR DS BEFOR E 80% OF THE CLASS MEETING DAYS HAVE 
ELAPSED; HOWEVER, YO U MUST RECEIVE THE DEPARTMENT'S PERMISSION 
(STAMP) FROM JULY 18 THROUGH JU LY 22 (SEE AD DING AND/OR DROPPING 
CLASSES). STU DENTS WHO FA I L TO OFFICIALLY DRO P FROM A COURSE WI LL 
RECE IVE A GRADE OF 11 E11 • 
GENERAL REGISTRATION 
GENERAL REGIS TRATION rs FOR STUDENTS WHO DID NOT REGISTER AT ADVANCE 
REGISTRATION} OR DID REG lSTER BUT DID NOT PAY FEES BY JUNE 3, OR 
REGISTERED BUT WISH TO CHANGE (DROP/ADD) THEIR CLASS SCHED ULE. 
PLEASE USE NORTH EAST ENTRANCE} 10TH STREET AND 3RD AVENUE WHEN 
REPORTING TO HA LENB ECK HALL, 
FIRST AND SECOND TERM -- JUNE 13 
REGISTRATION AND DROP/ADD WILL BE : 
JUNE 13J HALENBECK HALL, NORrH 
EAST BALCONY 
JUNE 13J ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS 
JUNE 14-17, ACADEMIC DEPAR TMENTS. 
FORMS AVAILABLE IN ADMINISTRATIVE 
SERVICES BUILDING, ROOM 117 
SECOND TERM -- JULY 11 22 
9.00 A.M. - 11:30 A.M. 
1 :00 P.M . - 4 : 00 P . M. 
7 :30 A.M. - 4 :0 0 P,M. 
REGISTRATION AND DROP/ADD WILL BE HE LD IN THE ACADEMIC DEPARTM ENTS. 
REPORT TO THE ADMINIS TRATIVE SERVIC ES BUILDING} ROOM 117, FOR THE 
PROPER FORMS. 
JULY 11- 22 7:30 A.M. - 4 :00 P.M . 
EVENING CLASS REGISTRATION 
EVENING STUDENTS WHO Oto NOT ADVANCE REGISTER OR DID REGISTER BUT 
DID NOT PAY FEES BY JUNE 3 MA Y REGISTER AND PAY FEES IN ROOM 117, 
ADMINIS TRAT IVE SERVICES BUILDING BETWEEN 5:30 AND 6:30 P .M. THE 
FIRST NIGHT OF CLASS (MONDAY EVENING CLASSES WILL BEGIN JUNE 13 FOR 
FIRST TERM CLASSES AND JULY 18 FOR SECOND TERM CLASSES) . 
OFF-CAMPUS REGISTRATION 
REGISTRATION FOR OFF - CAMPUS COURSES WILL BE CONDUCTED AT THE FIRST 
CLASS MEETING; NO ADVANCE REGIS TRATION WILL BE HELD. TUITION WI LL 
BE PAID AT THE TIME OF REGISTRATION. INFORMATION ABOUT A SPECIFIC 
COURSE MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE DEPARTMENT OFFERING THE COURSE. 
WORKSHOPS, INSTITUTES AND TOURS REGISTRATION 
l. REGISTRATION FOR ON-CAMPUS SUMMER WORKSHOPS, INSTITUTES AND 
TOURS NOT LISTED AS "BY PERMISSION ONLY" SHALL FOLLOW ALL DATES, 
DEADLINES} AND PROCEDURES AS LISTED UNDER ADVANCE AND GENERA L 
REGISTRATION OR STUDENTS MAY REGISTER THE FIRST DAY OF CLASS. 
PLEASE REFER TO THE SECTION ENTITLED " REGISTRATION." 
6 
2. REG! STRATI ON FOR THOS E WORKSHOPS, INSTI TUT ES AND TOURS CARRYING 
THE DESIGNATION "BY PERMISSION ON LY11 ARE COURSES IN WHICH THE 
l N~ ~~~~!~R~:G i:~~i ~ ~ b~NPkgc~53~~ RE~A~o:E~~G ~~;1:~: ~~Eo ~HEREFORE, 
STUDENTS MUST IMMEDIATELY CONTACT THE INSTRUC TO R FOR PERMISSION 
TO ENRO LL AFTER WHICH THE INSTRUCTOR WILL FORWARD REGISTRATION 
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE STUDENTS. 
3 . S TUDENTS MAY NOT REGISTER FOR MORE THAN ONE WORKSHOP CREDIT OVER 
TWO DAYS, TWO WORKSHOP CREDI TS OVE R FOUR DAYS OR A CALENDAR 
WEEK, OR A MAXIMUM OF FOUR WORKSHOP CREDITS OVE R TWO CALENDAR 
WEEKS. 
4. CONSU LT THE LATEST GRADUATE BULLETIN FOR WORKSHOP CREDIT 
LIMITATIONS ON GRADUATE PROGRAMS . 
CLASS SCHEDULE/SUMMER QUARTER/First Term June 13-July 15/Second Te!m July 18-August 19 
EACH LISTING INCLUDES: COURSE REFERENCE NUMBER, DEPARTMENT AND 
COU RSE NUMBER, SECTION, T ITLE, CREDITS, INSTRUCTOR, SPECIAL 
I NFOR MATION, TIM E , ROO M. 
FREE TIME BLOCKS,IFIRST TERM 
CRE F nEPT CRSf SE CT CO URSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR t1 l 
9950 FREE 1101 01 
HTWR F 0730 - 0900 
9951 FREE 002 01 
MTWRF 091 5-10115 
9952 FRE E 003 01 
HTW"f 11 00 -1 230 
9953 F"REE 004 0 1 
HTWRF 12lis- 1111s 
99511 fRf E 00 5 01 
HTWRf 14 30 -1600 
995 5 F REE 006 01 
MTW Rf 1 800 - 2 130 
9990 FREE 007 0 1 
HTWRF 0730-2300 
FREE TIME BLOCKS/SECOND TERM 
tRH" DEP T CRSE SEC T couJ?SLIITLE HRS INST RUCTOP 1tl 
9956 F REE OM 01 
MTW1H 0730-09 00 
9957 FREE 009 0 1 
MTW Rf 09 1 5-10 45 
995 8 FREE 010 0 1 
HTW Rf 1100-1230 
9959 F REE 011 0 1 
HTWRF 1245-1'115 
9960 fREE 012 0 1 
HTWRf 1'+30-16 00 
9961 FREE 013 01 
HTW Rf 1800 - 2130 
9995 F REE 0 1 4 Cll 
tHWRf' 0 730 -23 0 0 
ACCOUNTING/FULL TERM -
(Rfr DEPT CRSE SEC T COURS E TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR t1 l 
0031 ACCT 444 01 I NTE RNS HI P lb SUNDBY L 
BY PERMI SS ION ONLY 
HOURS ARR AN GED 
ACCOUNTING/FIRST TERM 
- - --- -
CREF' O[PT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR # l 
0001 ACCT 29 1 01 ACC OUN TIN G I q LU D 
HTWRF 0915 -1 04S BB 317 
0002 ACCT 29 1 . 02 ACC OUN TIN G J 4 LU fl 
MTW RF 1100 -1 230 BB 317 
0006 liCCT 292* 01 ACC OU NTING II 'I OLSBERG M 
HTW RF 09 15-10'+5 Bl 318 
000 9 ACCT 293* 01 ACCOUNTIN G Ill 4 ROSER S 
HTWRF 11 0 0·123!) BB 318 ., 
001 2 ACC T 297• 0 1 ACCT PROC/SYST(/15 q STAFF 
HTWRF 1100-1230 8B 117 
0015 ACCT 38 □• 01 COST AC COUN TING I 4 ROSER S 
HTWRF 0 730-0900 88 316 
OOH! ACCT 381* 01 INTERME DI.HE ACCT I q SUNDB Y L 
MTWRF 0915-1045 BB 117 
7 
CREF DEPT CRSE SE CT COU RSE: TlllE HRS INSTRUCT OR •l 
0020 ACCT 382* n 1 INTU"HEDIAT£ ACCT Il 4 OLSBERG M 
MTWRF 0 730-0900 ea 3 1 6 
0023 .I CCT 3E3• 0 1 l'ITE P MEOJAT E .ICCTIII 4 SC HWI EGER f. 
MTWRF C915 -l !) ij 5 BB 3 1 6 
0028 .acer 4 86* 0 1 AUDITING II SCHWJ Z'GH B 
MTWRF 1100-1 ?3'.:l 8 9_ 316 
003 0 HCT 586* 0 1 AU!JIT]NG 4 SCH!olE GF R 6 
H T'lrnF ll J0 - 1 230 ee 31b 
ACCOUNTING/SECOND TERM 
fREF DEPT CR SI'." SEC T COUPS( Ti TLE HRS I NS TNUC TOR ti} 
0003 ACr:T 2Sl C3 ACCOUNTING l 4 STAFF 
HT Wt?F 11 00-1?30 eB 317 
OOQ11 ACC T ?9 1 04 ACCOU NT PlG I ll ROSACl-<EP Fl 
MHJ PF Q<;tS-HIIIS ea 318 
G007 ACCT 29?* 02 ACCOUI\TING 1I 4 OL $8E~G M 
MT Win 09 1 5 - 10115 BB 317 
00 1 □ ACC T 293>0: 0 2 t,CCOUNTING III Ii MCLE;.r~ S 
MTWRF 0915 - lDltS 8B 316 
0011 ACCT 29 7 >0: 0 2 ACCT. PROC./SYST[HS ti URSON l 
fi'. TWRF 09 1 5-lOlt"i BB 117 
0016 ACCT !SO* 0 2 COST bCCOUNTING I 4 MCLEAN S 
HTW Rf 11 00 -12 30 q p 316 
0 021 ACCT "Hi2* 02 ]NTEPH[ D IATE ACC T II 4 UR SON L 
fi':TW RF 1 21.1S -1 41S 88 117 
0 025 ACCT 3f5 Ql ltJCO~E TAX 4 ROSACi.<E 0 R 
HT',JRf 11 00-123 0 ?.-B 31 8 
OO Z6 ACCT 1t65(< 0 1 AOVANCl: 0 INCOME TAX 4 OLS8ERG M 
MTWRF Q 7 30-09 □□ BB 117 
C!C27 HCT :i 65>:i Cl ADV ANCED ]N CO i',[ TAX 4 CL SBE~G ,.. 
H T l,lpf 0730 - 0900 RB 1 1 7 
AMERICAN STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
CREr CTE PT cn~c: src T i.OUP.SE TITLE HRS I'< STRIJC TOR Ill 
0 151 .4MS T lfl 0 1 AMERICAN ~YTHS Ii S rt,·,PSON [ E 
MTWRF 09 1 S-lflliS SH 228 
0 1 55 .6MST 1 02 0 1 MO DE RN A!-'ERI(A ti SIMPSON E f 
~TW N 11 00- 1 730 SH 228 
ANTHROPOLOGY /FIRST TERM 
CPEF DEP T cnsE SECT COU PS[ TlTLE HR ~ l ~' STFiUCTOR Ill 
0203 ANTH qf.H 0 1 SE~INAR FESTI'JALS ti LAV ENC'.6 R 
HOURS ARRAr~GEO 
020 ti ANTH ti S::l* (1 1 F IELD "l[TH LNTHnn ti LAVENQA R 
HOUR S APRAN GED 
ANTHROPOLOGYfflECONDTERM 
CPEF DEPT CPSE SECT COU P !:E TITL E HR S ItJSTRUCTOP 111 
02DS ANTII '< 90,:, rz f I E L f' HET H ANTHRO lj UtV[N (l A R 
HO URS i:,,RRANCfO 
ART/FIRST TERM 
cRf~P T CRS[ SECT COUR SE TIT L E Hf<S I NS TRUCTOFl 111 
□ 302 ART 1 U4 (11 INTR O TO C~ APH!C ors AL H£L~ F 
HTWPf ll G0 -1 230 KVAC 1 Oo 
0305 rnr Vi"l'l 01 STUDIO - CE l:..A. r•qcs ""! HALPE PG L 
HTW Qf 0730-09CO KVAC G02 
031 0 ART 1 2 0 0 4 STUOTO - Jf\,l[ LRY 3 PC'Y J 
HTWQF 1100-1230 KVAC 10, 
03 111 AR T 120 (1 7 ~-TUO]O-Pl-'OTOGR.,_PHY 3 SHEPAOt,; T 
MTW~f 1 2 4 5 -1415 KVAC '"" 
CP.EF DEPT C"~-E SEC T COUPSE TITLC 
0303 ART 2(3 0 1 EEG GR APHIC DESIG N I 
MTWPf 110n-1n:1 ",VAC 1% 
G31"Jl.i ti RT 7 0 1.j D l e~G f.R A.P H JC DES II 
HT\./Pf" 11 80 - 1 23:l KVAC 106 
HF<S INSTRUCTOR # l 
All1ELM f 
AL H(LM F 
0306 
MTWPf 
AIH ?1 1) 01 
cn O- D9Gil KV.6C 
INTRO CE°RAMIC STU D IO 3 HAL BERG L 
G02 
0 30 7 t~T 271 01 
09 1 5 -1 ') 45 l(VAC 
E,EGJIJNIN G THROW l ~G 3 HAL BEPG L 
M TWR F G02 
0 3 11 
MTW RF 
HT no n 1 
l lD 0 -123~ K'.IAC 
JEWELRY l 3 ROY J 
PH 
D30 1 A RT ::'<;() DI 
l"l 9 1 5 -10 4'3 KVAC 
t.;n ~ OR ELEM CLASS R~ 4 AL HEL~ F 
I", T1,1Pf 
0 31 ~ 
l'IT '.I P F 
03 1 7 
MTWC!f 
A RT 3 (1 4 [I 1 
l21.4 S - l1.115 l(VAC 
AR T 3:;:Q 0 1 




II RT iJlST CR Y' SURVEY 
G 14 
3 SHER,t,r:n s T 
4 SH[ RART~ T 
030" 
MTiHH 
h RT 3 71 Cl l 
':!C.15- 1 ') 1! 5 KVil-C 
INTEPHEDIAT THROWIN G 3 HALEIER G L 
0 31 ~ 
"'· Ti. < F 
C3 16 
MT wr. f 
A I< T 3F 1 IJ 1 
11 00 -1 .?30 l'VAC 
,4 F-i T 11 0 5 r l 
1 245-141S !-<VAC 
GQ 2 
J':WEt.F' 'r' ! I 
1 □ , 
PH')TOC,RAPHY II 
2 0 4 
03(\ 9 A~ T 471 01 t..DVA NCEO THRQ,l!NG 
MTl. h' F :] 9 1 5 - lnl!S KVAC GD2 
0313 i1H 4€11 0 1 JE\.l[ LRY 111 






f1EPT Cl' ~£ SECT 
,1 RT l C ! G l 
1245 - 1415 11: V ~C 
AR T l (: ?. r 1 
COURSE TlTL E 
DE SI GN I 
Go , 
DESH~~J II 
MTW>;,f 121+5 -1 4 1 '.:, KVAC 0,(14 
C,3 27 ART 1z n (' 2 STIJDJO-CERAr. I CS 
MTl,.'qf C730 - Q90 '1 V. 'J..IC G02 
3 ROY J 
3 51-fE RART'S T 
3 HALBEl:IG L 
3 RO Y J 
HRS I NSTRUC TO R #l 
~ AIKEN J 
1" llk[N J 
"!- STOWELL M 
0331 .': RT 12 0 113 STUCJO - OJL PA I NT ING 3 CO LE G 
MH/Of f']9 1 '7, -lC4!", K\IAC 209 
03 19 ART t :11 'J S STUO!O - GU.:S '...'OP KHd> 3 LOCH G 
MTW .J f ll lJ0 - 1?3 ".' KVfC S0 7 
0323 ART lt il '."16 ~TUOIO-SCULF'TURE 3 AIKEN J 
~T\.iDF l 1 DO -l 23D 1<:VtC GOii 
C31~ AR T ld !"11 .,_,U"lt.t.JITIES " L OCH I:, 
,_.H,IDf n9 1 5 -l C'45 K V .4C GIii 
033? ~h T 2 11 '1 r:' l OIL PA INTI NG I CO L E GAY L E 
l'IT\.IRf r'-1 1 5 - l C'-+5 KVt,C ? ~9 
0 3211 Afs"T 2(J ~ 1 SCULDTUR f I AI KEN J 
MT •,IDf 1 100 -1 2:!:J KVAC S~4 
C?2 .c:i t,. ~T ?7 'J D2 INTRO CER AMIC STUDIO 3 STOWELL M 
l'IT\o' i. F rn ::; - 0 9 011 KVAC GJ2 
C32r .4RT 20:.'3 0 1 
MTWRF llfJ [] - 1230 KVAC 
0"': 33 ART "!4 0 0 1 
MTWIH f1 915 -l f' L. ) KV~( 
C,329 ART 37 0 0 1 
MT~ t:!f 0731J - Q?(Q K'OC 
0321 t~T HS 0 1 
,..,ToiPf 1 10 0- 1 23 0 KIJAC 
U3Ju HiT 411 0 Cl 
l'ITWPf" D9 15-l:J45 KIJ~C 
GLASS\,;ORK!N G I 
r,n1 
C !L '-'AlNTING 1T 
.:!'19 
3 L OCH G 
3 COLE 5 
JNT EP,.. CLAY CQl\jSTRUC 3 STGWELL M 
G02 
rLASSWORKlN G 11 
Gn7 
C! L PAINTING III 
209 
3 LOCH ,G 
3 COL E G 
8 
CRE.F DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITLE 
0 330 ART 4 70 0 1 CECilAMIC SCULPTURE 
HTW R F 0730-0900 1<\IA.C G02 
0322 OH &1 85 !11 GLA SSWORl< l !'JG II I 
MTW RF 1100- 1 230 l<VA C G07 
ASTRONOMY/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TIT LE 
Sb □ l 
HTWRF 
ASTR 10':> 0 1 
0915 -1 0 '15 MS 
CONC p,1 AS TRONOlot Y 
2, 
5602 .ASTR 106 02 CONC IN ASTRON OMY 
MT.IRF 1100- 1 230 HS 24 
ASTRONOMY/SECOND TERM 
CREF OE.P T CRSF: st:ci COURSE TIT LE 
5603 ASTR 106 03 C0NC IN ASTRONOMY 
HTWRF 0915-1('45 MS ?4 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/FIRST TERM 
CREF" DEPT CRSE SECT COURS E TITLE 
0801 B I OL 102 01 THE LIVING l,IO RLO 
MTWRF 09 15-10'10:. MS 125 
HRS INSTRUCT0I? 11 
3 STOWEL L H 
3 LOCH G 
HRS I~STRUCT0R ll l 
II J[RDE D A 
4 L[SIK.AR A V 
HRS tNSTRUCTOR II l 
4 ELLIS B W 
H'5 IN S TRUCTOR Ill 
4 GUNOERSF:N R 
0802 BIOL 1 0 11 01 HUMAN BIO L OO 4 Mn RK D 
HTWR F 1100-1230 r-1 S 1 22 
0803 eIO L 1 06 01 HUM GEN ♦ BRT H 0fCTS I+ R[H lHLDT C 
MTWRF 0730 - 0900 MS 2"5 
080 4 PI0L 201 0 1 BIOLOGY I--GEN PRIN II EZELL W 
HTWRF 0915-1045 MS 1 6 
0805 eIO L 202 * 01 
MT_- RF 0730 -0900 MS 
0806 ~IO L 30\:0: 01 
HTWRF 11 00- 1 2 10 MS 
eIOLOG Y 2 - -BOTANY 
20] 
GE NERAL ECOLOGY 
2"4 
4 HOPKINS H 
3 H0P Kl~JS H 
0807 eIOL 345:0: 01 SUHM[R FLORA 4 LINDSTR OM L 
HTWRF 0 730-0900 MS 212 
0808 BIO L 1101 01 i::'.EAOJNGS IN B l'lUlGY VR STAFF 
BY PE RMJS'- I ON C'J L Y 
HOURS ARRAN GED 
0809 ~I0L 401>* 01 TAX0N0lo\Y OF GRASS[S q LIN DSTROM L 
HTWRf 0730 - 0900 MS 2 1 2 
0810 f!IOL &i 2'.J 
GRADING OP TI ONS 
TR 09 15-100 5 MS 
01 SE"IINAR 
su-REO 
2 1 5 
1 l•lnPKJNS ~ 
0812 BIOL 4 23* 01 NA T UR STUD FOR TCHRS 3 K'?A"1 ER r 
HTW RF 0730 - 0900 BH 130 
0814 B I OL tlci!4 0 1 INTE RN SHIP ]N P-IOL VR STAF F 
BY PERMISSION ON L Y 
HOURS ARRAN GED 
0815 BIOL HII* 01 HUM ANAT + ~HVs I q MORK D 
HTWRF 071 □ - n9 □0 MS 287 
08 17 BHll 506 * 0 1 TAXO NO MY Of GRASStS ti Litl.DSTR 0 I" L 
HOURS ARR4NGED 
081 1 BIOL 520 01 S["IINAR l HOPI< H .' S H 
GR A DING QP TIOIII S SU -PEO 
TR 09 1 5 - lOO"i MS 2 15 
08 1 3 B I OL 523* 0 1 NATUR STUD fOR TCHR S 3 KOAMER 
MTWRF 0730 - 09CiJ 8H 130 
08 16 E!IOL 56 4"- 0 l HUM ANAT + rt-'YS I 4 MORK D 
HTWRF C 71 0 - 0900 H S 287 
08 18 B IOL 630 01 SE"1PUR 1 KRAMER 0 
GRADING OP TlONS su - REO 
MW rl9 1 S-10 0 5 MS 215 
CHEMISTRY/FIRST TERM 
CpEr OEPT (Q!.[ SEC T COUPSE TITLE HI,;$ ro.,;Sl RUCTOP lfl 
1201 IHF.1', 1L2 0 1 UN0£PSTA"lL· l Nfi CH[M 
,.,Tw~r 11 co -1 n::i l"S 12s 
128.-, CHE ~ 2['1 nt CH€M Lif t PROCESSES ! 4 APNC T S PT 
Miff 0 720-0"ICO 1-'S 1 22 TR 072C - C90 !:' fH, ]48 
121 0 CH[I' '.'l~,:,: fl G[N[0,I.L r'. HE'-'I STR Y l q CHPENT[J;· J H 
,-,~If 0 9 05 -In~':> 1-'S 122 TR 1"'9~~ -1 (15:= 8H 3ti0 
1114 
MHH1f 
CHEM ;,17,... D I 
89 15-102=1 n H 
HNEPAL CH E t',IS TRY } 5 0f.Nl) II-H3EF< R C 
2 3 2 t-'il.Rf ~C1 0 -12C1"i 9 fl 
l ?.2 0 CH!:M ?~1* f"ll FJ0-0F:GA!\'!C CHEM 1 II l. ~ ISK OP f EA 
Ml.'F r905 -l f) :=5 "S 1 07 TR C:9 1 5-120~ ~•:; 
12Jr1 
MT\J l<f 
CH(M 3.<.., r. 1 rHYS SCI FOR E l TC.HS .) i'. t..C, •~us C L 
n9 1 5-l ':4 "': Fi H 3'15 
l 2 ~ t; 
t-'TI. Pf 
C~(~ 44 '.P 2 1 1"1SH'U ""l [t,: f.,\l ANAL 4 J tl'[ S P £ 
r. s I 5 - (':<;5 c, I'S Hb MTI-RF lC IJ [-12'2('1 ~ S 
CHEMISTRY/SECOND TERM 
CREF" DEPT C!:?S1'" SECT COUPS[ T ITL[ 
1 20? CH~H 1L2 02 L.:~JOtPSTANUIN G CHE M 
MhlH D9 15-l ('45 "15 107 




CHf'l1 Zl~,... rt 
0905-1!'~55 MS 
ChE ,-. 2 52-« (1. l 
0725 - fJ91D "'°5 
GEN EiHL (:H[t'!STFH 2 
122 Wf 
f:10-0RGANJC.: CHf l"' 2 
125 TR 
HRS INSTRUC TOR !fl 
ti KE1.;t..1 [~Y K /1. 
q MCKEN~l A J F 
G9 05- 10S5 MS 
4 NlCKLfS ~ C 
073(; -1 □ 2G MS 
l:?2 5 CHEM 325-« C l CUANTITATIH A'-IAL 4 MC,..·ULL EN J C 
MTWGr 09 1 5-0Qs~, ~s 376 MH/ RF l O □ C- 1 22!"1 MS 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
CPE;, riEP T CP~r: SE C T COU~SE T ITLE HRS 
1, 0 l A cscr 169 ~1 COMPUTER S rn SOC IET Y 11 
MT.JRF 1;7."!q - QQ[ O 115 ll c) 
l N$ TRUC TCP i:l 
J()H NSON MONT[ 
1{ 0 19 CSC I H , 9 02 co~PUT[R S It; SOC![H 1, JOH~JSC"~J MON TE 
HT1.rr 09 1 5- l J4S MS 11 0 
!.tCl6 CSC! 16 9 f;J (OJ>IPUI(RS IN SOC![TY 4 JOHNS(HI t>OBEKT \,i 
By PLP~lSSJON 0~ L Y 
MTW'H 110 0 -123 [1 '-'S 110 
1{ (1 0 2 r:scr 2 t :! 01 ElASIC PR~G IHl>' MIN G 4 M&.RTrn t--'AROLC 







i+ r l S 
f-:TWIH 
rsc I no 0 1 FUN D OF PROU:Ai"!Mit1G 
11 S 
q ,J0Htl.S0 N RO BE J;, 1 W 
0915-1045 MS 
4022 CSC I 3f'.'.J 0 1 SYST[MS PR JC:~ Al~M!N '.; q B ~-Rrn A"l ! ;.FaR!~ 
MH'::'!F 1 100- 123 () r.,s 1111 
1{04( CSCI ,e~ rt 1-'I"ll/f'ICh0 COMP T <I BARrR ,~:"H .II.FAUi'. 
MT',iRF 1:915 -1 0 4~ eH BIA 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
(P[F □ (PT CP SE srcr cnJ~SE TIT!..[ Hf.I~ l "-ISTRUCT0R lfl 
40 11 CSCI 1 69 r, q C0"1Pl1TERS IN SOCTE TY q JOHNSON MC'f~T[ 
Ma1:1r L9 1 5 - 1n<1s ~s 1 10 
40 l 4 
MT'..IPF 
CSCI 169 
11 0 !:J -l ;'JC MS 
05 
4 03"1 rsc1 2~ 1=. 0 2 
MH/RF 0730 - 09Lr'! r-,5 
4 02 1 :scr n o 02 
MTW n F 0730 - 0Q G(l MS 
1{ 001 CSCt ?7f! r 1 
E Y P(J;>MJ5'\10N Ot-!LY 
HTI.PF 0915-104<; I-'$ 
q c,31 \SCI ? SJ 0 1 
HT\,1RF 0 91$-1(745 MS 
COMPUTE.r=.S Jr,. SO(:J[TY 
11 U 
4 JOhNSON J AMES l. 
PAS:.C PRQf,qAf"MING q JOHNSON MONTE 
1 1 a 
fUt./0 OF PR0G~A~MH, G 11 ~i ~Y[R f.>0C,£P 
114 
MI CRCA ')S [l-18 lA~JGP~OG q J 0 HNSON J AM ES W 
11 5 
~SSY LANG PPOG 
J lS 
4 MEYER R06[R 
4 017 r.scr :'!Cl Ill HI GH L E\/ LHG 4 GROV[P LARRY 
MTWRF !J9 1 5-lf"J4j ""5 114 
EARLY CHILDHOOD & FAMILY STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
CREF" ['[PT Cl?S[ S[CT COURSE TITLE 
22e! fCfS '322 0 1 i:>AQENT/fAMIU ST 
MW l2 00 -l44 n EB Hl3 
EARTH SCIENCES/FIRST TERM 
C REr- [Er-T (i;,~.E SEC T COUP SE TITLE 
260 1 
TR 
r:: S~· I 1 [ 4 
lbJ0-21!:~ "S 
0 1 INTRD HMOS SCI 
1 16 
26C!2 (SC I l t'. 5 Jl INTRO TO ESCI 
r, TW''lf 1 245 - 1415 MS 116 
26 C: 3 [ SC! ?~ iJ '.7 1 CCfA'liOGIHPH'I' 
"1T.ir:-f 112 0- 1 no '-15 " 
HRS I"lSTRUCTOR 1tl 
3 BE TT CNBURG ANN 
HRS INSTRUClOR It 1 
4 ANDE RSON ALAN 
q A~OERSON ALA N 
NE L SON CHAR LES 
4 NELSON CHARLES 
2 6r1? f SCI 477 :.12 ES.CI Ir~STITUTE 4 ANOERSO~l GARRY 
C,R~D I IIJG OP TI ON~ SU-hEO eEGIN/fNO DATE 06/13 - 06/24 
MT ·..J'H f1t1U-lh□ 0 " S ? l MEETS 1 ADDITIONAL DAY FALL QTR 1983 
2f":0° fSCI 577 G2 ESCI I NSTITUTE 4 ANOCRSO~ G41)RY 
(;J:"A Qir,.,1G OPTIOI\ S SU-Q[r) AEGIN/END OA T[ 06113-Cb/2 1! 
MHIF"f f'e30 -1 6 UO n Zl MEETS 1 ADD I T I ONAL DAY FALL QTR 1983 
EARTH SCIENCES/SECOND TERM 
CRE• f"l[C>T CP$E ~ECT COUPSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR iq 
SOl=OKA LEONARD 26('6 E~cI lC9 01 GE OLO GIC ENVH:ONl"Efd 4 
i:>S::G~N/ END OAT[ r"S/G l- 08/19 
HTWPF ri<; oo -l t 3'1 ~s 28 
260 4 fSCI 1.177 r?l ESCI INST G[OL Of' Mt-. 4 SOROKA LEONARD 
5EGIN/[f's(J JAT[ :J 7/IR-rl7/29 
MT~ <:- F c ,; 00 -1 300 ~ s 2 1 
2605 [~ Cl 577 01 ESCI INST Gf<1L CF HN 4 SOROKA LEONARD 
BEGH./ENC D~ TE 07118 - 07/29 
MTwqf r1 90Q- I '300 ~S 21 
ECONOMICS/FIRST TERM 
CCff ['ILPT CPSF. SECT COUPS[ TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Ill 
1 521 fCflf\: 2~Q Cl !NTR0DUCTION TO ECON 4 WHITE M 0 
MTWRr 0 915-l":45 SH 2 0 1 
1 522 f(!')',l 271 Cl H!N(:IPlf.S er [CON I 4 MA SIH N 
~T WRF ['730 -2 9[ '1 :;H 201 
1S23 ECON 27'1 Cl PRINCli-'l[S o r ECON 2 4 MGSIH N 
MTW Of 09 15-1 !7 45 St- 2 0 9 
152 -? 
M TI.OF 
ECON ?01 0 l ECON or C:RIM[•JUSlIC 4 WHITE M [) 
ll f"J~ -1 :?30 SH 2 0 l 
1 5 24 ECON 1161 rll PUB rco ~ S TATE+LOCA L 4 OEBAECHl 0 
t', T'..'Rf ~9 1S-10l+ 5 SH 212 
1 52S ECON 471 0 1 t'·O"J[Y '1.ND BA-N KIN G 4 DEBR ECHT 0 
Ml!.'?F llOO-l23n ~H 2C9 
1 53 4 fCON SOl 0 1 PUB fCON STA TE+L 0O.L q □ [ BRECHT 0 
t-'T.i"F C9 1S-l !"'<15 SH 212 
l 521 FCON S71 f'll !-' ONEY A.t.;'J BAr-..'KTNG 4 DE"BRECH T D 
MT~ Rf JJ IJQ -17 3:) SH 2'1 9 
l:=4 ? fCON 6 9:3 n1 FRE E MAP+<ET [C/Jk 3 L Ut<SETl(H W A 
8[$Ih/[~ID OA-Tf 06 /14- 06 /29 
i', h'PF (; 915 -1 11{5 SH 211 
ECONOMICS/SECOND TERM 
Cl:;>Er Q[PT CR~':: SECT COURSE TITLf HRS INSTRUCTOR !tl 
l 'i3l fCt'lJ>. 273 C2 PR!NCIPlfS OF ECO ~, 1 II GAL LAG HER D 
MTWl:?F C915-Jr45 SH 201 
1532 fCO"'.: 274 ri 2 P~INC"IPLES OF [CON 2 4 GALU,GH[R 0 
t-!T',iPF ll C0 -1 73') Sh 2n1 
l'-1+ 0 [ C') N q7 J 0 1 eus OCLES+F0RECAS TG 4 GLEISNER R F 
MHIPF n915 -} (1 1{ ? SH 2Q9 
153"> f(0N 471 02 MON['( AND BH•KINC 4 GLEISNEP R F 
MT\,' ~ f 1100-1?30 SH 2 09 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/SECOND TERM 
-CREF- DEPT CR SE SE CT COURSE TITLE HRS INST RU CTOR ttl 
0826 BIOL 10 1.i 02 HUMAN f- l OLOGY 
,-,Tl,IRF 09 1 5 -1 0145 MS 1 25 
0827 BI OL 1 0 6 0 2 HUMAJI! DISEASES 
HTWRF 11 0 0-1?3 0 MS 1 25 
0828 BIOL ? 03 * n1 
MTWRF 0730-0900 S H 
0 82 9 e I 0 L 303* 01 
MTW Rf 0 730-084 □ MS 
BIOLOGY 3 --Z OOLOGY 
238 
CE LL B IOLO GY 
'"' 
□ B30 BIOL 3'411• 01 MIC ROBIO LOGY 
HTWRF Oi;; lS-l ?lS MS 2 5 0 
0831 BIOL 401 02 
BY PERMI SSIO N ONLY 
HOURS A RRANGE □ 
0832 BIO L '+12 0 1 
MTWRf 11~0 - 1230 MS 
0834 BIO L 14414 02 
BY P[IH1!SSION ON LY 
HOUR S APRAN GED 
0835 BIOL 4650c Dl 
MTW RF 0710 -0 900 MS 
REA DING S IN BIO.LOGY 
B IOLO GY OF AGING 
244 
I NTE RNS HIP IN BI OL 
1-'UM ANAT • PH YS II 
281 
'4 CRONN J 
II CRON N J 
q LfWIS S 
3 SCHRANI( G 
S SCHRANK G 
VR STHF 
4 MC CU E J 
VR S TAFF 
II JO HNSON V 
0837 BIOL 1176 0 1 FIEL D B I OL OF BWCA 4 PECK J 
BY PER MIS SION ONLY BEGIN/END DATE 0 7117 -0 7/29 
HOURS ARRANGED 
0833 eIOL 5 1 2 01 BIO L OGY OF AGIN G 3 MCCUE J 
HTWRF 11 00 -1 230 HS 244 
0836 BIOL 565* 0 1 HUH .eNAT • PHYS II Ii J OHNSON V 
HTWRF 0710-0900 HS 287 
083 8 P I OL 57(,, 0 1 FIELD BIO L or B\.10. 4 PfCK J 
BY PERMISSION ONLY BEGIN/Et-ID DATE 07 /17- 0 7/29 
HOU'~S 4J;:RANGED 
BUSINESS EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT C~Sf. SECT COURSE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR tll 
0651 BEOA 100 0 1 K[YSOAROING-WORO/OP 3 HALL R 
MTWRF 11 00 -1 230 BB 221 
06 52 B EO A 10 1 0 1 TYPEWRITING I 3 I-tall P 
MTW~F 0915 -1 0 45 BB 219 
0653 BEO A 1 6 7 (1 1 INTRO TO BUSINESS 
HTWRF" 0730 - 0900 88 ll9A B 
06511 




M TW RF 
BED .Ii '30 9 0 1 
1 230 -14 CO AB 
BEOA 309 02 
□ 9 15-10115 ea 
8£0A 1105 01 
0915- 1 0 4 5 BB 




PHIL OF voe ED 
216 
0657 P:E O.li 505 01 PHIL OF voe E D 
MTWRF 0915- 1 () 4 5 BB 2 1 6 
0658 BEOA 60 '5 0 1 S[H MlCROCOMPUTEQ 
BEGIN/END DATE 06/20-06/28 
HTWR 1230-1 830 BB 2?1 (JUNE 20-23) 
MT 1230-18 30 BB 221 (JUNE 27-28) 
BUSINESS EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
4 STA FF 
4 KELLERHAt-1 D 
4 Ki::LLERHAN 0 
1 RE H A R 
3 REHA R 
3 VENTRELLA N 
BORAAS G 
CREF OEPI CR SE SECT CO URSE TITLE HR S 11\iSTRUCTOA IIJ 
0660 BED .II 309 03 eus COHMUN IC ATIO"I 4 MADSEN R 
tHWRF 0730 - 0900 BB 2 17 . 
0661 BEOA 6 0 5 02 UP DATING CLA SS TECH ~ H/I DSE N I:' 
B(GIN/[NO DATE 0111e.-0S /0S 
HTWRF" 09'30-1 200 BB 22 1 
9 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
CRE.,.. DE PT CRSE St":C T COURSE TITL E HRS lN SHUCTOR 111 _ 
788 0 ('JS 1 0 1 n 1 SURVE Y or CRI M J UST 4 KI TTE L Pli 
HT\. Rf 0? 1S-ln4 5 SH l ll 
7R~2 CJ S :' 4 11 0 1 TNTERNSf-lIP VR PPOUT R 
BY PCRMlSS:ON ON L Y GRADI NG OPT I ONS 
HOURS ARR .4/~ GELl 
7881 rJS 3 11 0 1 ORGANIZATION AN D ADM 4 LA NE V 
HhlP F ~9 1 5 - 1 0 45 SH 10 ) 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
CREF rJ[ P T CRSE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS I NS TRUCTOR Ill 
7 88 11 ':::JS 244 0 2 INTERt-;SHir VP YOOS H.lilsY 
BY P[P HI SSION C' l l Y GN AOI I\G OP TI ON S 
HOURS APIH NG [O 
7 883 CJ S 4 8n n 1 SENICR THESIS q S(HREI6E R B 
BY rE.QMJ SSION ONL Y 
MT'oo' RF 09 15-1 Cll5 U·! G3 
DRIVER & TRAFFIC SAFETY/FIRST TERM 
CREF IJ [?T CPS F: S( CT COUPS [ TITLE HRS I"-' S TRUCTO R Ill 
38 0 1 QTS 2 9'.'} r 1 [1R + TRAF SH r.:o I 4 MATTHI AS H 
MTl. ~F 0915 -104 5 HH 2 1 5 
3B!J2 rl TS 292 0 1 P AS HTR CYCL INS TRUC T 2 RISI< H 
MW 1800 -1 9!>0 HH 2 15 
3 80 ti f! TS 31, 4 (1 1 fASIC AU TO SYSTE"\S 3 RT S K H 
TR 17!0-Zl C.:J I-IH 121 
38 :J ~ QTS 1195 0 1 f'R EPUC F'Oil HA~OCP D 2 R I S K H 
B Y P[RM T SSION CNL Y 
BEGIN/E NO !) t.Tf 06 / 2C' - 06 /23 
H H; r? 0800 -1 6CQ H 
GRAG ] ~G OPTION S 
3fl0A 1'"1 1 5 SSS 0 1 DR E D UC FOR HANC•C~ D 2 RI S", H 
BY PEP.MISSION ON LY GRIIDING OP T !CNS 
BEGH.IEN O DATE rl b/ 20 - 06 / 23 
MTW R ns □□ -1'1 0 □ AC 
DRIVER & TRAFFIC SAFETY/SECOND TERM 
CR[S:- OEP T CPS E SEr:T COURSE TIT LE HRS I NS TRUCTOR 1tl 
38 :J3 □ Vi 39'J 0 1 CR + T'? AF' SAF tD II II DOBEY R 
HTW P F C730-0~00 HH 21 5 
3805 f'lTS 490 0 1 ORG • AO", Of DP. EDUC 4 OOHY R 
HTW DF 09 I S- 1 0 4 '"i H~ 2 1 5 
3e-07 QlS 11~5 IJ2 EHR OR TECH JN - S[F;V I HUDD LE S T ON M 
BY PE RMI SSION ONLY Gl< AOH, G OPTION~ 
BEGTN/E"IG OATf. 0 7/2 2 - 07/23 
F S 0 800- 15 00 ,"IH SC 
) e09 o r s 588 0 2 [HR [1R TEC H IN - SER\i I HU DDLE STON M 
B Y PER l'II SS I O~J 0'1/LY GI. At,JWi nPTIONS 
BEGIN/EN O D ATE 0 7/ 22 - 07 /23 
f S reoo -1 son MHSC 
3810 C Vi 591 (1 1 CRG AD" OF DR [DUC ll DOU Y R 
H TWRf D9 I S-H'45 HH 2 1 5 
su - Rro 
SU -RfQ 
SU - REO 
SU-RE O 
SU - R[O 
SU-R[O 
EARLY CHILDHOOD & FAMILY STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
CPEf f[PT ens::: SECT COUPH TI TLf 
22El2 F'CF S 4 60 C l 
BY f"EPMTSSION ON L Y 
HOURS ARRA"lf;2"£"1 
STUO[~ T TUC Hll~(, 
HR~ INSTRUC TOR Ill 
ti ,",('Q t·! PUTH 
2?81 EC FS 633 n 1 ro YOUNG HA. NO ] CHILO tU TTJc w: PH-E LA 
B Y PEPM T SS!ON ONLY e.EGIN/[t,, [l f!ATE 06/13 - 06 / 24 
l", TWriF 0900 -l "i □ C MEETS AT THE COL L EGE OF ST . BENEDICT 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT 
1 :; 111 ECClN 570 0 1 
MTWQF 09 1 5 -J C45 SH 
COURSE Till( HRS 
PUS CYC L ES •FORE CAS TG 4 
2 09 
INSTRUCTOR 11 
GLEISNEP R F' 
1 5 :P F"CON 57 1 02 ",01\i[Y AN D SAN KING ti GL EISNER R F 
MTol RF' 11 (1 0-1230 SH 2 0 9 
EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
enc- O[PT CRS [ S ECT COUPS[ TIT L E HRS P IS TRUCTOR Ill 
130 1 EO 4~ :J 0 1 NON VERBAL CCM t',UJ\ I C 3 P UR00"1 8 
C, OAOING OPTtor~~ Sll-PE Q 
HT 1030 -1 315 ~E- A 1 2 8 
l l'!D4 fU t1 9E, r. 1 INT - DI S TEAM MID SCH 2 PUTORESE LA RI.Y 
&P ADI NG OPTIONS SU - REO 
HHi'~ D 7 .rn - □ 9 1S F.8 t.22 9 
te.O"i ED SSO 0 1 NJNV(RSAL CO '°'M UN JC 3 PUR DOM 8 
GPA n ] ..:G OJ'>fJO'JS SU-R[Q 
MT 1030-1315 ro t, A 1 26 
l e OP CO 5Si;, 0 1 !NT-nI S T[H :-1!0 SCH 2 PU TBRESf LA RRY 
G~ADING OP TI ON~ SU - PE O 
MTW R 0 73C-OQ 1 S EB t, 2 29 
1809 f"U 601 rt GL06 6L EDUCATION 3 8J0 Rtl.LUN E. UG£N E 
6Y PC.::HIISS I ON CNLY 
6E".G!t. / [~JO DATE" 06 /3C - 0 7/15 
Sl<.ADING OPTI ONS SU-RE C 
HT :.JP f 09 15- 1 200 EE .11229 
1 8 11 ED 6Cl Q2 IS SU(S T l? E. NOS PF.OSPE 3 ROH ANISl-l BRUCE 
i. R C'730 - H!lS EB .6230 
1 8 1 2 H, 6 1 7. n 1 rHIL OSO PHY OF ED UC 
MT rJ730 -l ~ l '.> [ E: "227 
1813 [(I f,}C\ 
MT (17:0- 1 0 1 5 ( S-
1B l4 fC 64 2 
,I R rn□ -l fllS EB 
l 8 1 5 F. ti !JI;<; 
GR AOI N0 QP TI O"-' S 
I-IT 0730 -l OlC\ ':8 
0 1 INTRC TO RESEAl?CH 
.11230 
l"l l . ELEM SCH LA t--.G ARTS 
t1 1 28 
!1 1 SC i-lOrlL OIS:::IPLINE 
s u - PEO 
A 1 28 
1 9 1'" EC 6 47 0 1 S[C SCH CURl<ICULUl'I 
WR 1 030 -1 3 1 5 EB A230 
3 MORTR UOE L OWE.LL 
3 .it>UNERU D JAM ES 
3 PURDOM f? 
3 MO RTRU O[ G 
3 ROMANISH BRUCE 
181 9 FC 65 ') ::11 ~.a.'T !NS TI? SH AT lh' 3 BJO RKL UN EUGE~E 
GR~'"'lNG OPTIO Jo.;S su - PF.O A EGI:J/':Nn OH[ 0 6/111- 06 /7.9 
H l '.IPf 1"1915 -P Of' U i A229 
u;2n ~D 65t, 0 1 WR il! I\S B P.SIC <;KI LL bAV [R Y E 
1,, P Q7 3~ -l ~ l r. rr. P- 11 2 
1n1 r o f, ~ .. (' l cu.s sr:. oo "' CO l"P UTERS SCHM]l)T R 
GRAfil t~ r., OP T] M~S SU-F:£ 0 
WP 1 0 30 -1315 r E. P 112 
1 823 ED 671 f' l ROG CLlt< C!J.G (I f DIS 3 ROUCH R 
BY P[P ~;I SSION o•, LY 
MT r-915 - 1 1 4~- r s t, 1 23 
1 ~2 " [[.; 67'? 0 1 r. □ G C' LII~ ~EM Gf (! J S 3 ROUCH R 
BY r[Pt-. J S<;IO N ni l Y 
, s r91!; - ~14~ ru Al 22 
EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
COE F rEP T CO!.£ S[C T COUl."""SC T ITLf HRS I NS TRUCT OR itl 
l BG :? fO 119::; 
GP ADir-.:G OPTIONS 
C l UftN E. E,6SICS ED UC 1 l\fLS[Y l'E"JNETH 
SU-f:[ 0 BEGIN/ENO DATE" 07128 - 07/29 
RF" n ,; 1 s -1 s i.c; rn A 1 28 
1 80:0: [0 u s~ nz t-E P.CS PAC[ ACTIVITIES 3 KEL SEY KENN ETH 
EEGiro /F.J\ O Qt. Tr r, 711~- ~ 7/26 
MTN Df [19 I S-} ~115 EE: Al28 
l ."Of. f C r; <; .-, n 1 CEF]l\i[ 6.GSa s E DU C l KfLSEY l':EN NET H 
GRAQ I Nli OPT I 0 1~$ SU-REO BEGI "I /END OAic 07/28-07/29 
RF l9 15-154S [ S A 1 28 
1807 lC 1: 1;5 02 ,1.[ 'iO SPACE ACTIVITIES KELS(Y tl.(NNETH 
BEG!J\ / CM;J Ot>H 07 /19-(!7/26 
MT\./Q f r.s 15-15,.,o:; Ea .e12s 
! Al l [G f- CI'- Cl PRO BLEM S AM ER EDUC 3 PARK T 
,-.;T 1030 -l ~lSEE 8 110 
10 
CRCF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
1816 ED 6q.5 02 SCHOOL OJSCIPl.:.INE 3 H . IGEN 0 
GRADING OPTicfNS SU-REC 
HT 0730-1015 E B Bl 10 
1817 ED b4b 01 ELEH SCH CURRICULUM 3 PARK T 
WR 1030-1315 EB 8110 
JS22 ED 657 02 CLASSROOM COMPUTERS 3 SCHMIOT R 
GRADING OPT IONS SU-REQ 
WR 0730-1015 EB 6112 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SE Cf --""fou'RS( - TITLE HRS IN STJWC TOR 11 
1761 £DAD 598 01 H!CROCO HPUTER5 ACHIN 3 STAFF 
BEGIN/ENO 0.1.TE 06/22-06/29 
HTWRF 1330-1930 EB Al28 
1751 EDAD 606 0 1 PRACTICUM 3 HOL DEN DO N.I.LO 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
HOUR S ARRANGED 
1752 EOAO 60P. 01 PUBLIC RELATIONS 3 STI HHI NG WILLIAM 
WR 0730-1030 EB 8118 
1753 EDAD 649 0 1 EL EH SCH .lOHIN 3 BERQUIST BARBAR A 
HT 10'+5-13'+5 EB B1 12 
1754 EOAO 6 50 01 SC HOO L LAW 3 GPUNERUO JAMES 
WR 0730-1030 EB A227 
1760 [DAO b76 01 SEC SCH PRlN HOLDE N DONAL[) 
WR 10'15-131i5 EB Al28 
!;[!_UCATI_QNAL ADMINISTRATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF' DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TJTLE HRS INSTRUCTOR 111 
l 762 EDAD 598 02 STRESS P1GT COP1 LDR S 3 STAFF 
BEGIN/ENO DAH 08/10-08/19 
WRF' 1D145-l645 EB .l.128 
175b fOAO 612 01 flELO S TUDY DESIGN 3 FARRAH GEORGE 
PH 0730-1030 EB A230 
l 758 EDAD 674 01 0\/ER\/lEW OF EO.liO 3 HOLDEN DONALD 
J1T 10145-134!': EB .6230 
1759 f0A0 677 01 PERSO'NNEL AOMIN 3 FARIH,H GEORGE 
PIT 1045-13'45 fB .1.22 9 
ENGINEERING/ENGINEERING SCIENCES 
SEE PHYSICS 
SEE TECHNOLOGY AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
ENGLISH/FIRST TERM 
i: REF -DE PTCRSE- s-,-c-r--c-o-u•- ,- ,- ,-I-TL- ,---..,~ 1 N s T Ru c TOR 11 -1 --
23 l !> ENGL 124 01 INTRO TO LITERATURE 4 PARHAM S 









ENGL lb2 0 1 
0 73 0 -09 00 R 
E NG L l b2 02 
l l OQ -1230 CH 
ENGL 163• 01 
0730-0900 R 
ENGL 163 02 
l l □ 0 -1 23 □ R 
WRITTEN COP1POSITION 
210 
WRITTEN COM POSITION 
12b 
\,IRTG RESEARCH PAPER 
102 
WRTG RESEARCH PA PER 
102 
'I PARHA"! S 
4 YOUNG J 
4 VOEL KER L 
'+ VOELKER L 
231 □ ENGL 223 0 1 SURVEY OF BRIT LIT I '4 GOTTSHALL J 
HTWRF 1100-1230 11 S 125 
230'9 f NG L 26'5 0 1 AMERICAN RENA I SS ANCE '4 FALK A 
P1TWRF 0 730- 0900 R 118 
2308 ENGL 331 01 ADV EXPOSITORY WRIT 3 KEITH P 
MTWRF 091S-1n2s R 102 
2307 ENGL 339 0 1 WRTG GOIJERN BUS IND 4 OILLM.O.N R 
MTWRf 1100-123 □ MS 122 
GERMAN/FIRST TERM 
CRH DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE 
3001 GEQ 131 0 1 ELEM GER 
MTW ~F 09 15-104 5 B H 1 0 4 




[)[PT CRSE SECT 
HLTH 2Db 01 
0730-0900 HAH 
COUPSE TITLE 
STNO 1ST AID + PPS S 
243 
HRS INSTRUCTOR Ill 
4 MUELLER W 
HRS INSTRUCTO R lil 
3 TEM P LIN D 
3 '419 HLTH 210 01 PRJNC!CILES NUTRITIOf.. 3 S~ROULA G 
MTW RF 09 1 5 -1 (125 HAH 5305 
3'+03 HLTH 305 01 
MTW RF 0730 - QQO:J HAH 
SAFETY EOUCAT I O~ 
2, 2 
4 SERDULA G 
3404 HLTH 405• 0 1 HOOD MOO SUB JN SOC! 3 HORTIS T 
MTWPF Q915-1025 HAH 5306 
3'+ D6 HLTH 405>0i 02 "'00 0 MO O SUB IN SOC! 3 HORTIS T 
MTWPF 11 00 -1 2 10 HAH S 30b 
3'408 ML TH '4054' 03 HO OD HOO SUB IN SOCI 3 OSENCIORf" f 
HTWPF (1730-08'+0 HAH S3 05 
341'4 HLTH 430 01 SEHTLE \iiORKSHOP 2 OSENDOR F f 
BY P [RP,, JSSICN ON L Y BEGIN/ENCi DATE 061?.0-0b/2 '4 
MT\o RF Od00 -1630 AMC 
3'410 HLTH 4 95 0 1 BERKLEY WORXSHOP 2 SERD ULA G 
BY ti[RMISSION ONLY ?.£GIN/ENO f.lATE Ob/06-06/11 
MTWRFS 0730-1600 HA H 5305 
3412 HLTH '195 02 SEATTLE FOLLOW-UP WS 1 OSE NDORF F 
B Y P ER MISSI CN ONL Y GRADING OPTIONS SU-R EC 
6EG1N/ENO DATE 0 6/ 03 -06/0 3 
f 0830 -H,3~ AMC 
3'+05 HLTH 505 01 MOO D MO D SU6 IN SOC! 3 HORTIS T 
BY PEPMJSSION ONLY 
H T\oR F 0 915-1 D25 HAH S306 
3'107 HLTH soi; 02 MOOD "100 sue I"I SOCI 3 HORTIS T 
B Y PE.RMIS S ION OtJLY 
MTWRF 1100-1210 HAH S306 
34 09 HLTH 505 . 03 MOOD MOO SUB IN SOCI 3. OSENDORF F 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
P1TW RF 0730 -08'1 0 HAH S305 
3415 HLTH 53 0 01 SUT TLE WORK SHOP 2 OSENDORF F 
BY PERMISSION ONLY BEGIN/OW DATE 06/20 - 06/ 2~ 
MTWRF (180 0-16 30 AMC 
34 l 1 HLTH sa~ 0 1 6ERKLEY WORKSHOP 2 SERDU LA G 
BY PE RMISSION ONLY R[GIN/[ND DATE 06/06-06 /11 
HTWR fS 0830-1600 HAH S 305 
3'113 I-ILTH 568 02 SEA TTLE FOLLOW-UP WS 1 OSENOllRf" f 
BY PERMI SS ION OMLV GRADING OPTIONS SU -REQ 
BEGI N/ENO DATE 06/03-06/03 
f (lQ30-1630 AMC 
.HEALTH.i:15uc:Atf0N/SECOI\ID TERM 
CREf" OE P T C RSE SECT COURSE TITLE HriS I NS TR UC TO R #l 
3q o 1 H LTH 125 01 FUNDAMENTALS or HLTH 3 BELFIOR] C 
MTWRF" 0915-1025 HAH S305 
3'421 HLTH 206 02 STNO 1ST AID + PRS S. 3 ANKLAN C 
HTW~f 0 915-IOq S H.O.H 243 
3'416 
1'1TWPf 
HLTH 498 0 1 
0730 -0 84n HAH 
HEMENTARY . SCHOO L HE 
S 30 5 
3 BE LFI ORI C 
3'417 HLTH "i9~ 0 1 EL EME NTARY SCHOO L HE 3 BELFIORI CAR OL 
MT\oRF 0730 -0BliO HAH 5305 
CAEF DEPT CRSE sec, COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTCJ:A 11 
2163 HURL '49t, 0 '4 HUMAN RELATIONS PT 1 3 HELLWIG DAVI □ 
BY PERMI SS ION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
cO-R[0 UIStTE 2 HURL 497 2164 
P1TW RF 0915-1230 EB Al26 
2lb0 HURL '497 03 HUMAN RELATIONS PT 2 3 L4WSON ANDREW 
BY PERl'l]SSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-RE0 
CO-REQUISITE 2 HURL '496 2159 
HTWRF 0915-1230 EB B108 
216q HU~L 497 C'+ HUMAN RELATIONS PT 2 3 HELLWIG DAVID 
BY PER~J SSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-R[Q 
CO-R[OUISITE 2 HU~L '496 2163 
MTWl"?F 0915-1230 EB Al26 
2lbl H URL 596 03 HUMAN R ELATIONS PT l 3 LAWSON ANDREW 
BY PERMI SS I O"l O"J LY GRADING OPTIONS SU-R[Q 
C(l - R[QUIS ITE 2 HURL 597 2lti2 
MHIPF !:9 15-1230 EB e1oa 
2165 HURL 596 04 HU~AN RELATIONS PT 1 3 HELLWIG O.liVIO 
B Y P ER11 ISS 10N ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-R[Q 
CO-R[OUISIT[ 2 HURL 597 2166 
f'ITWPF 0915-1?30 EB A126 
2162 HUPL 5 9 ., 03 HUMAN RELATIONS PT 2 3 LAWSON ANDREW 1• 
BY PE~HISSlON OiJLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
CO-RECUJSITE 2 HURL 596 2161 
HTWIH C9 l5-12 30 EB 8 1 0 8 
2 166 HURL ~97 04 HUMAN RELATIONS PT 2 3 HELLWIG DAVID 
BY PERMISS I CN CN LV GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
CO-l?EQUISITE 2 HL1RL 596 2165 
MTWRf ~915 -1 230 EB .1126 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATIQN/FIRST TERM ___ _ 
C!:!H ['[PT CRS. [ SEC T COURSE TIT LE HR S INSTRUCTOR 11 
383[) IND 192 0 1 MOOERl'1 TECH + CIVIL 4 CARTER P J 
TR 1 800 - 213 (1 HH 120 
383 1 IND 225 0 1 PHOTO M[CHANICAL P RO C 4 KEP1P W 
MTWRF 0915 -1 0 4S HH 113 LAB" ARRAN GED 
3832 IN □ 321 0 1 ELEM SCHOOL IND ARTS 2 BJORKLUND L 
MTW R F C745-0900 HH 225 
3833 H, ~ 321 02 ELEM SCHOOL IN □ ARTS 2 BJORKLUND L 
MT\,;Rf D9 1 5-1031") HH 225 
3836 Hon 430 0 1 MASS PRQO IN WOOD 4 BERGSTROM P 
HTWRF 0710-09 0 0 HH 109 LAB ARRANGE D 
3837 INC1 431 01 [VAL IN IND SUBJECTS 3 LACROIX W 
HTW RF 0730 - 083 5 HH 120 
38311 TNO 48'4 01 SOL ENER SYST + OESN q SCHWALLER A 
MTW RF 0915-1045 HH 121 
36'+1 INO 53 1 0 1 EVAL IN IND SUAJECTS 3 LACROIX W 
MT\,j l? f Q7 30 - 0 S35 HH 1 20 
384'4 I ND 615 0 1 S[!'iNAR TRAING IN 1'40 J SCHWIILLER A 
BY P[RMIS'>ION QIJLY 
MTWR f 11 00-12 0 5 HH 21 • 
38'4S IND 665 0 1 TE CH PROB EXP W □ W KNG 3 BERGSTROM P 
MTWRf 0915- 1 0 45 HH 109 LfB ARRi\N G[O 
3846 I~O 661 01 TECH PROB SOUR [N[R 3 SCHWALLER A 
HTWRF" 0915 -lO'+S HH 121 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF' O[PT CPSE SECT COUPSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCT OR Ii! 
383'4 INn 3'4b 0 1 MATERALS REM\IH PRAC 4 NfST[L G 
HH/Rf 0730- 0 9QC, HH 12'4 LA S AR RAN GED 
3835 IND 381 01 ? ASIC VEHI CLE SY STP1S 4 AU T 
BEG TN/ ENO OAT[ 07/25 -0811 9 
ftTW~F 0915-1100 HH 121 
3839 IND 4 95 01 PHCROC~PTR IN !NO EO 2 AU A 
BEGIN/EN □ DATE n7/1A-07/22 
MTWRf 0915-1415 HH 212 
CREf DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
2318 E~GL 43, 
GRADING OPTIONS 
01 CREAT WRIT POET fICT 3 MEISSNER \ti 
SU-REQ BEGIN/END OATE 06/l3 - 06/2ti 
HTWRf 1245-162!) MS I 07 
2304 ENGL 447 01 SEM INAR LIT THE HES: 4 SUMMERS H 
MTWRf 0915-10'+5 R 218 MINORlTY WOMEN WRITERS IN THE U.S. 
2326 ENGL '+59* 01 BASIC ISSUE TCHG ESL 4 YOUNG J 
HTWRf 0915-1045 R 10 
2302 EN(jL 4bO• 01 SEMINAR IN TCHS LIT: 4 OTLLMA~ R 
HTwqr 0730 - 0900 R 202 CURRENT METHODS OF TEACHING LI T ERATURE 
2319 ENG L 538 01 CREAT WRIT POET FICT 3 HEISSNEFI \. 
GRADING OPTIONS su-REQ BEGIN /ENO DATE Ob/13-06/24 
HTW RF 1 245 -16 20 MS 107 
2303 ENGL 547 01 SEMINAR LIT THEMES 4 SUHHERS H 
HT~RF 09 1 5-1045 R 211! MI NTORITY WOMEN WRITER S IN THE U.S. 
--·--·-···- ·---·- ··- --
2327 ENGL 559 Dl B 4SII'.:' ISSUE TCH t'i ESL 4 YOUNG J 
MTWRF 09 i5-l 045 R 1 0 
2301 ENGL 560* 01 SSMI"IAR IN TCHG LIT: 4 DILLMAN R 
HTW!?f 0730-D 'WO R 202 CURRENT METHODS OF TEACHING LITERATURE 
2317 ENGL 6b6 01 SE!-t AMER LIT THR UWW2 4 FALK A 
HTWRF 1100-1230 R 12 
ENGLISH/SECOND TERM 
CREf DEPT CRSE SECT CO.URSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR ,Sl 
2320 E"NG L 16? 03 WIHTTEtJ CO~PO~IT J ON I.I \JAN PELT L 





ENGL 16 3* 03 
11 00 -123D R 
ENGL 22t1. DI 
ll □ 0- 1?3n R 
COMPOS LITERATURE 
2 
SURVEY BFIIT LIT JI 
102 
I.I HANSEN T 
u. VAN PELT L 
2322 
MTWRF 
ENGL 252 01 HOQErrn AH WRITERS 1: 3 WAN PELT E 
073 □ -Q840 R 11 8 FITZGERALD, HEM INGWA Y, OTHERS 
2323 ENGL 453 01 LIT Of DYING DEATH 4 VAN Pf L T E 
HTWRF' 0915-1045 R 118 
2324 ENGL 553 01 LIT Of DYING DEATH t1. \JA N PtL T E 
MHIFlf C915- l n45 R 1 1 8 
FRENCH/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEP T CRSf. SEC T COURSE TJTLE HRS INsTRuc T OR • 1 
2701 FREN 131 01 ELEM F RENCH ti LANGEN W 
HTWRf D73Q - 0900 BH 126 
-GEOGRAPHY/FIRSTTERM 
CREF - OEPT CRSE SECT CO.URSE T ITLr" HR-S .HIST~UCTOR lil 
2801 
HTW RF 
GEOG 1 Gl 01 WORLD rLACE LOCATION 4 WIXON L G 
28 □ 8 
HTWRF 
09 1 5-104"'i SH 
GEOG 111 01 
0730-0915 SH 
305 
INTRO TO WORLD GEOG 
309 
2821 GEOG 271 01 ECONOHIC GEOGRAPHY 
HTWRF 1100-1230 SH 315 
2826 GEOG 275 01 GEOG OF THE US 
HTWRF 0915-1045 ~H 315 
GEOGRAPHY /SECOilf D-f ERM 
CREF DEP!i CRSE SEC'T COURSE TITLE 
I.I RICHASO"J B F 
I.I HARPER C W 
u DOCKENOORFf T P 
HRS l"JSTRUCTOQ II l 
2802 GEOG 10 1 02 WORLD PLAC E LO C ATI ON I.I BlXBY R 0 




GEOG 376 01 
1800-2050 SH 
GEOG OF .l"!JNN[ SO TA 
31 I 







DEP T c~s: SECT 
HIST 1 01 01 
0730 - 09['0 SH 
HIST 336 01 
0 915 -1 045 SH 
COURSE TITLE 
CON Tf.MPOPARY AFRICA 
221 
fNGLAND 14ij5- l 717 
221 
310'1 HIS T 1.163 01 US -LATIN A~E R RELA 
HTWDF ll!'.10-t230 SH 221 
3 105 HIS T 51::3 01 US-LAT!N A"1ER RELA 
HTWRf 1100-123 0 SH 221 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
I.I NAYENGA P 
Ii V.AUGHTEP P 
4 PETf:RSON [I W 
ti P E TERSO~ 0 'o/ 
3106 HIS T 635 0 1 RDGS TE CHNOL + TRADE 3 \JAUGHTER P 
HOURS APRANGEl'.I 
HISTORY/SECOND TERM 
CPEF □ [P T CQS£ SECT COUP.SE TITL[ HRS INSTRUCTOR 111 
3102 t-lIST 141 01 U S S l "IC( 1865 li GAM9lL L [ 
MTWRF 0915 -1 0 45 SH 221 
3107 HIST 434 01 SOV]ET RUSSIA 1917 4 LEW]S R 
MTWRF 1100-1230 SH 221 
310f! HIST 534 01 SO\J I ET RUSSIA 1917 4 LEI-IS R 
MTWRF 11 00 -123 0 SH 221 
31!)9 HIST 635 02 RDGS CHI NA + JAPAN 3 Lf.WI S R 
t-!OURS ARRANGED 
HUMAN RELATIONS/FIRST_TERM __ 
CPEr [) EPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR u l 
2 167 
P'ITWRf 
I-IUPL 2 0 1 01 NON-OPPRESSIVE RHAT I.I ,UJORZEJfWSKI JUL IE 
n915 -1 0 4 S E9 
2151 HURL 4 96 
BY PEl:!HJSSION ONLY 
CO-QEOUJSITE 
l"ITWPF 0915-1230 EB 
B l 10 LIMITED TO NON- EDUCATION MAJORS 
0 1 HUl'IAN RELATIONS PT l 3 LIU. SON ANDREI. 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO 
2 HURL ij97 2152 
Pl08 
2155 1-'UQL 1.196 02 HUM,e,N RE LHI ONS PT l 3 R]SB[J:lG DOUGUS 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU - REO 
CO-REOl/]SITE 2 HURL 1.197 2156 
MT'o/Qf 09 15-1 230 EB P.1 13 
2152 1-!UFIL U97 ('1 HUMAN RE LHI ONS PT 2 3 LAWSON ANDREW 
BY P[QMJSSION ONLY GPAD]NG OP TI ONS SU -REQ 
CO-R[O U TSITE 2 HURL 496 2151 
MHHi'f (!9 15- 1230 Ee !3108 
2156 i-lURL 491 0 2 MUM.AN QE LATI ONS PT 2 3 RTSllERG DOUG L AS 
BY l'>ENIJSSION ON L Y 
CO-P[O U JSITE 
MT'o/Rf 0915 - 123fJ E8 
GRA.U]NG OPTIONS SU-REC 
2 HURL 4?6 2 1 55 
B l 13 
2153 HURL 5?6 01 HUMAN RELATIONS PT 1 3 LAWSOM .,I.NO i< [• 
BY PERMISSION O~LY 
CO-PE.OUISITf 2 HURL 597 2 1 54 
HTWP.f n9IS-I7.3n EB P l 08 
GRADING OPTIONS SU -REQ 
2151 HUQL 595 (l2 HUMAN R[LATIONS PT 1 3 RISREP.G COUGUS 
BY PE RJo\ISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU - REC 
CO-P[OU]SITE 




2l~L! HU~L ~97 0 1 HUMAN 'RELATIONS PT 2 3 LAWSON IINOAE\. 
SY' P[QMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU - REQ 
CO-i?EOUISIT[ 2 HURL 5Q6 215 3 
HTWRF 09 1 5 -12 3!1 EB 8 108 
2158 1-'U l:?L 597 02 HUMAN REL.6.TIONS PT 2 3 QISBEPG DOUGLAS 
By PE RMISSION ONLY GRACI~'.' l) PTl()N~- SU-R[Q 
CO-PEQUISIT E 2 HURL 596 2157 
HT\./ RF f"\915-1730 EB 8113 
HUMAN RELATIONS/SECOND TERM 
CREI=" DEPT CDS[ SECT COU RSE TlTLE HRS INSTRUCTOR lfl 
2159 l-lt,P.L 4 C,.6 03 HU~AN RELATIONS PT 1 3 LIIW SON ANDRE~ 
BY PERMJSSION ONLY f.)RADING :'.lPTIONS SU-REO 
CO-REOUISJTE 2 HURL 1197 216C 
HTWRf 091S -J i?30 EF! B108 
C~EF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR tl 
381.if"I ]NO 49A 01 INTEFiNSHIP VR BRAUN T 
BY PERM I SSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
Hl)Ul?S Al."!R.ANGEO 
3842' ! NO S9S 0 1 HICROCMPTR IN IND ED 2 AU A 
BEGltli/EN D DATE 07/18-07/22 
HTWPf 0915-11.115 HH 212 
38 1.1 3 ]ND SS8 0 1 INTEPNSHJP \IR BRAUN T 
BY PERMJS S ]ON ON LY GRA01NG OPTIONS SU -REQ 
HO UPS ARRAI\IGED 
LIBRARY & AUDIOVISUAL EDUCATION (IM)/FIRST TEFI_M 
CREf DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR ,Sl 
STUDENTS WISHING TO REGISTER FOR IM WORKSHO~MuST. EITHER 
PRE-REGISTER OR REGI ST ER AT GENERAL REGISTR A TI ON 
JUNE 13, 1 9 83 , 
3624 Ir! 1.110 01 PHO TO TOUR Of N MN 2 tff LS ON M 
.BY PEPMI SS10N ONLY GRADING OPTIONS 
BEGIN/ENO QAH Ob/27 - 0 7/01 
HOUP$ ~PRANGE □ 
SU-RE Q 
362 5 TM 41[; 02 A SOt.OANAVIAN AOVTR 3 SCHUL 2ETENBERG A 
BY PEPM!SSI ON ONLY GRAOING OP TI ONS SU-REO 
BEGIN/EN D DATE 06/21 - 07/06 FIELDS DENNIS 
HOUQS ARRANGED 
3555 IM 4 1 2 0 1 Tl/ IN MEDIA 4 POLESO:. FRED 
TR 1 80 0 -2130 CH 134 
3617 1M 1.14'1 0 1 ]NTERNSHIP VP STAFF 
BY l'>ERHISSION ONLY 
1-,0U~S ARRA,'IIGEO 
36D5 111 uus 
GPAOING QPTJ ONS 
HTWQf D73 0 -U90Q Ci-, 









IJ 73G- Q8li Q <:H 
1 !", 468 
f"l 9 15-lOC:5 CH 
02 MEDIA MATERIALS 
1 25 
4 SHELSER LAWR[NCE 
3 STAfF 
3 SHfF 
3565 JM 473 f"ll PHOTOGRA·PHY 
125 
Ii l<OYAMA STEVE 
Ml\,/IJF 121.15-11.115 CH 
3563 1 H 477 01 Rt'fEPENCE AND BlSLIO I.I SWEEN ROGER 
HTWQF 0 9 1 5-1(14'5 Ct,i 
3569 
M T'll i? f 
IM 1.178 
0915-104"i CH 
3562 IM q 95 
GpA OING OPTION S 
HT 0 9 0 0-1!,C:J CH 
361.15 IM 4S5 
GQAQl",! G OPTl:ONS 
TWRF 0900-H,CO CH 
3614 IM 495 
GPA OI NG OPTIONS 
WR n 9 □ Q-H,QQ CH 
3560 IM LISS 
Gi:::AOI"!G OPTIONS 
\oiR "! 900 -1 6GO CH 
36 3 3 1 M "" GRi\ DIN G OPTI ONS 
RF n9 □ 0-16DO CH 
3!::.3 5 II', q9i; 
6RA01NG OP TI ONS 
MT 09 D0-l&OO CH 
363 7 r,. 495 
GRADING OPTIONS 
TW 119{10-16CO CH 
3640 IM 495 
GRADING OP TIONS 
RF :J9CO- l !>OC CH 
3642 IH 495 
GRAOHJG OPTIONS 
MT 090 0-1600 CH 
OJ 
1 34 
TECH PROC I 
1 26 
Ii HEDIN BONN][ 
Cl CENSOR + lNTELL OE\IE 1 WESTBY JERRY 
SU-REQ BEGHJ/ENO DATE 06/20-06/21 
IJD 
02 CAQE + REPAIR or MTL 2 JENSEN HARLAN 
SU-RC:0 BEGIN/F.:ND □• TE 07 / 05 -07/08 
130 WE.STBY JERRY 
() 3 OESIGN LZARN CENTERS 1 KEABLE DOREEN 
SU-REO REGIN / EN □ DATE 06/22-06 /23 
IJD 
;J4 Tl/ \JIEWING GUIDA~CE 1 WESTBY G 
SU-PECI BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/29-06/30 
1 30 
0 5 ED FTLM ACT+JOEAS 1 KOYAP-'A STEVE 
SU-REC BEGIN/£ND DATE 06/lti -06/17 
127 
06 PUPP(TRY AS STOR YTEL 1 KEABLE DOREEN 
SU-PEO BEG]N/END DATE 06/27-06 /28 
1 30 
07 ADMJN USE Of HICQOS l SIHONS MIKE 
SU-PEQ BEG IN/END DAU OJl/14-0b/15 
I JD 
08 INST GRPHS FOR MICRO 1 J OSE PHSON RICH 
SU-PEO BEGIN/END DATE 06/16-06/17 
IJD 
09 MICRO + REF SER VICE 1 SWEEN ROGER \ 
SU-R(Q BEGIN/END OAT[ 07/11-07/12 
1 30 SIMONS MIKE 
12 
CA£f DE'PT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HR S INSTRUCTOR Ill 
36 1 2 IM 510 0 1 PHO TO TOUR Of N ~fl! 2 NELSON ,., 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GRADING OP TI ONS SU -R EC 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/27 - 07/0 1 
MOURS ARRANGED 
3626 IM 510 02 I, SCANOANA VUN A □ VTR 3 SCHUL2ETENBERG A 
BY PERMISSION ON LY 
BEGIN/E ND DATE 06/21 - 07/06 
HOURS ARRANGED 
GRAD ING OPT I ONS SL. -R[t;, 
FIE LD S DENNIS 
3627 JH 51 0 03 A 5CANOANAVUN AOVTR 6 SCHU L ZETENBERG A 
BY PERMISSION ON L Y 
HOURS ARRANGED 
FIEGINHNO DAT E 06/2 1-C7/0 t, 
FIELDS DENNIS 
3618 HI 512 01 TV IN MEDIA 
l 3' 
POLESAI< FR[O 
TR 1800-2130 CH 
3606 11'1 5"5 01 MI CROS HJ SC HOOL S 3 SM EL SER LAl.'IHNCE 
GRAD I NG OPTIONS su-REQ 
HTWRf 0730 -090 □ CH 1 2b 
3 575 I M 573 01 PHOTOG IHPHY ] KOYAMA STEVE 
HTWRF 1 2 4 5 -1&11 5 CH 1 25 
3578 IH 577 111 REFEP ENC E AND BIE!LIO 3 SWEEN ROGER 
HTWRF (1915-1045 CH 134 
357'9 !H 578 01 TE CH PROC I 3 HEDH! BONNIE 
HTWRF 091 5-lO '+"'i CH 12b 
3561 IM 595 0 1 CENSOR • INTELL DEV£ 1 WESTBY JERRY 
GR.IOING OPTIONS SU-REQ BEGIN/END DATE 06/20-G6/2l 
MT 0900-1600 CH I 30 
36 4 8 JM 595 02 CARE + REPAIR OF Mll 2 JEN~EN HARLAI'. 
GRADING OPTIONS SU - REO BEGIN/ENO D ATE 07/05 - 07108 
TW Rf 0900-1600 CH 130 WESTBY JERR Y 
3615 IM 595 
GIH OING OPTIONS 
WR 0900- 1600 CH 
36 1 3 JH 5 95 
GR ADING OP T IONS 
WR 0900-H,OO CH 
3634 IM 595 
GRADING OPTIONS 
RF 0900 -1 600 Cl-I 
3636 IM 595 
GRAD I NG OPTIONS 
MT 0900 -1 600 CH 
3638 TM 595 
GRADING OPTIONS 
TW C900 -l 60D CH 
3641 IM 595 
GRADING OPTIONS 
RF 0900 -1 600 CH 
36 '1 3 HI 5 95 
GRADING OPTIONS 
HT 0900- 16 00 CH 
3582 I M 603 
HTWRF 11 00- 1 2 1 0 CH 
0 3 DESIGN L EARN CENTERS 1 KEABLE DOR EEN 
SU-PEO BEGIN/F.NO DATE 06/22-C6/23 
130 
0 4 TV VIEWING GUIDANCE 1 WESTBY G 
SU-R[Q BEGIN/ENO QATE 06/2'i- 0 6/ 3C 
130 
05 [D FILM ACT + IOEAS l KOYAMA ST[VF.: 
SU -RE 0 BEGIN/END DA TE ()6/16-06/17 
127 
06 PUPPETRY AS STORYTE L 1 KEABLE DOREEN 
SU-REO SEG I N/ENrl DATE 06/2 7- C6/26 
130 
07 AOMIN USE OF M[CROS 1 SIMONS l"'IKE 
SU-PEQ BEGIN/ENO OAT[ 06/ 14-06/15 
130 
08 INST GRPHS FOR MICRO 1 J')S[PHSON RIC H 
SU-PE0 9EGIN/f.NO DATE 06/Hi- 0 6/17 
130 
09 MICRO + REF SERV!Cf. 1 Sl,,r[ [ N ROGER 
SU-REQ 8EG I N/[ND D ATE 0 7/11- 07/ 1 2 
130 SIMONS MI KE 
0 1 ] M THEORY RESCH PR ~C 3 SMELSER LA 'olRENCE 
134 
3584 !M b06 0 1 ORG AN!J SUPV 3 SCHU L ZETENBERG A 
MTWRF 0730-06 1+ 0 
3607 
HTW Rf 
IM 607 0 1 
t ano-2□ ll □ CH 
TRAINING/HRO 
134 
3 HI LL FRED 
3595 
HT WRF 






IH 646 Ol 
1800-20'10 CH 
IM 662 0 1 






360 1 IM 660 0 1 ]NTERNSH] P 
BY PERMISSI ON ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
3602 ]H 661 0 1 RE AD I NGS 
BY PE!HHSSION ONLY 
HOURS A~RANGEO 
3 SI MON S MJCHAll 
3 KEAB L E DOREEN 
VR STA F'F 
VR STAF F' 
CREF DE?T CP S[ SECT COUt>S[ TITLE 
3629 IM 6f-I 
BY PERMISSIO"I C"J L Y 
HOURS APRANGlO 
363n IM 662 




HRS IN STRUCTOR U 
VA STAFF 
vo ST AF F 
MANAGEMENT-FINANCE/FULL TERM 
CPU f' EPT CP S[ SE('l 
4327 "'(,MF liliq 01 
BY PE RMISSI Of',, ONLY 
HOURS t.PRANGEO 





W~tiTloiORTH CHf?EL L 
MANAGEMENT-FINANc;_E/FIRST T~R_M_ 
CRE~ N.P T CP S[ SECT COUPS[ TITLE HRS l"'ISTRl!CTOR l!l 
4 301 !-<GMf .H, l '.11 1-' G'-!T THPv ·+ PRACTICE 4 CASSM AN DAVE 
MT •.,11:H (',"/30-C9[ ,l ~, 13 11 8 
4 302 
MTWC?F 





n:rn- □ 9U □ ec 
"G!"F 363 0 1 
rc;1s - 101ii:; ea 
M[;,HF ~6~ "2 
l 10 C-L? 30 fl~ 
2 1 8 
POOUCT I ON MG"'T 
218 
PJ:lO OUCllON ~CMT 
216 
II VO P A JAY 
t1 S~ALB[CK BRUCE 
4 308 
MTW ~ F 
MG MF 37 0 01 OR',ANIZAT]ONOL f\[HA\I I+ CAS Sl"i\N DAVE 
0 915-l :J 45 BG 3Z G 
4 3u:_, MGMF ]71 n 1 l"'A"'IA \l ERl/..L FliH~l~CE 4 MOCNEY STEVE 
,.qwQF 12tis-1 11 I s es 119A 
4312 MGM F ~73 0 1 INV P"-INC IPLE S i+ FARRELL (PUl-<PTCN 
MTWRF 09IS-1 0 45 0(, 119A 
4311 MG~F 175 Cl FISK I N SI JRANCf. 4 BYE R<lGfR 
MTWRF 1 100-1 2 30 en 11 8 
4 3 14 "°Gr-:F ]78 rq AOVM,'CLD REA EST ATE '~ HOON[Y STEVE 
MT'i,,i RF 1 "30 - l~ OrJ !l, i) 118 
431 5 t'G'1F 4 02 0 1 SMALL su,;, MAr<IIGfMEIJT 4 VORA J AY 
Ml',/PF 11:-'IG-1~30 9~ 32 0 
43 1 9 l" G"1F 4b8 01 f.USINESS POLICY 4 loiEI\ TWOR T l--1 CI\RRE LL 
MhlRF 1 245 -1 1Ue; i?B 218 
4321 t-'Gl':F '•71 Cl l CO PP F!t,;ANCIAL POLCY 4 FAl',,P[LL CRUMP T ON 
MTI. RF 1100 -1 73 0 llO 119A 
MANAGEMENT-FINANCE/SECOND TERM 
CREf DEPT CC?SE SECT COURSE TITLE HPS INSTRUCTOR Ill 
11303 PG'1 F 3b l ('•3 PGM T THRY + PR~C TI CE 4 STAF'F 
MTWRF 1 100 - 123(1 i?S 11 8 
113 0 4 l"GMF 3 6 2 C' l PEPSONNEL AO~PJ 4 DlJRfl.ES eRUCE 
MTWRF 09 1 5 -1 0!.tS 8 6 11 8 
4307 !' (,MF 363 03 PRl'JOl!CTIQN ~ Gt-!T 4 BATOOPr LELAND 
MTWPF 0730-09CO BB llQA 
1+309 .~GMF 370 0 2 O~G AN!ZA TIONAL BEH A V 4 STAFF 
MTwPF 12115-11115 fl8 218 
431 1 .,GMF 371 0 2 l'ANAHRH L FINIINCE 4 BOHNEN HO'olAPO 
r,<,T'olP F 1100-1230 BB 119A 
11316 ~ G•ff 4 62 ('12 SMALL BUS ~Gf'1T Ii BURNE<;, l'RtJCE 
MTWPF' 1100 -1 230 BB 320 
4317 !"G~F ill,') 0 1 MO T IOI'. + TH'. E STU DY i+ Bi\Tl)Cf! F LEUr>iC 
MT wPF 0915-1 (1 4 5 BB 32Ci 
Ii 318 
HT WRF 
MGMF 467 C l OAG.o.NIZATIONAL THEO'f' 4 THOMA~ ('AVE 
09 15-1 '.] 4 5 BO 218 
1+320 "'G"l F 46 .';! 0 2 fiUSINESS POLICY 4 T~OM,tS f"AV[ 
MTWPF 1100-1230 R 3 218 
4322 MGMF 472 n 1 FINANCE INSTITUTIONS 4 eOHNE~I HOWARD 
MT'ol RF 1 245-11115 88 11 9A 
C~Ef :JE PT CPS~ SEC T COURSE TITLE 
4 s3n 
MTWOF 
l"KG8 436 C2 
1100- 1 ?30 as 
PUS]NESS LAW 
322 




"°KGB 57f14 01 F:'ETAILING MAN AGEMENT 4 SCHNE I DER K 
1245- 1 415 ~e 322 
4528 l' KGB 525* nl MARKETING R[S[~RCH 4 SCHNEIDER K 
MT',,'Pf l<t30 -l f.CO se 322 
MASS COMMUNICATION/FIRST TERM 
CQE ► DEP T CD$[ Si:CT COU ~ SE T ITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR Ill 
14 lb C0'1M 220 Cl INTRO TO MASS CO ,.. M 4 VOELKER fRAN 
MTW P.F r915 -l 0 4 5 SH 132A 
1 401 CU"\H 10(.1* rJl C0"1MUN ACTIVITIES 1 \IOELl<ER FRAN 
BY Dt,P,,tISS!ON ON LY 
110URS ARRAl'.C:EO 
14 1t. COMM 309* 02 C0!-1MUN ACTIVI TI ES 
6Y PllHnS.SION ON LY 
HOURS APRAr4G[D 
ue A01::ANGED 
I HAS TE Al-lOE 
L AB ARRANGED 
1 4 0 4 CO._,M 3'0* ~l 
Mh:PF 1 100-1215 SH 
1-'!STORY MASS MEDIA 
1 32 A 
3 HA BTE AM OE 
14 0 8 C0'1M 4&i4 !J I 
BY PLQMISS! ON CNLY 
HOUQS ACHHNGEIJ 
14 0 ? CO!-'M 41.14 02 
BY "CRMISSICN G~ L Y 
HOU<S At;RANC:E D 
1-'COMH INTE RNSH IP 
l":CQMM INTERNSHIP 
3 VOE Lt<[R FR AN 
LAB ACHHNGEO 
.3 HASTE ,t, 
L1 B ARRAN GED 
MASS COMMUNICATION/SECOND TERM 
CPEr rEoT CQS[ SEC T COUPS C T:iTL E H~S INSTRUCTOR ffl 
141 9 r OMM 276 (11 TV ED IT PRO[; WKSHP 2 BRYCE SCOTT 
eEGltl/E NO OATf. 07/Ht - 08/19 
MT ~ RF l l n0-1230 PA 271 
14 20 CQ.''4M ?H, 02 TV EDIT PROO WKSHP 11 BRYCE SCOT T 
BEGI~/END DATf. :J7/l8 - C8/19 
MT\..'OF l 1~0 - 1401 P~ 271 
14 21 rO "' I-I 3C9* 03 COMMUN ACTIVITIES l NORLE M BREN T 
BY P[ RM!SSION ONLY 
HOURS ARR ANG[ O L AB ARRANG[O 
l4 2Q CO""M 3 0 11 11< 0 4 CiJMMUN ACTIVITIES 1 DES,t,NTO JO HN 
BY PERMISSION {i~LY 
HOURS AQPANGE[l LAB ARf;:ANGED 
1 417 cor-iH 4114 ['3 !".COMM I NHR NSHIP 3 NOR L EM ARENT 
BY 1"'£R1',!SSION ON LY 
HOURS APR AN G[D LAB ARR.INGEO 
11.1 22 CO"!M 1+44,;, n 4 1-'CO/'I'-' INTE~N SHlP 3 DESA NTO JOHN 
B Y P[ RHISSION ONLY 
HOUAS A~RAN GED LAB ARRANGED 
14 24 COMH 45 2 r.1 1 PRINT JRt;LSI", Wl<SHP 4 NOR L Et~ BRENT 
BEGIN/ENO DATF:: 08/08 -0 8/19 
MT~RF 0 915-1300 S. H 1?9 
1423 COIIIM 4 5?. C!2 PRINT JRN L SM 'oll<SHP 7 NOR L EM BR ENT 
BEGIN/END OAT[ 08/QP-0 8/19 
MT;.JRF [1',115-11 1 5 SH 129 
14 26 ::: O"IM 478 D l TV JP ~i l SM f'ROO Wt<SHP II BRYCE SCOT T 
BEGIN/[IJO OA T[ f17/113 - 08/lQ 
MT WRF r'9 ) "i -l 231J PA 101 
l42"i fU"1H 117 R 02 TV JPt,;LSI': Pl::0(1 WKSHP 2 BRYC E SCOTl 
6EG1N/Elll0 DAT[ '1 7/l R-0~/ 1 9 
,-,H.r RF (1915 -1 ('45 PA 101 
lli06 fO/'IM li f:5 0 1 rR PRODuCTION WK SI-IO P 4 DESAN TO JOHN 
BEGIN/EN O Oi\Tf 07/25-DS/05 
MT \ol~F C915- I415 S.fl 129 
111 0?' (UMM ~pi:; 01 PR PPOOUCTILJN WK SHOP 4 DFS.ANTO JOHN 
BEGlf',,/END OAT[ :'7/2~,-f: 8/05 
MTWc;>F 0915 - 1 41!:i SH 1 29 
CPE!'" DEP T CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSHWC TOR Ill 
3603 I H 682 0 1 RESEAR CH VP S T AFF 
BY PERMISSION ON LY 
HOUC?S ARRANGED 
36011 IM f>83 
SY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGEO 
3639 JM 681 
GRADING OPTIONS 
MTWP 09 00-16CO CM 
3631 ]M 6 b3 
GRADING OP TI ONS 
MTlolR F ~9 15-1035 CH 
36114 JM 683 
GRA[llNG OPTIONS 
MT\¥RF 1300 -1 6 0 0 CH 
01 S[ M SPECIA LIST Df:GQ VI? 
02 SE ~ HAIN + ACO 2 J[NSEN HAR L~f, 
SU-R[Q BEGIN /E ND DA TE 07/ ll- 07/ 14 
127 
03 SEH CO NT MTLS SCHULZETEll<BERG A 
SU-REC 
1 l l 
r6 PH OTO FO R TEACHERS 2 NELSON MI i<[ 
SU- PEO BEGlN/C~O OAlE 07/0 5 - C7/15 
1 26 
3616 IM 68 4 0 1 FI ELD STUDY IN 1-H:DIA Vt? STAFF 
BY PER M. I S-S ION O~LY 
HOURS ARR ANGED 
LIBRARY & AUDIOVISUAL EDUCATION 
(IM)/SECOND TERM 
CREr OEPT CPSE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS INSTR UCTO R Il l 
STUDENTS WISHING TO REGISTER FOR IM WORKSHO PS MUST EITHER 
PRE-REGIST ER OR REGISTER AT GENERAL REGISTRATION, 
JUNE 13, 1983 
3563 IM 444 02 INTER NSHI P 
BY PERM]Sc;I ON ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
3589 IM 445 02 MICROS IN SCHOOLS 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REC 
MTWRF 0730 - 0900 CH 126 
3558 H , 468 03 "1EDIA MAT[RIHS 
MTWRF 0 730 - 0BtiQ CH 12 5 
3559 ]H 468 Oti ~EOIA MATE RI AL S 





IM 4 71 
1100-123[) CH 








3567 IM 4H, 01 SELEC T MAT 




073Q-Q9 (10 CH 
0 1 r:EAO LIST VIEW GUI □ 
125 
3590 IM Sl!S 02 MICROS IN SCHOOL5 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO 
MTWRF 0730-0900 CH 1 2 b 
357ti IM 511 01 PREP OF MATERIALS 







HI 575 01 
1100-123~ CH 
JH 576 01 
0915-lOtiS CH 








3594 IM 639 0 1 RE AD LIST VIEi.i GUIO 
MTW RF 073Q - 09DO CH 125 
Vr? SUH 
I.I S TAFF 
3 STAFF 
3 STAFF 
ti HABLE C, 
ti H I LL fl:!EC 
'4 WESTBY GER AL D 
'I B USSE DICK 
3 STAFF 
3 KEABLE DOREE N 
3 HIL L fRfO 
3 W[STBV GERALD 
3 STAFF 
3 BLlSSE DICK 
3596 ]M ·' 611 7 01 INSTR DEV FO R /i!ICRO S 3 rJELOS DE.NN]S 
TR 1800-2('110 CH 1311 
3598 IM 658 01 SYSTEMS DESIGN 3 FI EL DS DE NN I S 
MTWRf 0915-1025 CH 130 
3628 IM 6£IJ 02 JNTEPNSHIP VR STAFF 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARRANGED 
13 
CREF DE.PT CR::.E SECT COURSE TlTLE HRS I NS TRUC TOP 111 
4324 ,..GMF <;t,<; 0 1 r-!OTI0N + Tl ~E S TUOV 4 flllTDO?F LE. U N'.:' 
MTl.';;>F 09 15-1 0 4 5 PP- 32:J 
11325 t'G ~F S67 rJ l (IRGHllZPIO~ Tl.s( OR Y ti TH OM AS rAVE 
MTI.I RF r915 -J t .4:; :36 218 
MARKETING & GENERAL BUSINESS/FULL TERM 
CREi- DEPT CRSE $U T c nui;-s[ TITL E HF;S l NSTRUCTOR Ill 
ti51':, "'KG B ti4 1!* r'.'l l INTEP!\SH!P lf- RODGEJ.S l,,I 
av CtEfHHSSIOt~ (.'!LY 
HOUPS APRAt,.JGEt:'I 
MARKETING & GENERAL BUSINESS/FIRST TERM 
CPEi- DEPT CQS[ SECT COUPSf TITLf 
ti 50 1 1" 1'.GR 23~ 11 1 LEG H [NV Of BUS 
MTWDF C915 -l C' li5 SH 2Qd 
ti502 1-'K GP- ?3~ 112 LE GAL EN'J OF BUS 
MTWRF J4J0 -lh t0 r.l[ 322 
4 501 HK Ge 32 0 f"l l 
H TWQ F" 0 73"C-0'?C0 f,8 
1.1 ~04 '"!KGS 320 02 
HTI.PF 11(10-1230 ?E 
11~,os ~·Ket -.:zfl r3 
MTW RF 1 2Lt5 -l41 5 ee 
i15 0 f. "K GB ~2 1 * 0 1 
MT!,ji:'f C9 15- 10 4c; P[l 
IrHRC' TO Ht.~KETING 
ll 9 
It.T RC TO t-1 .:.P.Kl TJ NG 
319 
INTR0 TO ~Af.:"-ETiflG 
3 1 9 
CONSU M[i-: BE.HAVIOR 
119 
Ml:.:S l"ISTP IJ CTOR #l 
4 B\JCHAl :A ~J ~ 
to C6-L l-' OUN R 
4 ROC:G(f. S W 
4 H ANA f Y f,. 
4 J c 1-rnsC' N J 
" P.O O(';[ rS I.' 
1.1507 l"K G[l 32;?,:c Ci l ]NTRr T o AQVEf?T!<:!NG 4 8fN~ON i:; 
MTWPF !}9 1 5 -l r45 f1 [', 3 2 2 
11 5(1E; t1K G8 l121J,:C [1 } ~A L ES ~'.A f!ACEn~n 4 HA ~A F Y ~ 
MTl.' QF" 0915 - JC4~ se 1 1€ 
ti51'.) l~KGP. ll ~9* rl l l"Al,:KfTIN(; !-'H1AGfl"UiT •1 BEN~Ol,i f: 
~.h Rf 1 100 -1 230 P. A 217 
tiSlJ "' KG9 11 32* 0 1 ~ARH T!N G Cl-'J. l'<NELS 
M. H.- Rf 1100-12"38 fJ !"1 322 
115 l 3 
HTWPF 
4 ~ l 4 
MT Wis F 
MK \>B 43& C l 
I 2 1J S-l lll ~ F-S 
l"l'\ GB 4 3 7 0 1 





4 509 ~K G~ 5211* 0 1 S ALE S MAfl t. Gf~EN T 
Mh:RF CS 15- lf) t; 5 r\(' 11 8 
45 1 2 
MTolRf 
~K GB c, 3z,:. 
l l OU- 1 2 3 ('1 ;; e 
0 1 ~A~K(T IJ\G CtH.f: N[ L !:. 
32:? 
ti51':i .-KG? r-, _p n 1 8USP:ESS LtN 
MToiPF rno-G 9Lf] r,e 322 
l; JCH ~'S ON J 
I! CALHOU N R 
1.1 81JC l-'A~ 1 A"I r,,; 
I.I HAN ~rv t 
to JOH~I SON J 
II t!UCl!Ar,M.: M 
MARKETING & GENERAL BUSINESS/SECOND TERM 
CRE f DEPT CPS'.: S[C T 
ti 5 2C 
HT W~F 
ti 522 
MT ',/R F 
ti 52 1 
M TWC?F 
"1Kt;p 2 3S 0 3 
l .'4S -llll 5 PC 
!-'KGG 320 04 
r915-ll"45 PS 
~K GC 3~0 r.5 
1 Hl0-123f1 SB 
c 0u~sr. lITL E 
LEGAL U ;V Of SUS 
319 
INTR O T C MARKE T!% 
119 A 
]NT RC T C MAf.lKETI"IG 
319 
11523 ~i'.G B ~2 1,;, 0 2 CO'JSU'°'fR EIEl-'AVIOR 
MT~;;,r o9 1 5-IrJ4S ':le 319 
ti 52 4 l"K G3 3£!,:c C3 CONSUl"'~R BEHf, VIOR 
MTWl:IF 1 2 ti5-11Jl 5 !:B 321 
HF'S l"-ISTRUCTOR Ill 
4 STAFF 
ti ~ Tl. f F 
4 SHH 
4 J- ,CGErlS I.' 
4 ST A rF' 
ti525 !-IKG9 4 ~0,:c Cl RETAILIN G MAI\AG[ l" [ N T 4 SCH"lEIOf1' K 
HT',H<'F 1245-1415 98 322 
11527 r,'K GB 4 25 >:< 0 1 r,'A RKfT } NG G[SE AKCH 4 SCHN [ IDER I( 
MTW~F 1t130-1oc.n RP 3 22 
115211 t-'KG B 4 29:c< r:'2 ~ARK(T!NG MAI\AG [ ~[N T ti STA FF 
MHIDf (1 91 s-1nti'i □ H 32 2 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/FIRST TERM 
CPEf rc:.PT co~r. S[CT C\JUR$[ TITLE HRS I NS TRUCTO R Ill 
43 23 l"OA f,f-3 '.l l PPOO + oo MG~ T 4 Sl<ALBECK BRU C[ 
E',Y P[PM:_rSS!CIN O~LY 
1-1 0 UQS APR AtKE O 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/SECOND TERM 
CF'Ef N . PT CRSZ S [ CT C':'URSE -TllLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Ill 
(JCT29 !'['. ~ ,:.p. 0 1 ~•A~AG[R]A L ACCT Ii S TAf f 
BY O[ Rt-' ISSIO l'I: G'IJLY 
MOURS ARR H 1r-En 
MATHEMATICS/FIRST TERM 
Cl,' [r- ri[;:>T c~s~ SE"T COUPS[ TIT LE HRS IN S TR UCTOR 111 
4 ::113" MATH 1::: 1 nt COLL ECE AL GEBI- A 4 HAR T I N HAROLD 
MTI.IPF nnc - oc:c o ~.s 1 1 9 
ti [}(l 7 l 't.TH 231 QI C"ALC FOP 1?.US -tLF[ SCI ii CARLSON KENT 
1<n wr;-or r"1 s - 1r.ti:, 11 s 
4 r. 311 I'-' A Tl-' :"'4 1. r::' l C"ALC .. A"i AL GEO M I II L AHR EN OAVID 
~-Tl-'Df r730 - 0QC[) MS 10 2 
i.0:!2 l" A it-- 2 5[) Ql F'OUNf' OF ARITHMETIC 4 MILLER QON 
MH,RF :' 7:rn- □ "GrJ MS 1 29 
4 ro r, ~-I.TH 254 !J I FU "-I D Cf M/ITH I ti BD ] NK ALLEN 
"1Tw '? F I i ':0 -1 231 l-1S I 15 
1.1 !1 34 ~'AHi 2$7 Q i EL O' r,A TP!X HG[BRA ti U HREN DAV I D 
~T 'oifH r1'715 -1 :' 45 MS l l 9 
4 ~21 l' ATH !£ 1'1 C l TC'PI(S OES • INfSTAT II BIRO HO\,; AR O 
MT.IRF ['73 0 - 0<lCO M:. 11 4 
4r 4 0 ~ ATH 4 37 0 1 PQOS ♦ S TAT 1 
~~ T .. ~F r9 1 5- l 'J ti :; ~s l rJ 2 
4(3~ "AT I-' 4t!S rn WTRO TC H AL Oal 
r,,T\,JQ f ~no - oqc1 MS l lS 
4Ltil r-'AT H r; 3 7 r 1 PROH .. STAT I 
MTW !"I F 11 9 15 - 1 0 '-5 MS I '.J2 
4 C i' O 
t1 T wor 
i.G 1 r 
MTl. ;'/f 
r-'ATH '";45 [11 
:-1 7 .:rn -c°C c] MS 
'-'A fH 619 1: 1 
r' c,. ! 5 -l 11 ti <; MS 
INTRC TO ME AL ANllL 
11 5 
TCHG ALG IN SEC ~ CH 
1 29 
MATHEMATICS/SECOND TERM 
ccEf LJEPT C?SF. S [ CT 
4 n l ? 
MT l.'Rf 
.- ATH 2'-+ ~ r. I 
C73 0-0QCO '1S 
C0 Uf:'.S E T ITLf 
CALC + ANllL G[OH II 
11 5 
II BIRD HOWARD 
4 BRINK ALLE N 
3 BIRD HOWAJ< O 
3 BPJNK ALLEN 
3 MILLER DO N 
HRS IN STRUCTOR Ill 
4 6 AHAUOOi r-.: MOHAMMED 
ti0 C4 ~•t,,TH 1J1J6 0 1 INT RC: TO PEAL ~t.ALII 4 f:lAHAUOD i l'II MOhAMHED 
~,T•~;)F r.9 1 5-lf 4 5 •~5 l:Jl 
4(105 1-, r,,TH r-46 0 1 INTRO To RE AL A1',AL11 ~ 3 AHAUC 0 I N ~OHJMM E(I 
MT W~F r9t5 -l f1 4 <; '1S 101 
MILITARY SCIENCE/FIRST AND SECOND TERM 
(OFFERED BY ST. JOHN ' S UN IVERSITY) 
TH E MILITARY SC IENCE DEPARTMENT WILL HANDLE REGISTRATION 
IN EAS TMAN HA L L, ROOM 118. DO NOT LIST MILI TARY SCIENCE 






DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE T ITLE 
MS 121 01 
0815 - 0900 EH 
INTRO TO MIL SCI 
l 8 
MS 121 02 I NTR O TO MIL SC I 
0815-0900 EH 1 8 
MS 146 0 1 MODERN MIL HIST 
0915- 10 0 0 EH 1 8 
MS 146 02 MODERN MIL HIST 
09 1 5-1 0 0 0 EH 1 8 
MS 213 0 1 MAP READING 














DEPT CRSE S(C T 





MS 214 01 ORIENTEERING 
1100-1145 EH 1 8 
MS 214 02 ORIENTEERING 
1100- 1145 EH 18 
MS 188 01 INTRO MIL WE APONS 
1245- 1330 EH 18 
MS 188 02 INTRO MIL WEAP ONS 
1245 -133 0 EH 18 
HRS 
1 






MS 263 01 INTRO TO LE ADE RSHI P 1 EICHER 
MW 1245-1330 EH 18 
MS 263 02 
TR 1245-1330 EH 
INTRO TO LEADERSHIP 1 EI CHER 
18 
MS 181 01 RI FLE MARKSMANSHIP l ETCH ER 
M 1330-1660 EH 18 
MS 181 02 RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP 1 EICHER 
w 1330-1600 EH 18 
MS 185 01 
1330-1600 EH 
PISTOL MARKSMANSHIP 1 EICHER 
1 8 
MS 185 02 PISTOL MARKSMANSHIP 1 EICHER 
1330-1600 EH 1 8 
MS 252 01 ADVENTURE TRAIN rI 1 SULAWSKE 
0915-1100 EH 18 
MS 252 02 ADVENTURE TRAIN I I 1 SULAWSKE 
12 45-1430 EH 18 
i . 
MUSIC-MUSICIANSHIP/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT Cf?S[ S[CT COURSE TITLE HRS lNSTR IJCTOf( 111 
4645 MUSM q 95 0 1 LOW BRASS PERF + LIT 2 F ROI-IRIP KENTON 
BEGIN/END OAT[ 06/06-06/09 
MTWR 0900 -1600 PA 113 
46'17 MUSH i1,9S 02 DBL REED CONST I+ ERNEST DA VID 
BEGIN/END DATE Q6/J4-0b/23 
HTWRF 0900 -1600 PA 142 
'46119 HUSM 495 03 EVAL HUS PE~FORHANCE 2 JOHNSON JAM ES R 
BEGIN/ENO DATE □ 6127-06/30 
HTWR n9 □ 0-1600 PA 1'42 
'4651 MUSH q95 Oc+ SCOR[ PREPARATION '4 JOHNSON JAM(S R 
BEGIN/ENO O.ATE 07/05-07/l i+ 
HTWRF 0900-1600 PA 11+ 2 
11,646 ~USH 595 01 LOW BR A SS PERF + LIT 2 FROHRIP KEtllTON 
BEGIN/END OH[ Db/06 -06/09 
HTWR 0900-1600 PA 113 
11,64 8 MUSH 595 02 □ B L REED CONST q (C?N [S T t!AVID 
BEGIN/ENO DH£ 06/ ll+-06/23 
HTWRF 0900-1600 PA 142 
it650 HUSM 595 03 [VAL HUS P(RFORIHNCE 2 JOHNSON JAMES N 
BEGIN/END DA TE Qb/27-06 /3 0 
HTWR 0900 -1600 Pol. 11+2 
465 2 ~USM 595 □ If SCORE PREPARATION q JOHNSON JAMES R 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/QS-07/14 
HTWRf 0900-1600 PA 1'12 
MUSIC-MUSICIANSHIP/SECOND TERM 
CRH DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE T-ITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR ill 
4653 MUSH 1+95 05 JAZZ COMBO LIT/PERF 2 FROHRlP KE NT ON 
BEGIN/ENO OAT[ 1)7/19-0 7/2 2 
TWRF 0900- 160 0 PA 113 
11,651+ MUSP1 595 OS JAZ Z COHOO LIT /PERF 2 FPOtlRIP KENTON 
BEGIN/ENO DATE 07/19-07/22 




OCPT CPSE SECT 
PE ti 12 0 1 
0730- 0 9 0 0 HAH 
COUPS[ TITLE HPS I~STRUCTOR Ill 
HISH':Y + P~INC OF PE 3 BUCKLEY C 
S308 
50'40 PE 11, ~6 n1 •OM H:TERSCH ATHLETI 3 SHN[K J 
MTl.'iH 0 915-l ,l 4'i HAI-I 5 1 0 8 
5019 PE U<,5 (1 1 WO RK <; HQP-T RACK•FI(LC 2 W6 XLA'( F 
BY P£PMISS!ON ONLY PC GIN/E"-l D DA TE 07/11 - 0 7/15 
MTW~f l 3r:'0 -1F-Cn H.C.H S3'J5 
5 0 36 PE 5C"i 01 PHIL OSOPHY CF SPO R T 1 STAND: J 
MHI P F 110 □ -1 2!n HAH S 3 r.5 
503 8 PE 5 12 0 1 HISTl:!Y + ?RI NC Of PE 3 BUCK L EY C 
MTWRF onrJ-09CU ""6H ~3 0 8 
50111 Pl 5 56 ell AO~ INT(RSCI-' UHU:TI 3 STANEK J 
MT\JRF G915-10'45 HA"i S 3l18 
5020 PE SE!! (' l J.IO Ol< SHOP-TDACK+FIEL O 2 ',.ft):LAX P 
BY PERMIS SION ONLY 
MT'.IPF 13DLJ -l flC IJ HAH 
B EC: IN/[ND n A TE 0 7/ll- C7I15 
S 3 0 5 
5 0 1+ 3 f'E HI 
HO 
n t RES ,-,THOS HLTH • PE 
~ 3 0 8 
3 W4XLAX ~ 
5 1: 4 !:i 
TR 
l e o □ - 21 C:J HAH 
PE 61 0 0 1 
1600 - 21 [O HAH 
SEMIN 6 R PHY S ECI 
S3 0 d 
3 COLLll~S R 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
5 0 05 PE 1 3 6 0 1 E. EGPiNING $ ',,,' l!-tt"PJG 1 ANKLAN C 
G!?AOIN G OPTI ONS EITliEO 
!",T\,/P 1100-llio5 HAH POOL 
5~01' r'E I 5 2 0 1 PHYS!CAL FITNESS l ZEZONEY F 
G:',l~f'IING OPTIOf..1S EITHER 
MT WR 1100-lli+S HAH SWG 
5010 
MTW RF 
PE 2 06 0 2 STNO 1ST A ID + F- RS S 3 ANKLAN C 
0915-1(145 HAH ,, 3 
50 1 3 P[ 2.:· J (11 INTERMEOHTE BOWLING I OA\ilS J 
GRADING OPTION S EITHER SP[CIU tE. ES 
MHI R F 1"1915-1 00 0 HC 
501 7 PE 221! !"14 RACQUETBALL 2 VTt-.JE J 
G9A0ING OPTIONS EITHE R 
MWf C915- 1 01l5 1-'At-' SF:' 8 
5018 PE 2213 fl5 PACQUE T SA LL VI NJ[ J 
GRADING OPTIONS EJTHER 
MWF 11 0 0- 1 230 HAH SR8 
5 0 25 PE 2 3 0 r, 4 f:>EGIN,,.ING TENNIS l Vlt-;JE J 
GRADING OPTIOf,,1 S EJJI-IER 
MW 1245-1415 HAH TC 
sr □ 6 PE 211 
GRADING OPTIONS 
1900-2130 
C1 2 SKIN • SCUB.i DI'JI NG 
El THE R 
CEN TRAL MINN DIVERS 
2 OL S~N J 
!9 !"1 0-213(! [H 
5033 PE 304,;t Cl l CARE + PREV ATHL INJ 3 ZFZONEY F 
HTWPF 0915-10&; 5 HAH 235 
5039 PE 115 z ,;, 01 TEST ~ + ~SMTS IN PE 3 Hrn"4PS0N K 
MTWR F 0730-0Q CO HA H S3 08 
5Dt+4 PE 62 0 * 0 1 SEMH! AR PHYS [XERCIS 3 HLL Y J 
MTW!"IF 09 15-l ['l q lj IHH Sll2 
5Dt+6 PE 652 0 1 TESTS + MSMTS I N PE TH OMPSO N K 
MTW l;'f 073 '.l - 090 0 HAH 5 3 08 
PHYSICS/FIRST TERM 
CREf DEPT CRSE SEcT C0UP.SE TITLE HP S INSTRtJCTOR trl 
5501 PH'fS 1C3 !11 CONCEPTS IN PHYSICS q ECl<POTH C A 
MT'o.•~F r.91 5- lOt+ S 124 LA B AP R ANGEO 
55U2 PHVS 231* 0 1 GENE.PAL PHY SICS ! q GA RRITY MK 
MTWPF 0730 - 0Q GQ M5 121.i LH AR R ANGED 
PHYSICS/SECOND TERM 
5c:; 0 3 
MT',IRf 
PHYS 1G3 C2 
1100 -1 2 :! D MS 
CONCEPTS IN PHYSICS ll TRU'-'MEL 
12' LA[, ARR/1.N G[O 
D p 
5504 PHYS 23 2 ~ 0 1 GENERA L PHYSICS II II TRU~MEL O R 
MTWN 0730-09CIJ MS 124 LA£!. ARPANGED 
I&. 0 0 
P OOL 
CRf.f 
5 9 0 2 
M T'o.!Rf 
DEPT CA$E SECT 
PSY 1+93 fl l 
124 5-141<; [ 8 
COUPS[ TITLE HRS 
JNOIVIOUIIL APPRAIS•L q 
A2 39 
INSTRUCTOR "1 
ANDER SON D 
20ll5 PSY ll97 0 1 PSY MENTAL RfURO t+ AYERS FLOY D 
T~ 073 0 -1 l 0<1 f:P- 6235 
5 9 15 f'SY 518 C:l HISTORY ~NO SCHOO L S 3 t-iol.RCol.TTILIO A 
MTI-JDF ['915- l 'lt+lj [fl 8 206 
592'i 0 SY ':29 :1 1 VOCATIONAL EVALUATIO 3 P[TRANGELO G 
MTW P F Il ·7 0 -l?.3 f1 E B A2i+O 
5 92 2 P S Y 574 0 1 HHEPPfRSONAL OYNAM 3 WOLLIN D 
,nw 0 r 1211 5 - 1415 E B A221'.'!A 
59rJ:! P SY ~ 9 1 01 I NDIVIOUAL APPRAISAL 3 ANO[RSOf..1 D 




P SY 597" '."ll 
0 73 0 -ll CO E S 
PSY 6 5 3 01 
~ n o - □ st+r::i t s 
59 0 8 PSY U."3 '1 1 
MT\.l l? f 121+5-1355 E S 
5917 PSY 677 01 
MT'.J°F (; 9 15-1025 ES 
PSY l"ENTAL REHRO 
A2 35 
pS,Y SOC ASPECTS REHA 
82nS 
3 A YEl?S fL OYD 
3 RICE J 
THE Ol='lES OF L[A RN lN G 3 HARK E 
A 211 0 
SI:::"! 1,-.. COUNSELING 3 PETERSON T 
B2 13 
591 2 P S v 67a 8 1 GRADUATE STATISTICS 3 KWI.Utol W 
MTi,,' R f Q730- 0 P.110 [ 6 P213 
PSYCHOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
ci::-tr DEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITL E 
59ll ~ 
MTl,,'Pf 
P SY 11 5 
~ "1 EJ - OQO!"J El:! 
C2 (ENERJ.L PSYCHOL OGY 
e.200 
HRS INSTRUCTOR #1 
4 STAFF 
5937 P S. Y 217 01 PSYCHOLOGY STAT1$TIC 4 UH WERS L 







PSY 221 D l 
l 1J0 -14t+ 3 f: R 
PSY 262 02 
C915 -1 c ii 5 E B 
PSY 362 !"12 
0710-0 900 ES 
INTRCI TO HUM.AN SfRV 14 DWYER M 
B20t, 
HUMAN GRO',,,'TH + DEVE L q B OL TUCK H 
A2q O 
ED MEAS + TEST CONST 4 RUORUO E 
020 8 
5926 P SY q 19 (1 1 pr,iof + SCIENT ETHICS I.I BCI L TU CK C 
~TW 1<r C9l 5- I Oq5 £ B E 207 
5934 PSV i+2/'.! (11 PS't'CHOOVN OF FAMILY ti OWYER M 
TR 11n □ -14i+5 EC P2J6 
59 3Q P S Y q3r, Cl l SE~ PJAG[T roR TEACH 4 PROCHNOW R 
1", TW r? f 0915- l l'J '+~ El:l P209 
5931 PSY 4 3 !1 nz SOI VIOLE NC( IN FAM 2 SOL TUCtol M 
GQA ['I I~JG OP T I ONS SU-Pf. O BEGIN/END Doi.TE 07/19-08/03 
MTWPF 1100-ll+ CO EB A2 I.I Q 
5S'2.ll PSY ll 3 9 n 1 ABNODMAL PSYCHOLOGY I.I BO L TUCK C 
~Twi.r l l f10 -l 23 U Ee P2 0 7 
5936 PSY 4111.1 C: 2 INTERNSHIP VI< JEf'-,S[N ~ 
BY ~[PM! SSI ON C~JLY GRi\QJNG OPTIONS 
HOUPS APR ANGEO 
5 91+! PSY Llf-3 0 2 PRI NCIPLES Of LURN 4 PPOCHNOW R 
MH11?f l2L15-lLl15 t:e. ~ 209 
20112 PSY '•'-?. 0 1 GUIDANCE OF HANDICAP ti JOHNSON DAVID 
T R 0 73 0 -11 0(1 ES f214 
20!!t+ PSY 1+96 'J l PSY txCEP T CHILOR[N q JOHNSON OHIO 
M'fJ l 2C 0-153 C EE A235 
5927 P SY C:: 1 1'.l n t PROF + SCI[NT ETHICS 3 GOL TUO. C 
MT\,; Rf ll ~ 0-123 ~ F.: '3 [ 20 7 
SQ 35 ,. r> sy ~ 2 8 :"' l l l l"' 0 -14 1.iS E S PSYCHOUYN Of Ff\Hll Y G206 OI-IYER M 
5'iti !1 PSY ~3 'J f1 1 SEM PIAGE:T FOR TEACH 3 P~OCHNOW R 
f", TWl?r nslS-lr '- "i E R 8 2C9 
SU-REC 
PHILOSOPHY/FIRST TERM 
CREF OEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR •l 
5351 PHIL 101 01 PHIL EXPL HUMANITIES q Y00S G E 
TR 1800-2130 BH 101 
5361 PHIL 120 01 LOGICAL SKILLS q ANDERSON M G 
MHIRF 1100-1230 RH 101 
5371 PHIL 122 01 INTRO TO ETHICS 4 PHILLIPS A M 
Mf°wRF 09JS-10'+5 BH 101 
5381 PHIL lb □ 01 INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY 4 DIENHART J W 
HTwRF 1 l00-1 23 fJ SH 208 
PHILOSOPHY/SECOND TERM 
CREF" DEPT CP.~E srcT COUF?SE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR II 1 
5372 PHIL 122 02 INTRO TO ETHICS Ii P!HLLTPS A M 
HTW QF 0915-1045 BH 10 1 
5382 PHIL lf,Q 0 2 INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY '4 BOYER O L 
t1TW!?F ono- □900 BH 101 
5383 PHIL lbO 03 INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY 4 BAHDE J E 
MW 1soo-2130 BH 101 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTR UCTOR lfl 
5001 PE 120 01 AEROBICS 2 WULAX P 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REQ 
I'1TW RF 0915-1000 HAH S-'C 
S003 P[ 123 01 WEIGHT TRAINING 1 WINK J 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
MW U730-0900 HAH WT 
S001\ PE 160 01 SLO PlTCH SOFTBALL 2 WINK J 
GPA.DING OPTIONS su-RE0 
HWF 0915-1045 HAH SHF 
500Q PE 206 r:l STND 1 ST AID • PRS S 3 TEMPLIN 0 
MTW RF 0730-QQ(lO HAH 243 
so12 PE 222 Dl BEGINNING BOWLING 1 STA"l[K J 
GPAOING OPTIONS EITHER SPECIAL F'E[S 
MW 1245-1415 Al1C 
S!Jlll PE 228 01 RACQUETBALL 
GRAIJING OPTIONS EITHER 
MWF' 0730 -0900 HAH SAB 
5015 PE 22A 02 RACQU[T6ALL 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
MWF 0915-10115 HAH SR B 
SOU> P[ 22A 03 RACQUETBALL 
GRAOlNG OPTIONS EITHER 
MWF 1100-12.30 HAH SR B 
S022 ' PE 230 01 BEGINNING TENNIS 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
11W !) 900-1045 HAH TC 
5023 PE 230 02 BEGINNING TENNIS 
GRAO!NG OPTIONS EITHER 
TR 0900-1045 HAH TC 
5024 PE 230 C!3 BEGINNING TENNIS 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHER 
MW 1 lD0-1230 HAH TC 
5030 PE 238 01 BEGltJNlNG ARCHER'¥' 
GRADING OPTIONS EITHEl;i 
MTWR 1100-1145 HAH EB 
5031 PE ?4!'1 01 ANATOM Y 
MTWRF P73o-o~oo HAH 240 
5055 PE ~ 271 
GRAOlNG OPTIONS 
1900-2130 
01 SKIN • SCUBA OIVING 
EITHER 
CENTRAL MINN DIVERS 
2 ANFENSON R 
ANF[NSON R 
2 WINII. J 
l BUCKLEY C 
I BUCKLE'¥' r 
1 BASCH C 
1 TEMPLrn D 
4 BASCH C 
2 OLHN J 
1900-2130 EH 
5034 PE 3tt8• 01 l<INESIOLOGY/BIO MECH 3 ANFENSON R 




PE '+C~ 01 
1100-1230 HAH 
PHILOSOPH'Y' OF' SPORT 
S 305 
3 STANEK J 
14.00 
POOL 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/FULL TERM 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR II 
. 571 3 POL 4'+4• 01 INTERNSHIP VR WILLUMSON HOMER 
BY P[RHISSION ONL '¥' GRADING OPTIONS su-REQ 
HOURS ARRANGED 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
CRE F ,DEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE" HRS INSTRUCTOR #l 
5701 POL 111 01 NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 4 WILLIAMSON HOHER 
MTWRF 0915-1045 BH 309 
5727 POL 3 15• 01 US FOREIGN POLIC'Y' " KILKELLY JOHN 
MTWRF 0730-0900 BH 309 
5725 POL 41 3* 01 JUDIClAL PROCESS 4 fRANK STEVE 
MTWRf 1100-1230 BH 309 
5726 POL 513• 01 JUDICIAL PROCE SS 4 FRANI( ST[V[ 
MTWQf ll □ C! -1 230 IH-t 309 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
CREF' OEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HJ<S I NS TRUCT OR Ill 
5710 POL 101 0 1 PO L ICEAS + TNSTITUT q SCHMIOT OR VILLE 
MTWRF 0915- 1045 BH 309 
5743 POL 4 63* 0 1 AH[R POL TH OU GHT ti JONES EVAN 
MTWRf OB0-09C0 BH 309 
5744 POL 5b3* C!l AMER POL TH OUG HT '+ JO~ES EVAN 
MTWRF 073o- □ 900 aH 309 
PSYCHOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
CREF nEPl CRSF. SEC T COURSE TITL E f-JRS INSTRUCTOR Ill 
5904 PS'¥' 115 01 GENERAL PSYCHOLOG'Y' II STAFF 
MTWRF (1 73 0 - 0900 EB 8206 
5 9 1A PSY 2 1b 'J l PES DESIGN • H[Tl-'00 4 RICE J 
MT\. Rf 09 15-1 0 45 EB E208 
5916 PSY 231 01 PRINCIPL ES Of 8E HAV 4 l"Ei;:JENS G 
MTWRf 11 00 -173 0 FB 8209 
5913 PSY ~62 0 1 HUl111N GRO\JTH + DEVEL 4 t<UKUK W 
MTWPf 1100-1230 EB r2os 
59 09 rsv ?9(1 01 PSYCHOLO GY Of WOME~ 4 JAZWINSIII C 
GRADING OPTION S SU-RfO 
MTWl;if 091 5-1045 EB e2o9 
5905 PSY 31~ 01 PSY Of MOOERN LIFE 4 BUHL A 
MTWRF (!730-0900 EB B207 
5923 PSY 32'+ 0 1 lNTERVIEWING SKILLS! '+ PETRANGELO G 
MTWRF n915-l!)4~, E6 8214 
5910 PS'¥' 327 01 SMALL GROUP PROCESS 4 JAZWINSU C 
HWf 1245-1515 EB en" 
S9 0 1 PS'¥' 345 n1 AGING ANO DYING 4 ANDERSON D 
GRADING OPTIONS SU-REO 
MTWQF 0915-1045 EB A2 39 
5906 PSY 362 01 ED MEAS • TEST CON S T 4 BUHL A 
MTWRF 0915-1045 EB E:?07 
592'1 PSY 173 0 1 ENVIRONMENTAL PS'¥' 4 WOLLIN 0 
HTWRF 1100-1230 E9 A2 39 
5914 PSY l!I R 'Jl HISTOR'Y' AN D SCHOOLS 4 HARCATTILI O A 
MTWRF" 0915-1045 EB 8206 
5924 PS Y '1 29 □ l VOCATIONAL EVALUATIO 4 PETRANG[LO G 
MTW RF 1100-123 □ [8 .6.240 
5911 PSY 444 01 
8 '¥' PE~MISSION ONLY 
HOURS ARR.6N GEO 
5907 PSY &t63 0 1 
MTWRr 09 15-10'1') EB 
5921 PSY 47'+ 01 
MTWRr 1245-1415 EB 
INTEPN5HlP VR JENSEN M 
GRADING OPTIONS 
PRINCIPLES OF LEARN 4 HARK E 
1124 0 
INTEi:?PERSONAL D'Y'NAM 4 WOLLIN D 
A?2 0 A 
SU-REO 
CREF OEPT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HAS INSTRUCTOR 11 
S932 PSY 530 02 SEM VIOLENCE IN FAM 2 BOL TUCM H 
GRAOJNG OPTIONS SU-REQ BEGIN/END DATE 07/19-08/03 
HTWRF 1100-11100 EB A240 
5929 PS'¥' 539 01 .!iBNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY 3 BOLTUCI< C 
HTWRF Il00-1230 EB B207 
2046 PSY 592 01 GUIDANCE OF HANDICAP 3 JOHNSON DAV] □ 
TR 0 730-1100 EB B214 
20118 PSY 596 01 PSY EXCEPT CHILDREN 3 JOHNSON DAVJO 
HW 1200-1530 EB A235 
5942' PSY 673 en CONSUL UTION 3 REDOING A 
HTWRF []730-08"0 [6 -239 
5943 PSY 6"/4 01 ADVANCED PP.OCEDURES 3 REDDING I,. 
HTWRF' 11ao-1 210 Ee- A239 
SQ38 PSY 678 nz GRADU ATE STATISTICS 3 LAMWERS L 
MT\.l r F 0730 - 0R'IO EO 82 13 
QUANTITATIVE METHODS & INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS/FULL TERM 
CP[F' DEPT CR SE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR Ill 
7 931 OM I S 1.1"4* C l JNTEPNSHIP 16 L U M 
BY P[H,ISSION O"ll'Y' 
WJURS A~RANGEO 
QUANTITATIVE METHODS & INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS/FIRST TERM 
Cl?EF' CEP T CPS[ SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS 1NSTRUCTOR 111 
7QO I Of',IS 140 rJl l:USINESS STAT I 4 SONG J 
Mll."H n915 -l !J 45 9B llQB 
79 02 QM J S lti O C2 BUSINESS STAT I 4 SONG J 
HTWRf 1100 -1 230 BE. 119B 
79 05 OMIS 141* 01 BUSINESS SH.T II 4 MEYER R 
HHi'l F 0 730-QQCQ BB 315 
7906 OMJS ltil>et 02 PUSINESS STAT 11 4 MEYER R 
HTWQf 09 15- 104 5 AO 315 
7915 QMIS 151 01 INTRO TO BUS PROG 4 JAMES [ 
MTWRf ll!J0-1230 BR 315 
7910 OMIS 25 □• 0 1 DAT A PAOC fOR BUS 4 HEATH R 
MTWRr nn□ -[)9ori eu 111 
7911 OMIS 250-.o: 02 DATA PROC FOP BUS 4 HEATH R 
MhPF IJ915-1045 88 321 
79H OMIS J51-.0: 01 IfHRO MGMT INFO SYST 4 JAH[S E 
HTWPf }2ij5-1415 BB 315 
QUANTITATIVE METHODS& INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS/SECOND TERM 
CREF' DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE 
7903 OMIS 1'10 03 BUSINESS STAT I 
MlilRf" 11 00 -12 30 BB 1198 
7907 OHIS 141-.0: 03 euSINESS STAT II 
MTWRF 0730 -0900 BB 119B 
79 08 OMIS 141* 04 BUSINESS STAT 
MTWRF' 0915-1045 88 321 
7912 OMIS 250 03 DATA PROC FOR BUS 







OMIS 441• C!l 
0915-1045 BB 
OHIS 451>:< 01 
0915-1045 BB 
OHJS 4S3-.o: 01 
1100-1230 BB 
OPERATIONS RES I 
315 
COMPUTER Sit'! FOR BUS 
1198 
OATAEASE l'IGMT SYST 
315 
HRS INSTRUCTOR 11 
lt KRUEGER 0 
ii STAFF 
II STAFF 
4 ST AFf 
4 KRUEGER O 
q LU l'I 
4 SHfF 
16 
READING/ FIRST TERM 
CREF' DEPT CR SE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS l~STIWCTOR 1t1 
b302 RONG 0 19 01 READING AND STUDY SK 2 F'ILLEt~W OR TH CEIL 
GAAOING OP TIONS SU -REO 
TWRF' 0915-1015 SH 10 1 
6301 RONG 12 0 0 1 READING RATE lMPPOV( 2 f'ILLENW ORH! CEIL 
GRADING OPTIONS UTH(Q 
TWRF" 0600-0900 SH l QI 
RECREATION/FIRST TERM 
CR[F' DEPT CASE SETT COURSE TITL( HA S I"ISTRUCTOR If l 
5050 REC .... ti 01 SENIOR I NTERNSHIP 8 ICA SPER J 
BY PERMISSION ONLY GIUOit,,G OPTIONS su-R[Q 
HOUR S ARR ANGED 
RECREATION/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEPT CASE SECT COURSE TITLE H~S INSTRUCTOR # 1 
5051 P[C C.44 0 2 SENIOR INT[ANSHIP 8 l'IOWOHOSHI Y 
BY PEIH1ISSION ONL Y GRACING OPTIONS SU-AEO 
HOURS APAANG[O 
SCIENCE/ FIRST TERM 
CPEf DEPT CASE SECT COUQS [ TITLE HRS IN STRU CTOR •I 
0819 SCI libO 0 1 TR ENDS IN BIOL cnuc ! KRAH[R D 
HTWAf 1100-1230 MS 215 
0820 SCI Sb □ 0 1 TREN OS IN BIO L EDUC 3 to.RAHEA D 
HTWPF 1100-1?.30 MS 215 
SOCIAL SCIENCE/ FIRST TERM 
CR[r OEPT CPS( SECT COURSE TITLE HRS IN ST RUC TOR lfl 
6901 SSC I 1[''4 0 1 GENEPAL SOCIAL SC I 4 LIEBER~AN H 
MTWRF 0915 -lnil S SH 210 
690 2 SSC I 10'4 02 Gn~E R.AL SOC IAL SCI 4 HANJrF G M 
MW R 11 00- 1 330 SH 207 
&941 SSCI 320 0 1 [LEH[ NTS OF SOC SCI 3 WOLFE R A C 
HTWRF 0915 -1 025 SH 20& 
&99 0 SSCI &30 01 PROBLEMS IN SOC SCI 3 L HBER11,_N H 
HWR IIOO- l 30r'J SH 20& 
SOCIAL SGl l;NCE/SECOND TERM 
CRE~ O[PT CRSE SECT COURSE TITLE HRS I NS TRUCT OR I 1 
6903 SS CJ l G4 03 GENERAL SOC SCI 4 NUNN W H 
HTWRF 0730-0900 SH 204 
&9 0 4 SS CI 10 4 0 4 GENEQAL SOC SCI 4 DOWNES A J 
MWR 0915-1145 SH 2 07 
SOCIAL STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
CREr DEPT CR S[ SEC T COURSE TITL E HRS INSTRUCTOR 1 1 
6991 SS T 6'-0 01 SEC TEACHERS - 3 NUNN W H 
B[GJN/[NO OAT[ 07/19-08/04 IMPLEMENT OF ECON -~ TAK E 
MTWl?F 09 15-1145 SH 206 
SOCIAL WORK/ FIRST TERM 
CR[r DEPT CRSE SECT COUPS[ TITLE HJ:'S INSTRUCTOR I l 
b47'i SIi 2 11 0 1 JNTR O TO SOCIAL WO RK 4 TWINAHE-OU NGOI M 
MTWRF r-730-oq oo SH 323 
6'-76 SW '-'-4* 
GR.lf1 I NG OPTIONS 
HOURS APRANG[O 
0 1 INTERNSHIP SOC WORK 
SU-REO 
8 TWINA11 E- OUNGAN 11 
CREF DLPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS IN STRUCTOR I l 
1973 SP: □ 522 0 1 EDUCATION OF GIFTED 3 JOH NSON DAVID 
TR 1200 -15 311 EB 62 □ b 
2 02'i ,. SP: □ 1323 01 " [ TH t'IATLS SPEC [D l A'2 36 3 SETT[NBURG ANN 121)0- lilti O EB 
1978 SPEO 525 0 1 DUG TRT~T LPNG 015 1 3 B I GL[P JC AN 
BY PERHISSION ON LY 
IHWPF 1245 -141 5 
19ll4 
HW 
SPED 60 1 01 CURR T'?ENOS SPEC ED 3 MN OX STAN L EY 
1200-1440 EB A23b 
19 8b SP[O b 02 0 1 
MW 0800-l Q II □ EB 
198 2 oe;P[ Q 652 0 1 
BY PERM]SSlON ONLY 
MTl.'P F !:1800-1200 
205 □ SPED ~52 02 
BY p[QM]SSION ONLY 
MTWRF □ e □ o-1200 
19 87 SPED 6 5 5 0 1 
BY PERMTS SI ON O~lLY 
HOUPS ARRANGED 
PESEARCH SP[C f.OUC 
A 2 38 
3 AYERS F"LOYO 
Pl:l ACTICUM Lf"/NG D!S 3 SIGLER JOAN 
GRADING OP TIONS 
Pl:l ACTI CU /'I . L RNG □ IS 3 L['.I S JANES 
GRAC I NG OPT]ON S 
f'RACT [MOT OJSTUPB[O VQ GADBERRY EVA 
GIH(IINf.i OPTIONS 
1959 SPf.0 t-9n 0 1 SEM SPCD RUR H ,_REA S 3 KN OX SUNL[Y 
TR 0800 -I O'l 'J EB A236 
H9A SPED 69 5 0 1 WOODC OCK-JOHNSON 3 LEWIS JAME S 
su -REO 
SU -RE C 
SU -R EO 
BY P[PMISSION ONLY GRADING OPTIONS SU -iH:C 
BEGIN/ [NO QA TF 06 / 13 -0 6 /17 
MTW!U 0800- 1630 EB A226 
19 9 4 SPED 1,95 02 ADVANCE WOOOC K-JOHN S J AY ERS flOYC 
BY P[RMISSIOtl ON LY GRA □ rnG OPT]ON!. SU-R[Ci 
BEGIN/ENO OAT[ OC./2 0 -0b/21 
MT 0900- 1600 EB A22b 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
COURSE TITL E HRS IN STRUCTOR 1q CREF 
1952 
TR 
DEPT CRS E SEC T 
SPED 4 0 4 0 1 
1200 -15 30 EB 
CULT DIVER S AN O EDUC 4 AYERS FL OYD 
195 3 
"" 
SPED 4 C.5 0 1 
0730- 11 00 EB 
A2 35 
eEHAV IOR PRC fl. LEMS 
A2 35 
2022 SPED 495 0 1 PHY S1C l/!-4E OICAL COHP 
BEGJN/END □ A lf 07/1A- C7/2 9 
MTWl?F 1200 -l 'iCO ce B20 7 
tt L[WJS JAH C::S 
GADBERRY EVA 
1969 ,. SPED 50 4 0 1 CULT OIYEP '> ANO EDUC 3 AYERS FLOYD 
197 0 
MW 
1 200 -1 530 EB 
SPED SO 'i 0 1 
0 73 D-ll rm EB 
A2 35 
BEHAVIOR PROF L EMS 3 LEWI S JAME S 
A235 
1979 SPED 526 0 1 OJA G TRT1n urnr, DIS2 3 BIG L ER JOAN 
BY 0 [Rf'1JSSION ONLY 
MTWRF l 245 -l4l'i 
197 7. SPED 527 01 !HSIC SKILLS HAN D l BETTENSURG AN N 
TR 0800-101.;Q EB A23S 
20 21 SP~O S'i'i Cl PHYSICL/~E □ lCAL COMP 3 GAOB[P.RY EVA 
BEGIN/END OAT[ 0 7/U-07I29 
,nw c f 1 200 -15 00 f O B20 7 
1988 SP""O 6G3 0 1 PR08LCMS SPEC r:ouc 3 I\NOX ST "t.LEY 
TR 0 8 00 -1 0 40 EB A236 
1985 SP[O 6CS 0 1 P[HAV ANAL HANO CHLO 3 AYERS FL OYU 
M'.J D8□ 0- 1 o i.o i:::e A23 B 
1992 SPED 6 12 0 1 
Hw n80 □ -1 0 4 0 re. 
PS YCHOL ItiG UI S TI CS 
B2 1 ti 
3 GAOB[f.lRY EVA 
193(") SPED bS2 0 3 PRACTICU~ LRNG D IS 3 BIGLER JOA N 
BY PERMISSI ON ONLY GRACII\G OP TION 5 
MTWPF OBIJ'l- 1200 
l<l 8J SPED 691 0 1 SEM PERS ADJ HAND CH 3 LEWI S JAME S 
TR 12 n □ -l44 0 EB A23a 
SLJ -REO 
TECHNOLOGY /FIRST TERM 
CRE F' IJ [ PT CPSF." SEC T COURSE TITLE 
7261 
MT'.Rf 
TECH 1 0 1 
r91 s -1 r. 11 s HH 
01 HRONAUTICS I 
2 14 
HRS INST RU CTOR #l 
ii RAISER k 
72 62 TECH 102 01 PRIVATE PILOT FLIGIH 3 RAISER K 
GRADING 00TIO NS su - REO 
HOUPS APRArHi EO 
72b'! TL".:H 151 0 1 TECH MATH I 
l"TWDf 0730 - 09C0 HH 21'1 
7264 TECH 165 0 1 
'I RAISER M 
RYAN R 
4 STINSON J 
C' 7 3Q-C90'1 !,JH 
PHO TC TECH I 
230 TWRF 0730-0900 HH 
726S TECH 1 10 n1 
MHIRF :J7J0 - 090'1 !,,11-i 
726b TECH 175 Cl l 
MH,'Pf 11 00 -1 23~ HH 
7268 TECH 317 0 1 
MT'.'RF r!730-(19GQ HI-I 
7270 T£.CH 4 9 5 0 1 
ELECTRONICS TECH I 
227 




11 KO L BERT D 
4 HOCMERT R 
'4 ZACZMOWSMI J 
PREP ELECTRt-.CS/ELECT 4 GOkE J 
21 7 
BY P[f:"Ml SSION ONLY 
P1TW1F r"J9 1S-15 CO HH 
BEGIN/ENO DATE Ob/13-6&/24 
227 
7271 TECH 1195 0 2 l"ICROPROC SYSTE11S 4 KOLBERT 0 
BY PfPM J SSION ON L Y BEG]N/END DATE 06/27-0 7/ 08 
MTWPf ('915-lSOO HH 227 
7272 Tc:CH 11 9 5 0 3 ELEC ENERGY SYS 4 GOME J 
By P[ ~~15SION O"ILY BEGIN/[NO OAT[ 06/27-07/08 
l", TWc-F 09 1 5-150□ HH 227 
7273 TECH 11 9 <; O&t FLU ID SYSTEMS 'I RYAN R 
BY P[QMTSSJO~ ONLY B[GHUENO DATE 0 6/13-06 / 24 
l", TW PF r915-104', HH 1 20 MTWRF 1045-1500 HH 121 
7274 TECH 588 0 1 PRE P ELE CTRNCS/ELECT 4 GOH J 
BY PERMISSION ONLY 9EGIN/END DATE 06/13-06/24 
KTl.iPF 09 15- 1 :;CO HH 227 
7275 TECH 588 02 MICROPKOC SYSTEMS 4 KOLBEIH 0 
eY 0 £ PMTSSI O~J O~LY 13[GIN/ENO DATE 06/27-07/08 
l'lfl,,'P.f 0915-15C'1 HH 227 
7276 TECH SES 03 ELEC EN ERGY SYS '4 GOKE J 
BY 0 lRHISSJON ON LY BEGIN/END DA TE 06/27 - 0 7/08 
MTWRF 0 9 15-1500 HH 227 
7277 T[CH 580 0 11 fLUIO SY'STEI-IS 'I RYAN R 
BY PERMISSION ONLY BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/13 - 0 6/2~ 
tHW Rf [19)5-1 0 45 HH 12 0 MTWRF 10115-1500 HH 121 
727 8 TECH 5fj:\ OS PHO TO ED UCATI ON 8 ZACZKOWSKJ J 
SY PERtH SSION ONLY BEGIN/ENO DATE 06/13-07/08 
09 15-14 0 0 HH 228 TWRF 09 15-1400 HH 112 
ST INSON J 
TECHNOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
CP.EF OEPT CRSE SEC T COURSE TITLE HRS INSTRUCTOR # l 
7267 TE~H 22n 0 1 IND MATERIALS • PROC 4 TOQBORG F G 
MTWRF 09 15 -1 045 HH 12(! 
7269 HCrl 3'15 01 IN TR O TO CiCCUP,f, SAF 4 TO RBORG F G 
MTW J( f 0 730-09 0C HH 12 0 
THEATRE/FIRST TERM 
CREf DEP T CPS[ SEC T COUP.Sr TITLE 
7411 
TR 
TH 260 01 ,_RT OF THE F I L M 
18 :'I 0-2150 CH 100 
71135 Tri 1196 
BY PER HISSl ON ON LY 
HOUl:lS H ?R ANGE O 
74 l 2 TH "'" BY PE.RM!SSJ ON O~ LY 






THEATRE L 1HOMME DIE U 
744Q TH 'i96 0 1 SU ~M(R THEAH'E 
B Y PERM!SSlON Ol<LY ON CAMPUS 
HOUt' S APRA~GEO 
HRS INS TR UC TOR #1 
4 SWANSON O.HE 
'" JURIK HARVEY PAUL ,. SPEERS SU SAN 
VR JURIM HARVEY PAUL 
SOCIAL WORK/SECOND TERM 
CP(f 
b 4 7 7 
MTI.HH 
DEP T CR SE SEC T 
S W 345* 0 1 
0 73D - c9DO SH 
COU RS E TITLE 
WO,.,E~ • MIN ORITIE S 
32 3 
6472 S • 11411* 02 TNTEP r,.; SHI P SOC WORK 
GRAD I NG O? TIO NS 
H OUR S A~R AN G[I') 
SU - R[ r} 
SOCIOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
HRS I~ S TRUCTOR #l 
3 BP [N NAN N 
P, BPENt-lAN N 
C AU' r EP T CQS £ 5Er T COURS[ TI TLE HR S l NSTRUCTOI< 111 
635 1 S QC 2 U l 0 1 PR I NC IPLES SC CI OLCG'r 4 OHZO P P('i C 
I". Tl. Of 0 7 !0 - 0?0rJ Sl-i 3 36 
b 3 5 2 ~(;C 27 7 0 1 COUR T SHIP • 1-'A')QjA':.E 4 PAS r: H;\LI. B 
I' Jt,jf; f ll (i □ - 1 230 SH 
6 35 3 sec 3t 6 * 
l',H P F 1 Hl0 -1? 3Q 'iH 
6 3 5 4 soc "H 7* 




J UVEN I LE DE t. INOUl:t<CY 
325 
CR I MH.O L OGY 
325 
ti i3 H t:1 P 
4 B~U ' R 
0 355 S:)(: 373.ca Cl ~0(: l:: L O[RLY F /1. •nLIS"S 4 MU~PHy J 
( (A ~JCEL LEC ) 
MT.,'DF 
6 3 bll 
MT \,,'C f 
□ 9 1 s -1 s 1; s <;H 
SOC " oc; * C 1 
r'9 1 5 - 1 (140 SH 
3 3 6 
SOC BL PS YCi~OLJGY 
336 
SOCIOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
CPE F ('IE. PT (:;,~~ SECT CIJUPSE TITL~ 
4 P t. SCH H L 
HR~ I ~l S TRUC TOR 
t,'3 56 soc ? 6'1 ri2 f'RIN':: ] PLES :.r cI OLOG Y 4 DfiVIS L 
MTi,/ Qr (19 l s - l ~4S SH 336 
63 5 7 SOC ?b l G l SOC I:\ l PR0'3 l !:MS 4 H ARP[q J 
l"T.,tPf r1730 - 0'?C·D SH 3 25 
b 35 R SOC ;?8 9V f' l WO LT l-i + P O., EF1 I "I AM 4 D~V ! S L 
MH:~ r 1 100 -1 230 SH 33 6 
6 3':, 0 ~O(' 55S ~ ri : \."Vr-",EN • \..'C :~K 4 HA FcPfA J 
Mh/~ F '19 1 5 - 1 n i, 5 SH 32 5 
SPANISH/SECOND TERM 
CAE!'" DEP T Cl- $ [ S[C T co ui:~S [ TITLE HR S I NSTRU CT OR Il l 
66 0 1 SP a N 1 3 1 0 1 [ L EM SPAN " O ' NE I L L J Mhl!H 1']9 15 -1 0 4 '3 5 1-' 10, 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
C~Er ('[P T CPS~ SEC T CO UPSE TIT L E HRS INS TAUC T O~ !ti 
1".1 5 1 S P fD 4 [] C l rou r-. D I N SP Er I " bETTt r-:euh G AN N hW l'J 73 0 -11 C'J Ea n 3 s 
1 9 93 ~PED ; 09 a 1 fO UN[1 IN S P[ □ 2 4 J OHNSON D AVI D 
MW r.73o -11 C": EC A236 
1 99": SPED u ,n C 1 EDUC SE V + PRO F RE T 4 GAD B ERR Y EVA 
MW 1 2 □0-1 530 EB A2 3 5 
19 Sil SPE D "" C l ro uc MOO "'·[ t,.; T RET J L E WIS J AMES TR 1 200 -1 4'l 'l EB A2 3 5 
}t;, 5 6 SPED , 22 C 1 ED UO T I ON Of GifTE O 4 J OHNSON D AV ID 
TR 1 2:J0 - 1<; 30 [ 8 8 2 0 6 
1989 $ PED '5 0 3 01 f QU Nr IN s P£D 1 J B£TTENBURG ANN 
MW 0 7 30 - llOJ EB A235 
19 7 6 SPE D S OS 0 1 DEV SCR .e. SSESS CI-I IL D 3 Ml TT I CK PA MELA 
BY PE RM I SS I ON O~L Y BE GI N/EN O OA lE 06/13 - 0 6 / 24 
MTWRf" 090 0 -1 SOD MEETS A T TH E CO L L EGE OF ST . BENED ICT 
19 6 l SPE D 5 0 ? 
MW 0 7 30 -11 0 0 E 9 
19 7 14 S PE D 5 20 
,.w 1 200 -1 5 30 EB 
1 97 1 SPED 52 1 





FOUND lN SPEO 2 
A236 
rnuc SEV ♦ P ROF RE T 
A2 35 
EDUC MOO MEN T ~ET 
A2 3 5 
3 JOHN SON DAVID 
3 GADB ERRY EVA 
3 L E WI S J AME S 
SPEECH/FIRST TERM 
CPEf:" 
67 0 l 
l'I Tw Q F 
6 702 
MTW q F 
OE.PT C'7 SE SE CT 
SP C H: l 0 1 
0 7 30 - 0 9(: □ PA 
SPC 1 6 1 rJ2 
11 00 -1 230 PA 
COUPS [ TIT LE 
INTR O TO SPE[C H COMM 
221 
TN TRO TO SPEE CH COl'!M 




IN STRU CTOR li l 
SIKKI NK Ci E 
ST OCK[ R G M 
613 C' SPC 220 ~ l PUBLI C SPE AK ING 4 STOCKt:R G 1-1 
t-'ITW PF n :;J S- H1 4 5 Pil. 222 
676 1 SPC 32 6* C l IN TEr' P ~SN L CO H"l RUS I If GqA CHH A f 
Ml'.IQ F 1100-1:' 30 P A 22 1 
6 758 $PC 4 20* 0 1 lH(OP OF r[ RS UA S ICN 4 :; l)( K HJK [, E. 
IH1,; Qf Cl9 1 !: - l ii4<; P A 2 2 1 
6 77 1 SPC t. 95 
G~ Afl J NG OP TJ ONS 
MT-lC: f r<; ~0 - 1S3C P A 
0 1 C:) l'I M 
SU - 1=[0 
2?T 
ANG TH[ SEXF: S 4 VCP A E 
BEGIN / [ r~ Ci OAT [ 06 /1 3 - 05 /2 4 
6 7 72 ~PC 4 9r, 'l 2 MAJO~ lT'r'/1'11\ CRl C0 '4~ U VOP A ~ 
CP Ar'Jl NG OP TI O' JS SU - REC BEG H //[NO DATE 06/?7- 0 7/ C':E, 
MT\..1Pf (' 93Q - 1 <;3;"J Pr.. 227 
678~ ~. PC S ~:i,:, 0 1 '!HECI=' OF P[PSU ASlON 4 SIK KI NK D £ 
r T 1o.:r:-f r 1,1s - 1r 4 c; PA 22 1 
6 7f> 1 ~Of <:t,d 1:1 1 CO"'"° .II NO TH E SEX [ ~ 4 VOR A E 
GP 6 f'l ~JI; OPT I Of: S SU - PEO BEG IN /t J'lil') DATE L b/1 3 - 0 6/24 
MTI.Pf (19~1U -1 53.J P r. 227 
6 79? SFC 518 ~ 2 ~'AJOPI T Y / H l NORl ".:C~M u VOR A E 
GRADl/1: G OPTfC NS S!J - PE'CI 9EG 1N/ EN0 CA l[ 0b / ?7 - 0 7/ 0S 
MTi.R f r930 - 1~3 'l OA 227 
SPEECH/SECOND TERM 
C?E r- CEPT CPS~ SE CT COU'-SE lI TL f HPS INSTRUCTO R Il l 
P D:! 5PC l '1 C 3 INTRO TO SP EECH CO ~ M " H fl UG HT I< lo' M T'..10 f (" (,l ~ -1 '.."'ti5 OA 2 2 2 
0 1r4 ~, PC l O l C 4 IN TRO TO SPLECH CO MI'. 4 HAUGH T I( It/ 
l-1 T '..'P f 11 00 -1 230 Pf, 2 2 2 
6735 SPC 223 C 1 EFFEC T I VE LI S H NIJI.G " BP'r'C E J E l" Ti. C- F 1 2 ti 5 - 1 4 1 5 P A 221 
6 7 37 SPC ?.2 ~ C l I N TERPERSO NAL COl"M 4 APt. [TT F' C 
MH/1 F l 1 00- 1 23n Pl, 2 21 
6 761l SPC 11 30 'J l 1'00 TH[o!.I [ S OF' COM M II ARNE TT R C 
MT'..I PF 09 1 S- lC 4 5 PA 22 1 
67 86 SP ': 530 nJ MUD TH [ OIH (S Of CC"1M 4 AR NE TT R C 
MTW D f 0<;15 - 1G t1 5 P A 22 1 
SPEECH SCIENCE, PATHOLOGY & 
AUDIOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
CR[F DE PT CRSE SEC T COURS ~ T ITL E HR S INSTR UCTO R 111 
7 DU SSPA 520 0 1 EXPER I MENT PHONE TI CS 3 l<A MME RMEI ER t', 
MT WPf" 0 9 1 5 - 102 <; EB ~ 2 39 
7 0 6Q 'SS PA 6 5 1 01 GRA D PRACTICUM 
B Y P[. QMJ SSI CN ONLY 
HOURS APRA NG E(l 
7 1 1 3 S S?A 6 60 0 1 SE~I ~U R L ANGU AGE 
B Y PEPM I SS I ON CNLY 
Mh l~ f 11 00 - 1 2 1 0 EB ~ 239 
SPEECH SCIENCE, PATHOLOGY & 
AUDIOLOGY/SECOND TERM 
CREF DEP T CP Sf: SECT COURS E T ITLE 
7 Q8 7 SSP A 61t2 0 1 ADVANC ED AU DI OL OG Y 
MTW RF 0915 -1 02 5 E B B239 
7 09 4 SSP A 651 02 GR AD PRAC TI CUM 
BY PE RMISS I ON ON LY 
HOURS ARR ANGE D 
I POW ERS G 
3 P OWERS G 
H;/S I NSTRUC TOR #I 
3 J AC OBSON J 
l JA COB SON J 
c i:- Ef OE P T CRSE SEC T COURSE TI TL r HRS I NS TR UC TOR #1 
7 1l I 3 TH 5 9 6 
BY PER MJ S$ION ONL\I 
HOU PS AR RANGED 
e, SU~ ME R Tl-lE ATH. 
TH EATRE L ' HOMME OI EU 
THEATRE/SECOND TERM 
CR( r DEP T CRSE SECT COUR SE Tl TLE 
VR SP EERS SUSAN 
HRS JNST RUCTO~ # l 
74 0 1 TH J4 n 01 !NT~O TO TH[ A T FILM l! P~ RR IER RONAL O 
MH Jq f ll DQ -1 230 P A ST$ I 
71+ 52 TH 2E~ rI PUY GQlt,; G E>'P f R JUJ C 4 PE RR IER RONAL O 
SPErI AL F i::-E S 65 . 0 0 (THEATR E TI CKETS) EVEN INGS & WEEKE NDS 
t 9 0 0-2 1 SIJ PA 21 9 L AB ARRAN GED 
7 t1 51 lH UQ6 
B Y PfRMISS I ON OtJ LV 
HQUDS APRANG E C' 
74 5(1 Th 596 
BY PEP n SS I ON CNLY 
HO UPS APR H JG[O 
OJ 
OJ 
SU '°' MfR THEAT RE VR SPEER S SUS AfJ 
THEATRE l 1 HOMME DIEU 
SU M~f R THE A Hf VR SPEE RS SU SAN 
THEATRE L' HOMME D I EU 
A l l provi sions within thi s Summer Sch ool Bull etin are 
subject to chan ge without notice, 
The University summer school schedul e is subj ect to 
modification or cancellat ion due to occurrences such as lack 
of funding, fire , flood , labor disputes, interruption of util i ty 
serv ices , acts of God , civi I disorder and wa r . In the event 
of such occurences, t he University will attempt to 
accomm odate its students, It does not, however, guarantee 
that courses of instruction, ex tra curricular activities or 
other University programs or events will be completed 
or reschedul ed . THUS IT MAY BE NECESSARY TO 
CANCEL COURSES WHICH HAV E VER Y LOW 
ENROLLMENTS, 
On-campus child care facilities are available. 
For more information and registration forms, 
contact: 
Campus Child Care Center 
Education Building B 120 
St. Cloud State University 
St. Cloud, MN 56301 
Office of Admissions and Records 
St. Cloud State University 
St. Cloud, MN 56301 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION SUMMER COURSE REQUEST FORM sRsoo9.1 
Please Fill In Or Circle The Proper Items 
Must Be Ret urned By May 5 , 1983 
STUDENTS ENROLLED SPRING 
QUARTER DAY CLASSES MUST 




(Please Use Full lega l Name) 
I,, 1-Ll-l,,, 11,,, 
Social Security Number Name: last, 
1. Unmarried 
2. Married 
l . Minn. Residen t 
2. Non-Resident 
University Residence Location 
1. Twin City Metro Area 
2. St. Cloud Withi~ 10 Miles 
3. St. Cloud 11 to 40 Miles 
4. Other 
VETERAN ST A TUS 
(Circle One) 
Permanent Address and Phone 1. Veteran 
2. Non-veteran 
L.l 
Firs t , 
Ethnic Group 
1. Asian 






I, I, I, II,,,,, 10 
Month Day Year Fil e No. If Known 
01 Birth 
UNIVERSITY 1-!E_AL 1H INSURANCE 
Send Grades To -
1. Permanent Address 
2. Local Address 
Eligibility requires 5 or more credits per term 
· ( Circle One) 
0. None ($0.00) 
1. Single ($37.00) 
2. Family ($355.00) 
4H2 1 I t I I I I J 1 1 I I I t I I t I I I I i I I 
Street Address ( Line 1) Street Address (Line 2 If Needed e .g. Apt. etc.) 
□ 
LJ 4H3 ~-~~/• I I - ,__-~~-~ 
City State Zip Code Area Code Teleph one 
County of Permanent Address----------------------------
Local Address and Phone (Please Complete Even If Same As Above) 
4H2 2 I , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 1 , , , l 
Street Address (line l) 
l..._J 
Cit y 
Emergency Contact Address and Name 
(Circle One of the Numbers) 
4H4 1. Permanent Address 




L I I I 
2 I I I I I 
j 2. Aud it 
[2AudjtJ 
3. I I [ 2. Audit 
4. I I I r:2...-Aiullt 
s. I I I t I [ 2. Audi t 
6. I j [ 2. Audit 











CREF* I 2. Audit 
(uyqj t 







Street Address (I.me 2 H Needed - e .g. Apt. etc.) 
L...1...--1 4H3 2 I 1 1 1/1 1 1 , - , , t , , 
Zip Code 80 Area Code Telephone 
You must have completed Baccalaureate ( 4 year) Degree to register for 
500-600 level classes. 
Do you hold a Baccalaureate Degree? Yes ____ No ___ _ 
Have you attended St. Cloud State before? Yes ____ No ___ _ 
If yes, First Quarter Attended? Qtr. _ ____ Year ____ _ 
If no, you will be classified as a special student not a candidate for 
a degree at St. Cloud State University. 
OF FICE USE ONLY 
"Audit" Means No Credit. 
Circle if no credit desi red. 4A 1 I N~, S I DI J I I I I I 
CllQI' 
* The CREF Number is the Four Digit Number which appears First in 
the co urse listing. 
Office of Admissions & Records 
St. Cloud State University 
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301 
